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The sexual violence and terrorism inflicted upon enslaved Black women by white men was 

integral in shaping the character of Caribbean Atlantic slavery, as was the resistance to that 

violence. The ramifications of these encounters set and shaped social parameters of intimacy, 

sexuality and power not only for the enslaved, but for the enslavers as well. This thesis seeks to 

explore the nuances of these encounters. It will perform a close reading of several passages from 

the diary of English overseer Thomas Thistlewood, who lived in the British colony of Jamaica 

during the eighteenth century. The close reading will specifically focus upon passages of the 

diary that reference two enslaved Black women: a woman named Phibbah, and a woman named 
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Coobah. Rather than allowing the diaries of Thistlewood to narrate this ritual, this thesis argues 

for the creation of speculative narrations, performed through the perspective of both women. 

Speculative narratives of Phibbah and Coobah hold the possibility to counter the narrative of 

Thomas Thistlewood and the narrative of the colonial archive by moving them out of peripheral, 

dehumanized obscurity and into a place of human existence and recognition. 
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PREFACE 

 

“For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then 

shall I know even as also I am known.”1 

 

In the aftermath of enslavement, freedom poses many questions; history testifies that 

emancipation is not the sole answer. Rather than an endpoint, emancipation is but a mere marker 

on an unstable, treacherous and non-linear road. It is neither a tool of determination, nor of 

rescue. In spite of (and arguably, because of) the many incremental overtures in the project of 

emancipation throughout the Americas, the Caribbean, and throughout the diaspora, freedom and 

all that it entails and promises--equality, dignity, opportunity and the recognition of personhood--

remains an elusive and immense struggle for people of African descent. Many of them, 

“conscious of the enduring legacies of slavery,” pose the apt questions of “What freedom? What 

emancipation?” [emphasis mine].2 Understanding the implications and ramifications of slavery 

becomes all the more crucial to the project of realizing freedom if and when we cease to consider 

them as dominations, violations and conditions that exist solely in the past and are buried with 

the dead, “Atlantic slavery continues to be manifested in black people's skewed life chances,” 

Verene Shepherd asserts, “[in] poor education and health, and high rates of incarceration, 

poverty, and premature death.”3  The domination, violence and suffering that can be found 

 
1 1 Corinthians 13:12, (King James Version). 

 
2 Verene A. Shepherd. “‘Petticoat Rebellion?’: Women in Emancipation in Colonial Jamaica”, in 'I Want to Disturb 

My Neighbour': Lectures on Slavery, Emancipation and Postcolonial Jamaica., ed. by Verene A. Shepherd 

(Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 2007), 95. 

 
3 Vincent Brown, “Social Death and Political Life in the Study of Slavery,” The American Historical Review, 114, 

No. 5 (2009), 1238. 
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within historical archives of slavery continue to be replicated upon a daily basis in living 

historical archives and their subjects. As slavery itself continues to be manifest in the lives of its 

descendants, so too are many of its cruelest rituals. Yet while these rituals do include violence, 

social and economic disenfranchisement, and death, there is also another crucial ritual that can be 

found within both the archives, and in the experiences of living archival subjects. 

One of the greatest legacies left behind from the projects of emancipation that have taken 

place (and continue to take place) within the Americas and Caribbean, is the imperative of 

resistance. Resistance is the impetus that transforms the journey of freedom from one of static, to 

one of ever shifting advancement and evolution. Resistance is an articulation of human thought, 

feeling, and intention. Resistance is the relentless assertion of personhood in the midst of cruel 

and extreme dehumanization. Any understanding of the ongoing and future project of Black 

freedom thus necessitates an understanding of past projects of Black resistance throughout 

enslavement; as narratives, lessons, and legacies, they are indivisible from one another.  

 The objectives of this thesis are multifold. In the first place, it is a contemplation of the 

methodological and ethical practices and authority of the colonial archive in the historical 

production of knowledge about enslavement, violence, resistance, and intimacy. Colonial 

archives of slavery are in many ways, sites of routine, excessive and yet normalized violence. 

There is no soft or gradual initiation to them. The Black, faceless and often nameless bodies on 

these sites are often defined, characterized by and exist for the purpose of violence. Yet, the 

narrative of enslavement is inseparable from the narrative of resistance. As such, the assent to 

encounter the violence of the colonial archives is not an inevitable capitulation to its totality, nor 

is it an exercise in replicating the original brutality upon its subjects. By performing an 

examination of the perverse, complex and messy human intimacies delineated in the archives, 
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this thesis will appreciate just how closely the project of slavery was and continues to be fused to 

the project of resistance.  

Enslaved Black people were neither reconciled nor resigned to their torment. As Vincent 

Brown emphasizes, it was to the contrary, “The violent domination of slavery generated political 

action; it was not antithetical to it. If one sees power as productive and the fear of social death 

not as incapacity but a generative force- a peril that motivated enslaved activity- a different 

image of slavery slides into view.”4 It was the physical, social and psychological conditions of 

enslavement that generated subsequent enslaved resistance of the same kind. The project of 

enslaved resistance is a testament to the persistence of enslaved personhood. Cynical nihilations 

of the significance of enslaved resistance not only erase the past and ongoing legacy of its 

impact, they also negate the courageous and constant assertions of Black personhood that have 

been made over and over again in the face of inconceivable opposition, for centuries. 

Enslavement conceived, nurtured and birthed resistance at every turn, through numerous ways. 

An archive of slavery is therefore, also an archive of resistance. How then, does the same archive 

whose original intent was to negate the humanity of the enslaved still yield inferences to its 

persistence? What is the articulation and language of personhood for the being who was not 

meant to exist within the archive as a person, but as property? How does the historian maintain 

the balance between violence and resistance as foci, while also shifting the weight of the scales 

of perspective from upon violence and its impact, to that of resistance to violence and its impact? 

These are all considerations that this thesis will explore. 

A second objective set forth by this thesis is to posit gender as its own category of 

historical analysis, and to emphasize it as a particularly apt and necessary one in the study of 

 
4 Ibid, 1244. 
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enslavement within a Caribbean context. Enslaved societies had to be governed above all, by 

terror. Violent domination was a constant hallmark of the slave society, and terrorism became an 

intrinsic expression of white identity. The violence that propagated slavery’s landscape was 

necessary for the safeguarding of whiteness and the psychological subjugation of its victims. 

Violence was not only incessant, it was often delineated according to specific classifications, 

especially that of gender. The interplay of sexual violence and terrorism inflicted upon enslaved 

women by white men was integral in shaping the character of Caribbean Atlantic slavery as was 

the response of resistance to that violence. The ramifications of these encounters permeated 

nearly every facet of social interaction. They set and defined social parameters of intimacy, 

sexuality and power not only for the enslaved but for the enslavers as well. This thesis seeks to 

explore the nuances of these encounters. It will perform a close reading of several passages from 

the diary of English overseer Thomas Thistlewood who lived in the British colony of Jamaica 

during the eighteenth century. The close reading will specifically focus upon passages of the 

diary that make reference to two enslaved Black women who lived as his victims: a woman 

named Phibbah, and a woman named Coobah. However, rather than allowing the diaries of 

Thistlewood to narrate this ritual, this thesis argues for the creation of speculative narrations, told 

through the perspective of both women, respectively. Speculative narratives of Phibbah and 

Coobah hold the possibility to respond, counter, and retaliate against the narrative of Thomas 

Thistlewood and the narrative of the colonial archive by moving them out of peripheral obscurity 

of non-personhood, and into a place of human existence and recognition.  

The diary of Thomas Thistlewood was created as an archive of mastery, violence and 

sexual exploitation. On its surface level, Phibbah and Coobah exist as human property for 

capital, and human captives for sexual pleasure. Within Thistlewood’s diaries, they exist in the 
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sense that they are valuable or of use to the men who owned and controlled them; they are 

certainly ‘there,’ as property on a plantation ledger or a sexual exploit in a diary, but as 

individuals--women capable of thought, feeling and individuality--they are also not ‘there’ at all. 

Their historical footprint in one fell swoop reinforces them as property, yet negates them as 

human beings. This is the standard of the colonial archive. The questions posed earlier in general 

certainly apply in specificity to this case: how can the same archive whose original intent was to 

eclipse Phibbah and Coobah’s humanity still yield inferences to that humanity’s persistence? 

What is the articulation and language of personhood and womanhood for these two women who 

do not ostensibly exist within the archive as persons, but as property? What quality of life exists 

within an archive of abject suffering? Furthermore, to what extent, if any, can the narration of 

Thomas Thistlewood be trusted to convey it, particularly when the very purpose of his personal 

archive was written for his personal gratification, for him to create an eternal record that stripped 

them of anything like dignity and personhood in the first place? 

 Thirdly, this thesis utilizes a combination of North American and Caribbean theoretical 

frameworks to conceptualize the Thistlewood archive as a further means of exploring and 

emphasizing the dialectical relationship between Caribbean and North American historical, 

literary and living contexts. In the Americas and in the Caribbean, slavery, as well as its 

aftermath, was unique to their respective locations; they were not homogenous experiences. 

However, these experiences and their aftermaths have shown themselves to be closely 

intertwined and to continue to influence one another in historical, figurative, and literal senses. 

The Caribbean is not homogenous or monolithic in its history, cultures, and peoples. 

Each island and territory have its own story to tell. This thesis focuses upon Jamaica as the 

primary site for the Caribbean context of this project, for several reasons. First, Thistlewood’s 
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diary was written and takes place within Jamaica. At the time of its composition in the eighteenth 

century, Jamaica was Great Britain’s largest and most economically profitable sugar colony. The 

happenings in Jamaica held strong implications for not only Britain’s other colonies, but also the 

wider Caribbean. 

Second, although this thesis is a project of slavery, it is just as much (if not even more) a 

project of enslaved resistance. The two are inextricable from each other. Almost from its very 

outset as a colony, Jamaican history, politics, and culture have been shaped and cultivated from 

its enduring legacy of radical resistance to oppression. This resistance has taken many forms that 

varied from the extreme to the everyday. Maroonage, insurgency, obeah, running away, 

malingering and the withholding of reproductive labor are all forms of enslaved resistance that 

could and often were occurring simultaneously in Jamaica at any given time during the zenith of 

the eighteenth century. That tradition of Black self-assertion in the face of oppression that was 

conceived and nurtured during enslavement did not disappear even following slavery’s abolition 

and into emancipation. To the contrary, it persisted and evolved itself into new articulations. 

Jamaica was the birthplace of one of the most transformative exports of Black Caribbean 

resistance to oppression, not only to the United States, but to the entire world. This historic 

Jamaican project of Black empowerment and self-reliance resulted in the founding of the United 

Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) and the international spread of the Pan-Africanist 

movement of Garveyism, conceived of by Jamaican Black nationalist leader and activist Marcus 

Mosiah Garvey, but supported and sustained by the work of his second wife, political journalist 

and intellectual, Amy Jacques Garvey.   

An understanding of Black resistance, freedom and interiority as a journey and 

phenomena that is continuous, nonlinear and unrestricted by boundaries of time or place is 
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crucial for this project. It allows for a further understanding of the ways in which the strategies of 

resistance and survival for a pair of enslaved Black women on a sugar estate in the eighteenth 

century foreshadowed the movements and brands of resistance that emancipated Jamaican 

women, and other Black women of varied nationalities would follow and build in the centuries to 

come. Like Phibbah and Coobah, Amy Jacques Garvey’s insurgency was directly influenced by 

her status as a Black woman. Yet through it all, she “resisted feeling powerlessness in a cauldron 

of patriarchy.”5 Like Phibbah and Coobah she found, even invented ways of articulating her 

resistance and Black womanhood through varied strategies of accommodation, ingenuity, and 

resilience. Jamaican history is diffused with diverse and parallel narratives of Black female 

rebels who shaped their very lives into critiques of the racist and masculinist systems that 

oppressed them. Though separated by chasms of centuries, their experiences and their responses 

to those experiences continue to influence, inform and converse with one another to this day. 

Jamaica is a site of radical Black resistance that is ever evolving. As an addendum to 

Mervyn Alleyne’s evaluation of its culture as “at the same time both being and becoming,”6  its 

tradition of resistance similarly has been, continues to be, and will continue to become. The lives 

of its people, both past and present, attest to this truth.  It is worthwhile to theorize both 

connections and distinctions of enslaved Black female resistance, and appreciate the ways in 

which it has manifested and held implications for life inside and outside of the archives. Within 

this thesis, this theorization occurs by a method that is twofold: the tracing of contextual roots, 

and the connecting of contextual dots. 

 
5  Ula Yvette Taylor, Veiled Garvey: The Life and Times of Amy Jacques Garvey. (Chapel Hill: The University of 

North Carolina Press, 2002), 3 

 
6 Mervyn C. Alleyne. Roots of Jamaican Culture. (London: Pluto Press, 1988), 3. 
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Part I (The Roots): Women, Slavery & Resistance within Caribbean Historiography 

 The institution of slavery as it came to be realized within the United States has 

indisputable origins within the Caribbean. The American iteration of chattel slavery originated as 

a Caribbean project that was designed specifically for the Caribbean. It was then exported, 

adjusted and implemented with great success within the United States and elsewhere. Caribbean 

exportations to the New World were also not limited to the practice of slavery; there was also the 

crucial export of Black Caribbean resistance. With resistance came Black Caribbean endurance, 

ingenuity and most importantly, the Black Caribbean imagination of that which was supposed to 

be impossible: Black personhood, dignity and empowerment. Thistlewood’s diary is 

inadvertently one of the most thorough records left behind within the archives of enslaved 

Caribbean resistance. Phibbah and Coobah’s varied methods and strategies of resistance for 

survival that are recorded in the Thistlewood diary are patterns of endurance, ingenuity and 

imagination that originated in, then were exported from Africa and/or Jamaica to the British 

North American colonies where they were learned, redeveloped and replicated by North 

American human subjects over and over again.   

 The Thistlewood archive is a testament that some of the earliest colonial narratives left 

to history inadvertently revolve around Black enslaved Caribbean peoples. These narratives were 

not always required to be transcriptions of actual enslaved voices in order to communicate or 

convey enslaved livelihood:  

“There is a sense that the colonial narrative is somehow haunted by the whispers of the 

slave. This is far-removed from a transcription of his or her voice. Yet it can be seen that 

narratives which seem to describe the mastery of space and peoples also acknowledge 

resistances...it could be remarkably difficult to master the slave voice. There were...many 

challenges to controlling them.”7  

 

 
7 Michael Harrigan, Frontiers of Servitude: Slavery in Narratives of the Early French Atlantic. (Manchester: 

Manchester University Press, 2018), 230-231.  
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While Thistlewood’s diary was certainly not penned nor intended as a Caribbean slave narrative, 

a narrative of the lives of Caribbean enslaved people nonetheless manages to pierce through 

each of his meticulous narrations. The presence of this narrative within a colonial archival 

document of mastery and violence is evidence of Caribbean enslaved resistance. 

Accepting the authors of primary documents like the Thistlewood diary as objective 

historians without at least interrogating the objectivity of their findings only further perpetuates 

their acts of violence. Narrative re-imaginings of what could have been disrupt the manufactured 

certainties of violent white colonial archives that are largely rooted in systemic and derogatory 

imaginations of their own. Painting a picture of their lives is not so much a matter of trying to 

look correctly or hard enough at the surface and shallow representation of the archival subject, as 

it is a matter of looking around it; looking more closely at what surrounds it. Looking through a 

translucent and warped glass, darkly to try and see that which has been obscured, looking 

beneath the verbiage of the colonial archive’s derogatory imaginations, and even straining to 

hear over the din of its voices. 

The imperative of any historian who wishes to engage in the practice of speculative 

narration, fabulation or theorization of Caribbean subjects is to first, understand and situate them 

within a Caribbean context and historiography of resistance. This is an essential part of the 

process of tracing the roots that give the historiography of enslaved resistance its foundation. 

Thus, what follows is a brief survey upon several seminal texts from Caribbean historians and 

theorists who have written extensively upon enslavement within the Caribbean between the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The scholarship accentuated here is by no means absolute 

in its comprehensiveness of the wide breadth of Caribbean historiography that is available upon 

slavery, enslaved women, or of their resistance. The scholars who are cited here appear because 
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in the first place, their work represents some of the deepest ‘roots’ of not only Caribbean slavery, 

but of Caribbean history itself. Many of them are the planters and cultivators of the original 

seeds of an entire field of study. No project of value upon slavery or women in slavery within the 

Caribbean would be possible or complete without them. Second, some of these scholars were 

among the first to propose and argue for the conceptualization of gender as its own category of 

historical analysis in order to further understand the intricacies of Caribbean slave society. They 

are unapologetic in their call to challenge the authority and finality of the colonial archive, 

transform traditional historical epistemologies, and advocate for the use of multidisciplinary 

approaches to do so. Finally, several of these historians and theorists have already made brilliant 

and insightful engagements with the diary of Thomas Thistlewood that have proven invaluable to 

the conceptualization and evolution of the progress of this project. This thesis and its author are 

heavily indebted to their work. 
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The “Essential and Unanswerable Problem” of Jamaican Creole Society 

The word, ‘creole’ has several historical derivations with meanings that vary according to 

its locational use. Within the context of eighteenth-century Jamaica, its structure as a word 

derives from the combination of two Spanish words: criar (to breed, establish or raise) and 

colono (a settler, colonist or planter). Together, they created the word criollo, (“born in, native 

to, committed to the area of living.”)8  As a means of identification, a Creole in Jamaica referred 

to an individual whose ancestors may not have been indigenous to the island, but the individual 

still held a specific ethnic identification and acculturation that was unique to the island. Creole 

within this context was also not necessarily racially specific. By the eighteenth century, as a 

result of English conquest, colonization, and the slave trade, Jamaica consisted of both white 

Creoles and Black Creoles. According to Brathwaite, the eighteenth-century Jamaican Creole 

society “is the result of a complex situation where a colonial policy reacts, as a whole, to external 

metropolitan pressures, and at the same time to internal adjustments made necessary by the 

juxtaposition of master and slave, elite and labourer, in a culturally heterogeneous relationship.”9  

Barbadian historian and poet Kamau Brathwaite’s The Development of Creole Society in 

Jamaica (1770-1820) was published in 1971. Its central premise was to provide a necessary 

context for the understanding of social interactions within a society that was both English and 

African at once, and became Creole, gradually. The entire foundation of Jamaican Creole society 

was built upon and centered around the institution of slavery, and the dichotomous relations it 

created between white people and Black people.  

 
8 Kamau Brathwaite, The Development of Creole Society in Jamaica, 1770-1820 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1971), xv. 

 
9 Ibid, xvi. 
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This section’s objectives are as follows: first, it draws upon Brathwaite’s 

conceptualization of the Jamaican Creole society in order to explore what it meant to be both 

white Creole and Black Creole in an English governed colony. Second, it explicates the social 

hierarchy that evolved as a result of the Black--white Creole dichotomy. Finally, this section will 

explore the complex and often contradictory social codes that structured this plantocracy 

hierarchy, placing particular emphasis upon the interactions between white English and Creole 

estate personnel, small settlers and enslaved Black women.  

Jamaica was inhabited by Amerindian Arawaks prior to its colonization and occupation 

by the Spanish empire in 1509. It was captured by England from Spain in 1655. By the 

eighteenth century, it was an experiment of colonization that had been colored with multiple 

shades of grey. As a colony, it was largely dependent upon and mostly loyal to the colonial 

metropole, and yet its ‘creolized’ white inhabitants expressed fervent wishes for the latitude to 

exercise their own legislative and cultural autonomy in a stable, established settler society that 

was independent of the influence (and interference) of the British government. Its Black 

creolized inhabitants--both the enslaved and free-- longed for emancipation, equality, economic 

advancement, and a reprieve from the abuses of white terrorism. There were a number of 

hindrances to the materialization of this autonomous society, but they can be encapsulated by 

what historian Douglas Hall calls “the essential and unanswerable problem of estate slavery.”10 

What was this problem?  “Although the slaves were accounted as capital equipment, they were 

people,” Halls explains, “Their masters were torn by conflict between these two views of their 

property.”11   

 
10  Douglas Hall, “Slaves and Slavery in the British West Indies,” Social and Economic Studies 11, No. 4 

(December 1962): 309. 

 
11 Ibid. 
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The diary of Thomas Thistlewood is an archive of routine and incessant violence with 

frequent abuses of dehumanization committed by white men and women against Black men and 

women. And yet, within this same archive are repeated instances of human connection and 

intimacy; intimacies that extend beyond mere sexual intercourse, intimacies that attest to white 

acknowledgment of the personhood of certain Black individuals who were supposed to have 

been solely relegated as property. What accounts for the coexistence of such extreme polar 

divergences within the same archive? How were the interactions between master and slave, 

whites and Blacks, and men and women in Jamaican Creole society ruled by contradictions, and 

what were the adverse repercussions of the contradictions’ persistence for the island, for the 

enslavers, and for the enslaved?     

Jamaica stimulated the British imagination. It was a lush and exotic jewel in the Crown, 

with sugar and rum as the glimmers, accounting for the majority of its wealth accumulation 

during the eighteenth century. Jamaica was pregnant with possibilities for exploration, conquest, 

and most of all for wealth, “The average white in Jamaica was 36.6 times as wealthy as the 

average white in the thirteen colonies, 52.3 times as wealthy as the average white in England and 

Wales, and 57.6 times as wealthy as the average white in New England.”12 Thomas Thistlewood 

came to Jamaica in 1750 with the intention of becoming one of these whites. He was one of 

many others; a cog in a vast and complex machine of white men and women who arrived on the 

island’s shores seeking distinction, adventure and the making of their fortunes. Jamaican society 

was hierarchical in its structure, and Brathwaite argues that these divisions would be 

instrumental in the process of the creolization of the island’s inhabitants. The specifics of this 

process could vary according to one’s specific place/rank within the hierarchy. Additionally, 

 
12 Trevor Burnard, Mastery, Tyranny and Desire: Thomas Thistlewood and His Slaves in the Anglo-Jamaican World 

(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 15. 
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there were hierarchies within hierarchies that corresponded to the individual’s racial 

classification. Brathwaite outlines several ranks within the white hierarchy of Jamaica: the Royal 

Administrators, Merchants, Planters, Clerks, Estate Attorneys, Estate Personnel, and Small 

Settlers. As the ranks most relevant to this thesis are the Planter, Estate Personnel and Small 

Settlers, they will be further explicated. 

Second to perhaps only the royal administrators in Jamaica’s hierarchy, planters 

comprised some of the wealthiest and powerful members of its society.  Of this elite, ⅙ of the 

wealthiest of them ran their estates by absenteeism, a practice where planters may have 

sojourned once or twice a year in Jamaica but resided in England, leaving the actual day to day 

management of their plantations to estate attorneys, overseers and personnel.13 Chiefly 

concerned with making fast returns upon their investments, they frequented London. It was the 

government, commerce and banking epicenter of the empire, and the easier place to protect their 

business interests. There, they could lobby Parliament for favorable trade legislation and secure 

loans from banks. Under circumstances of absenteeism, actual and frequent contact between 

planters and the Black people they enslaved was minimal. There were, however, a significant 

number of planters, Thistlewood’s employers included, who did reside on the island on their 

estates. Brathwaite describes the planter life as having three chief characteristics: a “medieval 

quality...its American ‘frontier’ quality ..and its ‘creoleness.”14  

Planter life in Jamaica was medieval in the sense that landowners often presided over 

multiple estates and holdings; Thistlewood’s second employer, William Dorrill was proprietor 

over three: Salt River (where he resided), Bowen’s (which was later renamed Paradise) and 

 
13 Brathwaite, 130. 

 
14 Ibid, 119. 
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Egypt (the estate Thistlewood himself was appointed overseer of ). It was however, also anti-

medieval in the sense that mobility within the social hierarchy was not immutable. Merchants 

could be and often were also planters of extensive holdings. Thistlewood’s primary occupation 

was an overseer, but the diary reveals that in his tenure in Jamaica he also served as a juryman, 

vestryman and local justice of his parish. He frequently consorted with members of the white 

elite on the island and by repeated indicators within the diary, he commanded their respect. After 

seventeen years, Thistlewood finally became a planter himself, owning some one hundred sixty 

acres of swampland called Breadnut Island Pen, and twenty-seven people; that number would 

grow to thirty-four by the time of his death. Opportune for fortune hunting and making, Jamaica 

was a place where rags could indeed be turned into riches. One’s birth status in England did not 

necessarily cement the trajectory of one’s life, nor the measure of one’s success in Jamaica. In 

this sense, the island was also a frontier of possibility and select forms of egalitarianism--for 

white men, in any case. The ‘Creole’ quality of planter life manifested through several facets. 

English contemporaries of the time for instance, remarked with wonder--and some consternation-

- at the condition of white Creole houses:  

“There are some peculiarities in the habits of life of the White inhabitants, which cannot 

fail to catch the eye of an European newly arrived; one of which is the contrast between 

the general plenty and magnificence of their tables (at least in Jamaica) and the meanness 

of their houses and apartments; it is no uncommon thing to find, at the country 

habitations of the planters, a splendid side-board with plate and the choices wines and a 

table covered with the finest damask, and a dinner of perhaps sixteen or twenty covers; 

and all this in a hovel not superior to an English barn.”15 

 

Within Thistlewood’s own diary is a referral to an elderly white planter by the name of Thomas 

Williams who “frequently at home wears nothing but a shirt, and fans himself with the forelap 

 
15 Bryan Edwards, The History, Civil and Commercial, of the British Colonies in the West Indies: Present 

inhabitants. Agriculture. Government and commerce, Vol. II (London: John Stockdale, 1801) pp. 9-10, quoted in 

Brathwaite, 123. 
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before his daughter.”16 When an enslaved woman of Williams’ cleaned a hallway in his home 

that he believed was already clean enough, “he shit in it and told her there was something for her 

to clean.” [emphasis mine]17 Thistlewood’s account of Williams’ conduct, and the above 

description of the white Creole house are emblematic of the contradictory and often grotesque 

character of white Creole society in Jamaica. The masters were extremely wealthy, powerful and 

genteel, but many of them were also greedy, lewd and hedonistic. Far from England and all of its 

conventions of etiquette for men of their stature, Jamaica became the perfect place for them to 

act upon some of their most carnal instincts. It was a society of migrants, but it was also a society 

of the enslaved that was founded, shaped, and financed upon a system of extreme excess and 

violence. It was a place where English ‘gentlemen’ bore no qualms walking about exposing their 

genitals to their female children and defecating in their own hallways like animals. The Creole 

quality of white planter society resulted in a paradoxical fusion of wealth and squalor, gentility 

and sadism, brutality and sensuality. 

Whether the planter of an estate resided in Jamaica or opted for absenteeism, the estate 

personnel were the ones who were most involved with the estate's everyday operations. 

Personnel included the overseer, bookkeeper and mechanic. Frequently, personnel were 

composed of a mini hierarchy in and of itself in which the mechanic or bookkeeper would work 

to ascend the ladder to eventually obtain the position of overseer. The overseer position was 

paramount in influence and importance; if the planter opted for absenteeism, the overseer was 

 
16 Thistlewood’s Diaries 19 March 1752, in Douglas Hall, In Miserable Slavery: Thomas Thistlewood in Jamaica 

1750-86 (Kingston: The University of the West Indies Press, 1999), 46. 

 

The complete Thomas Thistlewood Papers can be found at the James Marshall and Marie-Louise Osborn Collection, 

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. The passages quoted in this thesis are cited from an 

edition of the diary that is transcribed in Hall’s In Miserable Slavery. 
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the de facto master of the estate. They were often provided with a small staff of enslaved people 

for themselves. They exercised hiring and dismissing powers over the workers of the estate. Of 

especial note and relevance of these positions, is the standard of bachelorhood that was often 

imposed upon them--especially upon the overseer, “There is a prevailing objection against the 

employing of married Men, on the Supposition that their Families use more Sugar, and keep 

more attendants about the house than Bachelors.”18 Legally, Thistlewood remained a lifelong 

bachelor, never taking a white wife of English or white Creole descent. His bachelorhood should 

not be mistaken as an adherence to celibacy. To the contrary, his diary and other records within 

colonial archives demonstrate that white men like him “soon found it suited their needs and the 

situation...to acquire a Black or colored mistress or ‘housekeeper’--useful women whose role in 

the subtle control of plantation slaves should not be underestimated.”19As will be later 

elucidated, it is difficult to overestimate Phibbah’s importance in the life of Thomas 

Thistlewood.   

Thistlewood came to Jamaica in 1750 to take up the estate personnel post of overseer. He 

died in 1786 as a small settler. Small settlers were classified as Creole proprietors of five 

hundred acres of land or less. Cultivators of cattle, plantain, ginger, pimento, coconut and coffee, 

Brathwaite refers to them as “the true pioneers of the island.”20 They were the Jamaican 

Assembly’s best hope for establishing and fortifying an independent Creole economy on the 

island. Thistlewood’s own estate of Breadnut Island Pen was not a sugar plantation. Its laborers 

 
18 U.K. Parliamentary Papers. Vol. LXXXIV, Accounts and Papers 1789 (29) Part III, Rev. James Ramsay, ‘Further 

Evidence received by the Committee respecting the Treatment of Slaves in the West Indies,’ quoted in Brathwaite, 

142. 

 
19 Brathwaite, 143. 

 
20 Ibid, 146. 
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raised livestock, cultivated vegetables and herbs, hunted fowl, and fished. As was a common 

practice of other small settlers, Thistlewood also habitually hired out his enslaved people to 

planters to labor on neighboring sugar plantations.21 An additional source of income would come 

from money earned by his own enslaved workforce; Phibbah is recorded within the diary as 

giving Thistlewood some of her money earned from outside sewing, baking and produce from 

her own garden.22 

A native-born Englishman who spent more than half his life in Jamaica, Thistlewood is 

one of the archive’s prime exemplifications of what it meant to become a White Jamaican Creole 

in the eighteenth century. He was neither a member of the English aristocracy or elite, nor a poor 

and lowly servant. As first an overseer, then later as a small settler, he occupied a sort of no 

man’s land of both respectability and ignobility.  His position within the white Creole social 

hierarchy was complicated; he was inferior to the planter elite, and yet also superior to estate 

personnel and, (of course) the enslaved. Like many other overseers and small settlers, making his 

own way within a perilous New World required Thistlewood to be at nearly all times, surrounded 

by Black faces. While he did fraternize with other whites, unlike the elite, his chosen career 

dictated that the majority of his day-to-day socialization would be with Black people. Mean, 

grueling labor and constant proximity to Blackness was a taint upon his whiteness that 

Thistlewood can be seen as constantly seeking to throw off by regular shows of brute mastery 

and domination over ‘property.’ Yet at the same time, the success of his career on some level 

required the formation of a human familiarity, indeed a human intimacy of trust, with this 

‘property’ upon whom his entire livelihood depended. Furthermore, Phibbah and his many 

 
21 Hall, In Miserable Slavery, 148. 

 
22Thistlewood’s Diaries, 2 January 1773, quoted in Hall, 231. 
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nuanced intimacies with her recorded within the diary reveal the extent of the effect that the 

dichotomous slave society had upon Thistlewood’s perception of himself as master and of 

Phibbah as property over the years.  

Everyday familiarity with human property may have been done out of occupational 

necessity, but the intimacy evidenced between Thistlewood and Phibbah was one that he chose 

to initiate, foster over a period of thirty years, and honor, even after his death. It was an intimacy 

that he not only initiated and maintained, but one that he saw fit to record, with exacting detail. 

Even if he was doing so solely for his own witness, Thistlewood’s willingness to acknowledge 

and record his awareness of Phibbah as both property and partner, as capital and woman, is 

critical. It is emblematic of the paradoxical structure of the eighteenth-century Jamaican slave 

society for both whites and Blacks, and the extent to which it permeated nearly every facet of 

their lives. Thistlewood is the exemplification of the White Creole Jamaican; his psyche was 

shaped, his fortunes even haunted by Hall’s essential and unanswerable problem. His success as 

an overseer and status as a white man in white Creole society depended upon finding a way to 

interact with the Black people who surrounded him as both property and as people. It struck a 

precarious balance between dismissing their personhood, and also acknowledging it so that it 

could be exploited for his own purposes and satisfaction. 

Enslaved African labor was the bulwark of the Jamaican economy. The enslaved men and 

women who survived the harrowing Middle Passage to labor on the island mostly came from 

West and Central Africa, specifically along the Western (also called the Gold) Coast and the 

Bight of Biafra (known as the Slave Coast at the time). The experience of enslavement, indeed 

the experience of being a person of color at all in Jamaica at this time, was far from monolithic. 

The differentiations largely depended upon three factors: one’s status of being enslaved or freed, 
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whether they resided within the rural or urban setting, and their function as property or persons 

within that setting. Slavery forced these men and women, enslaved and free, into a social 

hierarchy of their own. Brathwaite divides them into several groups: field slaves, mechanics, 

domestic slaves, hired slaves, tradesmen and ‘professionals.’23 There are certain limitations in 

Brathwaite’s hierarchy, particularly in the context of this thesis; it does not specifically factor the 

status of gender into its configuration, nor how this would affect one’s position in the hierarchy. 

It does account for the significance of whether the individual was born in Africa or on the island, 

as well as their ‘color’; within this context, color as an analytic should be regarded as a means of 

differentiating between those who were Black, or of mixed race (having Black and white 

parentage; within traditional archives these individuals are mostly referred to as Mulattos). The 

ranks of field slaves and domestic slaves on the rural plantation are of most relevance within this 

hierarchy here and will thus be further delineated. There will also be a brief discussion of the 

influence of color and gender and how these two combined attributes affected the configuration 

of the enslaved hierarchy in Jamaica. 

Creole enslaved persons were those who had been born on the island and into the slave 

society; they were ‘old’ and therefore already seasoned/accustomed to their condition of 

bondage. Because Africans had been imported from elsewhere, they were ‘new’; new slaves 

required more effort to creolise and break them in.24 The majority of enslaved people transported 

to Jamaica were done so with the intention of putting them to work in the sugar cane fields; as 

such, they comprised the majority of their enslaved population.  By 1787 shortly after 

Thistlewood’s death, 160,000 out of the 220,000 enslaved people in Jamaica were classified as 

 
23 Brathwaite, 152. 

 
24 Ibid, 164. 
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field laborers.25 Field labor was grueling and brutal. Children as young as ten years old were sent 

alongside adults into the sugar cane fields, their workdays running upwards of sixteen hours, and 

eighteen during the harvest season.26 Apart from its exhausting monotony, it was also dangerous. 

As if the strain of the labor itself wasn’t enough of a detriment to one’s health, accidents in sugar 

mills resulting in scalding or the loss of limbs were not infrequent. The harsh and pitiless work of 

field labor and the mean quality of life it afforded firmly situated its workers at the bottom of the 

enslaved social hierarchy. Specific correlations between gender and field labor, as well as the 

lengths that enslaved women in particular went to in order to avoid it will be further detailed 

later on in this thesis. 

Situated above field workers in the hierarchy were domestics. In fact, a common and 

feared punishment for domestic workers were threats of demotion to field labor.27 Domestics 

cooked, cleaned, mended clothing, and saw to the overall upkeep of the plantation house and if 

they resided in Jamaica, served the planter’s family. Most domestic workers were women, 

Creole, and of mixed race.28 According to Brathwaite, because of their proximity to whites, 

enslaved domestic laborers “contributed significantly to the integration of the Black/white creole 

society.”29 This should indicate that despite some of its material ‘benefits,’ domestic labor should 

not be taken for granted as a situation that was unquestionably preferable to others. Importance, 

prestige or ease in everyday circumstances in the enslaved hierarchy was relative. A reprieve 
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from the drudgery of field labor came at other costs resulting in a life that depending upon the 

character and whims of the master or mistress, could be just as harsh and cruel. Archives from 

even white contemporaries of the time reference enslaved domestics who longed for field labor 

in order to be able to escape sexual and physical abuse suffered at the hands of their owners--

white men and women.30 A domestic worker was under practically constant white observation, 

and scrutiny. It was harder to form a personal, inner life of one’s own apart from that scrutiny, 

and that much more difficult to make meaningful connections with the enslaved community who 

worked and lived elsewhere.  

Attempting to affix a definitive ‘level’ upon the white or Black social hierarchy in 

eighteenth century Jamaica to mixed race persons is complicated. Skin color was both significant 

in terms of the opportunity it could afford for an improvement of material circumstances 

(especially for mixed race women), and it was also irrelevant so far as being able to secure a 

standing of equality to that of whites in society. Creole society in eighteenth century Jamaica was 

dichotomous in its structure; white people positioned themselves on one side as superior and 

relegated Black people on the other as inferiors. Those who were a genetic fusion of the two, 

particularly if they were free, were caught in a strange and precarious position of impaired 

privilege.  

Mixed race men and especially mixed-race women’s experience of enslavement is best 

understood within an appreciation of the colorist sensibilities that emerged as a result of 

increased miscegenation between white men and enslaved Black women (although 

miscegenation between white women and enslaved Black men was not nonexistent, it was 

recorded to a lesser extent). White men in Jamaica during the eighteenth century were already 

 
30 Henry Coor, Parliamentary Papers., XCII no. 745, pp. (34), 91-2, quoted in Brathwaite, 156. 
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outnumbered by their enslaved workforce. White women’s presence on that island comparatively 

speaking, was scarce. Those born with features that more resembled white ones (fairer skin was 

the primary feature, but others also included a smaller nose or lips, finer textured hair or colored 

eyes) than Black, were thus ‘favored’ with an allowance of greater proximity to white people, 

which accounts for mixed race men and women comprising the majority of domestic workers. 

As described earlier, domestic work was frequently preferred to field labor, as it gave the 

enslaved individual greater access to material privileges that would improve the everyday 

condition of enslaved life. Mixed race female domestics were able to secure material privileges 

for themselves in exchange for becoming sexual partners with white male planters, overseers and 

attorneys like Thomas Thistlewood. These material privileges could include improved living 

quarters, finer quality of clothing and food31, and even a formal education for their children in 

England32. Being the mistress of a white man could afford the mixed-race domestic distinction 

and power over the other enslaved people on an estate.33 It could result in earning his genuine 

affection that would hold material benefits that extended even beyond the white patron’s death. 

Some of them were able to persuade their patrons to grant them and the offspring of their unions 

manumission, or even ownership of enslaved Black people of their own.34 For this reason, 

Brathwaite agrees that “mulatto girls did seem to prefer white men and some of them had 

children from several.”35 

 
31 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 17 December 1751 and 8 May 1752, quoted in Hall, 32-33. 

 
32 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 19 April 1771, quoted in Hall, 227 and John Stewart, A View of the Past and Present State 

of the Island of Jamaica (London: Oliver & Boyd, 1823), 328. 

 
33 William Beckford, Remarks Upon the Situation of Negroes in Jamaica: Impartially Made from a Local 

Experience of Nearly Thirteen Years in that Island (London: T. and J. Egerton, 1788), 13. 

 
34 Last Will and Testament of Thomas Thistlewood, 25 November 1786, quoted in Hall, 313. 
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To that point, there are also indicators within the archives of the psychological impact 

that the colorism of whites had upon mixed race individuals' perception of themselves and those 

who were not of mixed race. Because it was their physical features’ proximity to whiteness that 

brought them measures of privilege, many mixed-race women internalized and externalized anti-

Blackness to the point where they tried to distance themselves from Blackness and Black people 

altogether in their social lives. White contemporaries of the time period remarked upon a 

noticeable aversion that mixed race women had towards intermarrying or even procreating with 

other mixed men or Black men.36 Apart from their color, Black and mixed-race men (especially 

if they were enslaved) were deprived of the social mobility and power that belonged to white 

men; power that gave them access to privilege that could improve the material conditions of 

enslaved mixed race women’s lives. These same colorist attitudes and prejudices developed 

around skin color, privilege and social mobility during enslavement would go on to persist in and 

shape postcolonial and post emancipation Jamaica, as well as the wider Caribbean. 

Writings about mixed race people of white male and female contemporaries from the 

eighteenth century varied in tone and attitude. Some white men were frank in their physical 

attraction to mixed race women and felt that their aesthetic was near enough to whiteness and yet 

was also ‘exotic’ enough so as to be particularly desirable.37 Yet that same exoticism (which was 

in effect, a euphemism for Blackness) also contributed to the encompassing perception of them 

as being inherently vain, shrewd and sexually licentious.38 In this regard in particular, mixed race 

presence created a sense of agitation and annoyance that for many whites, devolved into outright 
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resentment. Whether mixed race people were enslaved or free, their mere existence was a 

cumbersome reminder that in spite of the fact that Jamaican Creole society thrived upon, even 

required, division, there were white men whose lustful desire for sex, female companionship, 

domination or all of the above, had caused them to fail to live by the social codes and ‘rules’ that 

they themselves had created. Mixed race people were “mongrels” of tainted whiteness that 

blurred the lines of distinction that their society depended upon.39 As such, they were neither to 

be trusted nor welcomed as equals. 

While mixed race gave one a greater likelihood of being assigned to domestic labor, it 

was also not an immediate safeguard from the fields. The material conditions of some mixed-

race people’s lives were better than those who were not mixed race; the material conditions of 

some others’ lives were far worse. Not every mixed-race woman was rewarded with material 

privileges in exchange for sexual access to her body; some were rewarded with nothing but 

torment. Even manumission or a life born into freedom as a mixed-race person did not guarantee 

prosperity or security; in certain respects, it did not even grant them basic civil rights. Mixed race 

people could not serve on juries. They could not hold judicial offices. They could not give 

evidence in court cases, even if the court cases concerned themselves. Although the men were 

legally required to serve in the militia, they were barred from serving in the cavalry or from 

holding military offices above the rank of sergeant. Even in cases where they were left 

inheritances by white patrons, there were limits placed upon how much land and money they 

could be entitled to.40 Outcomes of privilege were largely determined by individual circumstance 

and whether or not that individual was associated with a white man of prominent enough 
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standing who was willing to ‘vouch’  for them in Creole society.41 Mixed race people, especially 

those who were free, inhabited a society that was essentially split in half; they never quite 

belonged to one side or the other.  The Jamaican slave society was “a society that was not 

designed for them and did not really recognize them (or at least did so very reluctantly),” and 

thus, the lives of both enslaved and free people of color in Jamaica were by and large, in their 

own ways, ones of extreme incertitude, ostracization and difficulty.42  

For all of the lurid details Thistlewood included of his sexual escapades with women 

within his diary, there was one particular that he gave little attention to: that of physical 

appearance. He molested practically every single enslaved woman who came under his authority 

at least once, but his descriptions of their appearance usually did not extend past mentioning the 

country of their origin after their initial sexual encounter.43 Coobah was unique in that upon 

purchasing her in 1761, Thistlewood detailed her Ebo origins and claimed that her given name 

was Molia. She was fifteen years old, and he goes on to describe her as a very small young 

woman, standing at just 4’6.44 Thistlewood put her to work in the fields. Nine months later, he 

raped her. Phibbah and Thistlewood had met one another ten years prior in 1751. She was the 

Creole housekeeper of the Egypt estate owned by Thistlewood’s third and final employer, John 

Cope. Their first sexual encounter wouldn’t happen for more than a year after their meeting one 

another, but once it did, she became a fixed and dominant presence in the diary, and in his life. 

His disregard for details of physical appearance within the diary where other women are 
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concerned is not so peculiar; as a white overseer, then as a small settler in Jamaica Thistlewood 

occupied a place within his social hierarchy that was caught between respectability and 

ignobility. Always above the Black and mixed race enslaved and free people of color but also 

always below white elites, he had something to prove to those both above and below him; 

something to prove likely even to himself.  Constantly asserting and proving his mastery were a 

part of his job description(s). Sex in eighteenth century Jamaica was a potent assertion of 

manhood, and when it was forced, it was an assertion of particularly brutal domination. It was a 

grim and callous message meant not only for the enslaved women Thistlewood assaulted, but to 

the enslaved men who witnessed it: he was in control and they were not. They existed only to 

further his ambitions for advancement by laboring hard and long throughout the day, then 

appeasing his sexual whims by night. They may have outnumbered him, but he was the one with 

the power to command, whip, strike, torture and penetrate whomever he chose. The frequency 

and callous relish by which Thistlewood exerted this power indicates the sheer importance that 

conveying this message to the Black men and women he oversaw was to him. 

Coobah was a ‘new’ and unseasoned Ebo. Like many Africans imported to Jamaica, she 

was assigned the position of field worker. Thistlewood didn’t necessarily need to be physically 

attracted to Black women like her in order to rape them. Whether he truly desired her or not, the 

rape still had its purpose. It was one violation in a string of others that were specifically designed 

to break Coobah’s spirit and extinguish any spark of rebellion inside of her. Time and again, she 

fought to keep that spark ignited. Phibbah was an ‘old’ and ‘seasoned’ Creole housekeeper. Over 

the course of over thirty years, Thistlewood never gives any details indicating how old Phibbah 

was at the time of their meeting, what her native origins were, how tall she stood, the shade or 

pigmentation of her skin, or any specific description of her physical features. But whether she 
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was Black or mixed race, she was respected and influential as a domestic. Furthermore, one can 

surmise from the longevity of Thistlewood and Phibbah’s relationship, and the frequency with 

which their sexual encounters happened, (one hundred sixty times between 1759 and 1760 

alone45) that there was something about Phibbah’s appearance or overall personage that he found 

extremely attractive. One can also surmise from Thistlewood’s record of her actions that this was 

something Phibbah realized early on, and decided to use to her own advantage. So far as the 

chronicle of Thistlewood’s diary indicates, she would not be broken in, by him or anyone else.  

For both the field hand and the domestic, the dichotomous social frictions created 

between whites and Blacks by the character of Jamaican slave society was juxtaposed against the 

frequent proximal intimacy between them that was both required for the efficiency of the 

economy, and pursued by whites for their sexual gratification. This constant tension held real 

repercussions for white men like Thomas Thistlewood’s perception of themselves as masters, 

and of their enslaved people as property. However, it should also be understood to have held just 

as real repercussions for enslaved people’s perception of their owners as powerful and of 

themselves as powerless--or conversely, their perception of masters as powerless and themselves 

as powerful. If in this case ‘powerless’ and ‘powerful’ are too substantial a pair of terms to use 

for a relationship in which one party is free and the other is enslaved, then perhaps it is better 

expressed and understood this way: while white masters and their employees like Thistlewood 

may have been far from powerless, the archives (his own included) indicate that enslaved people 

(especially women like Phibbah) nonetheless understood that the paradoxical constraints of the 

slave society had, at the very least, made their white masters malleable. Indeed, the efficiency 

and survival of that slave society required them to be. As enslaved capital, they may not have 
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been powerful; and yet at the same time, as capital, they were undoubtedly influential. The 

process of Creolization for the enslaved would thus be shaped by the individual’s varied means 

of accommodation to and survival within it: 

“Within the slave section of Jamaican society, therefore, there was also (as within the 

Establishment), a dichotomy--a tension of values, an inhibiting choice of possibilities. 

One impulse tended towards an identification and reinterpretation of their own folk and 

remembered African culture….the other tended towards coming towards coming to terms 

with their situation within their masters’ image of them….the creolization of the slaves, 

in other words, had a choice of forms, depending on the attitude, aptitude and 

opportunities of the particular slave or group of slaves, on the one hand; and on the 

degree of control and coercion (both physical and psychological) exerted by the master 

or, more effectively, by the white society as a whole, through its institutions.”46 

 

“The need to confirm one’s humanity,” Toni Morrison argues, “while committing inhumane acts 

[emphasis mine] is key.”47 What can such an assertion signify about the eighteenth-century 

Creole society of Jamaica that was bedrocked upon savage cruelty and violence? What can it 

signify about Thomas Thistlewood, a white man perpetually caught in between superiority and 

inferiority who committed inhumane acts of terror and violence, particularly sexual violence 

upon enslaved Black women every day of his life for more than thirty years? Furthermore, what 

insight can it provide into the enslaved responses to that terror and violence? According to 

Brathwaite, white Jamaican Creoles in a slave society are best understood within the context of 

their treatment of those who were enslaved and not white, 

“White attitudes to slaves and slavery were therefore, in a subtle and intimate manner, 

also white attitudes and sentiments about themselves. They simply looked into a mirror of 

subordinate Black flesh. White treatment of their slaves was in a way that was to have its 

own consequences later on in time, white treatment of themselves; for the health of the 

slaves and of their social world was inextricably related to the health of the whites and of 

the society as a whole.”48  
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In a hierarchical society that is organized according to racialized rank--rank that makes the 

difference between bondage and liberty, between survival and annihilation-- one’s rank as a 

member of that race must either be defended at all costs or challenged at all costs depending 

upon where they are positioned within the hierarchy. Rank and position were paramount within 

genteel society in England. By and large, the metropole elite did not mingle with the metropole 

middle class; they certainly avoided intermingling with the lower masses.  But in eighteenth 

century Jamaica, these lines between classes could and at times did, undergo a gradual blurring, 

for one simple but crucial reason: demographic underrepresentation. White Creoles were 

outnumbered by the Black and mixed race enslaved, and this was never more evident and 

alarming to them than in the wake of armed enslaved insurrection, several of which took place 

during the writing of Thistlewood’s diary. As a matter of necessity then, whiteness became a 

status of eliteness that became, to a certain degree, more important than class. Blackness became 

a status, or brand of danger and inferiority.  Even being able to maintain white eliteness and 

Black inferiority required frequent and potent demonstrations of white mastery.  

This rings particularly true in the case of Thistlewood, who for the first seventeen years 

of his tenure in Jamaica served as an overseer; he owned neither land nor human chattel. He was 

neither enslaved nor very poor, but he was still an employee, and his effectiveness as one 

depended upon his proving to those situated beneath him in the social hierarchy of a dangerous 

place that he was not inferior, that he was not weak, that he was a master, and that they ought to 

fear and obey him. Even after he became a proprietor, he persisted in trumpeting his potency. He, 

along with his counterparts were forced into fashioning and donning what Brathwaite called 

“elaborate masks of thought,” meant to frighten, brutalize and brainwash the enslaved masses 
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into believing that they were the inferiors who possessed no power.49 Thistlewood’s own diary 

contains repeated instances of proof that although the Black people who surrounded him may 

have been enslaved, they saw through all of his masks and knew that this was a lie.  

Ultimately, Brathwaite concludes that the blame for Creole Jamaica’s failure to separate 

from the imperial metropole and establish their own independence resided in the white English 

migrants and white Jamaican Creoles’ obsession with upholding the subjugation of the Black and 

mixed-race masses: 

“It was this social separation and this necessary coercion that sapped the potential 

strength of the society, inducing in the white masters an almost organic fear of the slave 

masses--the ‘intestine enemy,’ as the Assembly named it; and induced a form of self-

enslavement--managerial, sexual, and domestic--from which they could not escape.”50 

 

Brathwaite’s examination of the social construction of Jamaican Creole society does much to 

provide the proper contextualization of both the inhumane and human interactions that will be 

later delineated between Thistlewood and Coobah, and especially between Thistlewood and 

Phibbah. If the convergence and coexistence of such interactions appears to be contradictory, it is 

because it was, extremely. Jamaican Creole society was pervaded by contradiction. 

The consequence of a society that sustained itself upon both brutality and intimacy, desire and 

repugnance, separation and miscegenation, was the creation of an Other; a behemoth that was 

both infected by and dependent upon perverse paradox. It threw everything and everyone in it 

into chaos, while also keeping everything and everyone in it in their proper ‘place.’ It was a 

problem that was both essential and unanswerable. For Englishmen and Africans, for white and 

Black Creoles, for master and overseer, enslaved field hand and domestic, Hell was The Other 

People.  
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Thomas Thistlewood and men like him led lives plagued by insatiable ambition, greed, 

and lust. Their savagery was galvanized by their own desperation to assert a power and control 

that was in actuality, always fragile. They both reveled in and abhorred the intimacy that the 

society had thrown them into with enslaved Black women like Phibbah and Coobah. Whether 

they battered, tortured or took their bodies in order to prove their domination, or for pure sadistic 

gratification, the closeness created by their molestations gave their victims the opportunity to 

study their tormentors. Learn them. Adapt to them. Conspire against them. Confined on a remote 

sugar estate with Thomas Thistlewood, they constantly circled, studied and probed at the 

hierarchical fortress of white mastery, searching for cracks. More often than not, they found 

them. 
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Writing Gender into History 

 A primary undertaking of the field of women’s history has involved the appending of the 

presence of women into historical accounts where they were previously and often intentionally 

omitted, as well as depicting the victimizations that these women experienced from patriarchal 

systems of oppression. Yet this undertaking is complicated when it comes to the context of 

Thomas Thistlewood’s diary. Phibbah and Coobah already exist within history through 

Thistlewood’s account; the depiction of their victimizations is not missing from the archive. If 

their presence and victimization as Caribbean enslaved people is not omitted, what new 

knowledge can be gleaned from the conditions of their enslavement that directly correlated with 

their identities as women? How does Thomas Thistlewood’s diary become theorized as an 

archive of not only Caribbean, Jamaican or women’s history, but of gender history?  

The analytic of Gender should first be understood as a social term rooted in spoken and 

unspoken cultural codes that have specific meanings for specific contexts and time periods. 

Rather than a scientific signifier of physical and/or biological difference, gender within the 

context of Jamaica in the eighteenth-century functions as a means of identifying those 

individuals who were regarded as men, and those were regarded as women within their specific 

cultural hierarchy and society, then distinguishing their differing status and experiences for the 

purpose of historical analysis. In her article “Writing Gender into History: The Negotiation of 

Gender Relations among Indian Men and Women in Post-Indenture Trinidad Society, 1917-47,”  

Patricia Mohammed argues that “the problem of the feminist historian therefore, is to discover 

how hierarchies of gender, like those of class, are constructed and legitimised under any 

historical period; how they vary by ethnic or racial group and are consciously being contested by 
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individuals, institutions, or structures.”51 Mohammed’s directive for the feminist historian in this 

context becomes an excellent blueprint to follow for the theorization of gender as a category of 

historical analysis not only in the context of the Thistlewood archive, but of eighteenth century 

Jamaican slave society. The Thistlewood archive provides a fascinating insight into the 

construction and deconstruction of the ‘woman’ as a gendered social construct that like 

enslavement, provoked a direct and specific reaction of resistance. 

According to Mohammed, a crucial first step in the process of theorizing gender as a 

category of analysis is to understand that “how gender and power are interconnected and 

construct each other can only be determined by examining the specific historical circumstances 

in which these relationships are functioning.”52 The dialectic occurring between gender and 

power in eighteenth century Jamaica is (in most respects), very different from the one taking 

place in the twenty first century. Different gender systems and identities exist for different times. 

Second, Mohammed calls for challenging the traditional structure and modes of the 

historical archive. Because “conventional history has concerned itself with the individual, the 

event, the important social motors which in some way shaped the world...traditional history 

tended to focus upon men.”53 In a conventional reading of the Thistlewood archive, Thomas 

Thistlewood is ‘the individual,’ the main character and point of focus. The ‘event’ is his 

adventurous escapade of more than thirty years as a white Englishman of the lower-middle class 

who traveled to the lush and untamed colony of Jamaica to make his own fortune. The social 
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mores that he describes exist for him. They dictate the terms, satisfaction or dissatisfaction of his 

experience. The narrative itself exists to revolve around Thistlewood. The Black faces and 

bodies who surrounded him at nearly all times are seldom acknowledged as anything else; Black 

faces and bodies as ancillary, subjected supporting characters in his own self-authored epic. To a 

certain degree, this is expected for a traditional typical diary written by a white man in the 

eighteenth century.  

How then can this same traditional archive be challenged and thereby reconceptualized in 

its structure and inferences so that it is no longer a conventional history of a white Englishman in 

the eighteenth century who set off to Jamaica to seek his fortune at the expense and misery of the 

enslaved Black people (specifically, the Black female people) who appear as ancillary to that 

history? How can this conventional history be rewritten as an unconventional, extraordinary 

gender history that centers these women as the individuals and (re)conceptualizes their lives not 

as mere events of violence and exploitation, but as historical markers of ideological thinking 

rooted in racist and patriarchal ideological thought? Furthermore, how can this gender history 

emphasize these women’s subsequent resistance as a radical response to not only survive but to 

transform these backward, destructive social motors?  

The process of gender construction in a society takes place on the individual and 

collective level, but both levels involve the practice of negotiation. Negotiation is the core, 

guiding concept in exploring associations between enslavement, power and resistance; gender 

influences each of these elements. The give-and-take aspect inherent within the concept of 

negotiation also helps to illustrate that gender is not unchangeable as a system nor as an identity. 

It is constantly giving-and-taking, constantly undergoing adjustments and transformations 

between its subjects.  
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In formulating her framework for gender history, Mohammed cites gender relations 

theorist Deniz Kandiyoti’s assertion that there is in any given society, a patriarchal contract of 

which women “view as a fact of life.”54  While this contract “influences women’s gendered 

subjectivity and determines the prevailing gender ideology,” in response to it, the women within 

the society will “strategise within a set of concrete constraints that reveal and define the blueprint 

of... the patriarchal bargain of any given society, which may exhibit variations according to class, 

caste and ethnicity.”55  

Mohammed then expounds upon this theorization of the patriarchal bargain by examining 

the terms and conditions of The Negotiation. It is not merely with the patriarchy itself, but with 

the intent of revising the patriarchal contract, deconstructing old gender identities to construct 

new ones, and formulating new gender systems that will improve the quality of everyday life. 

This is an extremely complicated and arduous process. “The problem with negotiation,” 

Mohammed states, “is that it implies a rational rather than accretional process...it is the 

compromises, the arguments, the conflicts in the domestic sphere...or it may be perceived in 

other organised or unorganised forms of female or male resistance.”56  Gender relations that 

take place even outside the context of eighteenth-century chattel enslavement are often 

contentious. Placed inside that context, they are even further complicated. Negotiation in a 

patriarchal bargain therefore does not necessarily suggest a civil, or even a civilized discourse 

between two parties. The discourse can be, and frequently is, hostile to varying degrees of 

violence. It should also not be taken to imply that both sides come to negotiations sharing equal 
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standing, or that one side will be fair in its dealings with the other; the character and principles of 

enslavement as an institution makes this impossible. It should also be noted that there are often 

more than two sides of negotiation, as different individuals within a patriarchal system can enter 

into differing bargains based upon their personal status within their social hierarchy.  

Mohammed explains that gender relations are “never static...always ongoing,” they 

involve “collusions, compromise and accommodation, resistance and subversion, between men 

and women, between individuals and institutions.”57 It is the varied collusions, compromises and 

accommodations that are made by males or females operating within the gender system that 

ultimately contribute to the shaping of the constructions of their gender identities.  

Negotiation in a patriarchal bargain also takes place on two levels: the individual and the 

collective. Mohammed terms them the micro-level and the macro-level, respectively.  At the 

micro-level, “men and women, men and men or women and women, work out their own gender 

boundaries and norms, in the privacy of their homes, bedrooms or in their workplaces or social 

gatherings.”58 At the macro-level is “the state...norms, laws, ways of seeing, structures of 

emotion, caste, politics and religion, and they are above the individual man or woman.”59 The 

likelihood that the individual will be able to affect meaningful change at the macro-level, 

especially in and of their own power, is rare. However, Mohammed also concedes that there is an 

undeniable correlation between the two in how the strictures and laws of the institutions are 

constructed as means of regulating and responding to individual actions. Even if the individual is 
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not successful in thwarting the supremacy of the state, the two are still often locked in dialectical 

communion and negotiation with one another.  

Mohammed argues for a viewing of the patriarchal negotiation as “a human response of 

rebellion when other less oppressive options are possible...this negotiation may be viewed 

primarily as seeking greater freedoms of one kind or another within the confines of a patriarchal 

ideology.”60 These human responses have just as much to do with the formation of the 

individual’s gender identity as the restrictions and dictates of the patriarchal gender system. 

Thus, Mohammed’s theorization of writing gender into history relates to this thesis's original 

premise of enslavement as both a narrative of subjection, and a narrative of resistance to that 

subjection. Gender identity is negotiated and understood within the context of trauma, and within 

resistance to that trauma. In other words, even as the individual suffers and is identified by that 

suffering, their strategies for survival of it also informs their identity. This is what it means to 

write gender into history as a means of emphasizing resistance to oppression as a radical 

response to not only survive, but to self-identify and transform. Writing gender into history also 

functions as a confrontation and ultimate rejection of the traditional archive’s certitudes, and a 

reorientation of its original focus on violence, to one of resistance.  

When the Thistlewood diary is reconceptualized as a piece of gender history, its 

epistemological implication as an archival document undergoes a transformation. It shifts from 

being a narrative of Thomas Thistlewood and his exploits, to a narrative of the negotiation that 

the enslaved individuals he writes of--specifically Phibbah and Coobah-- made with a patriarchal 

individual (the micro-level), and the collective, patriarchal system of Jamaica (the macro-level). 

As Mohammed indicates, their status as enslaved human beings in a slavery-based economy 
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meant that they could do little to nothing to change the brutal strictures of law, politics and 

religion that were put in place by the Jamaican, and by extension, the British colonialist state. 

While there were certain methods of negotiation utilized by enslaved men and women alike that 

did antagonize the ambitions of the state, the most effective level of negotiation for the enslaved 

typically took place in one-on-one interactions with the state’s agents. This was certainly the 

case with Phibbah and Coobah, whose negotiations by and large took place and most affected 

change for themselves at the micro-level with Thomas Thistlewood.  

The length and span of time of the diary indicates that this was an ongoing negotiation 

that lasted for decades. The difference in the two women’s experiences of enslavement and the 

difference in the tenor of their relationships with Thistlewood also testify that while they shared 

one status as enslaved women, there were other statuses that they did not share. Coobah was a 

field worker, while Phibbah was a domestic; they did not come to the negotiation with the same 

amounts of leverage. Phibbah’s methods of negotiation were very different from Coobah’s; they 

made different collusions, either agreed to or refused differing compromises, and lobbied for 

different accommodations. As a result, they had very different outcomes to their bargains. The 

ways that Phibbah and Coobah appear within the diary is undoubtedly a reflection upon 

Thistlewood’s whims, and bias. And yet, it is also a direct reflection of the patriarchal contract 

that they operated within and sought to negotiate with. As Phibbah and Coobah negotiated the 

terms and conditions of their survival, they also negotiated their gender identity within the slave 

system. 

Furthermore, their micro-level negotiations held wider implications for the macro-level. 

The site of their gender negotiation also served as a site of the construction and deconstruction of 

the eighteenth-century Jamaican concept of the ‘woman’ and the ‘man.’ The contestations, 
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allowances and denials that took place between Black women like Phibbah and Coobah and 

white men like Thistlewood went on to define the elements of Black womanhood and manhood, 

and white womanhood and manhood within their specific historical time and place. Phibbah and 

Coobah’s level of awareness of the implications of their gender identities for the Jamaican state 

can only be speculated upon. What is certain, is that they were aware that resisting and 

deconstructing the gender identities imposed upon them by their patriarchal bargain in order to 

construct new ones and formulate new gender systems, would improve the quality of their 

everyday lives.  

According to Mohammed, “Gender is one of the recurrent references by which political 

power has been conceived, legitimated and criticised. It refers to but also establishes the meaning 

of the male/female opposition.”61 This harkens back to Vincent Brown’s evaluation of 

enslavement as the generating force to its resistance. The patriarchal contract is a peril of power 

that motivated specific enslaved reactions that held implications for gender at the macro and 

micro level. Whether advertently or inadvertently on the part of its authors, resistance itself was 

a term of the contract.  

The diary of Thomas Thistlewood is a conventional history that can and should be 

revised. In centering Phibbah and Coobah as women who daily and astutely negotiated the terms 

of their own survival and gender identity, their lives become far more than mere scenes of 

subjection, and they become far more than victims of terror and brutality. Writing gender into 

conventional histories not only rewrites dehumanizing narratives, it illuminates hidden truths left 

behind by the archive’s victims who even now, refuse to remain silenced and conquered. It 

stands to reason that such a revised, gendered historical narrative of this sort ought to be narrated 
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from the perspective of the women who were brave, resilient and savvy enough to be responsible 

for it. 
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The Jamaican “Woman Policy” 

Sir Hilary McD Beckles’ scholarship not only argues for the importance of centering of 

women in the study of slavery, it contends that enslaved women were inherently and constantly 

centered by the institution itself in order to maintain its order, set its social, cultural and political 

boundaries, and to ensure its longevity. Slavery in Jamaica (and elsewhere) was not only 

dependent upon enslaved women, it was also dependent upon what exactly defined and who 

exactly qualified as a ‘woman’ in the first place. A study of the condition of slavery within the 

Caribbean--more specifically, a speculative narration of enslaved Jamaican women-- therefore 

necessitates and involves a study and centering of the condition and definitions of both enslaved 

and free Jamaican womanhood. 

The breadth of scholarship that Beckles has written upon this subject is extensive, such 

that it cannot possibly be fully delineated here in its completion. What this section will focus 

upon, is the construction and practice of what Beckles refers to as a “woman policy” enforced on 

Caribbean estates that assigned definitions, limitations and freedoms that defined the condition 

of womanhood itself, and would go on to dictate the terms of livelihood for not only enslaved 

Black women but free Black women, free mixed race women, and white women as well.62 

Beckles’ conceptualization of this “woman policy” of slavery within the Caribbean provides 

crucial insight into the historical importance of white women’s participation in the formation of 

the colonial empire, and the stability of the slave society. It also contextualizes the evolution of 

the political economy of enslaved Caribbean women as it is evidenced through the archives, 

particularly with the approach of the abolishment of the slave trade. 
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Exploration and traverse within the Atlantic New World were largely conducted by men. 

Sea voyages were long and perilous. Conquest was a violent, bloody, diseased business. New 

and uncharted territories of rugged mountain terrains and tropical jungles could not always 

guarantee safety to vulnerable populations of colonizers. The New World of Jamaica struggled, 

particularly in its inception, to attract large numbers of white women to its shores for these, as 

well as other reasons. Civilizations were constructed and fortified according to emblems and 

place-makers of civility. English emblems of civilization centered around government, military, 

faith and genteel society. Integral to English sensibilities of civilized society, was the civilized, 

domestic household; the family. At the core of the family, was the woman. White men conducted 

exploration, traverse and conquest as investment in their own fortunes and in the overall 

investment of colonization, but many of them were in agreement that women--whether they were 

white or Black--were integral in the securing of that investment, in their own respective ways. 

By definition, a ‘policy’ involves a specific set of enacted tactics, practices, and 

methodologies in order to ensure that a specific result comes about; it is an (often enforced and 

thus, involuntary) plan of action. In referring to the attitudes of eighteenth-century planters 

towards enslaved pro-natal policies, Beckles argues that “a ‘woman policy’ had to be conceived, 

formulated and implemented on the estates. Traditional managerial attitudes and actions towards 

slave women had to be reconsidered and reshaped in a manner conducive to higher fertility 

levels.”63 The woman policy Beckles refers to in the above passage concerning enslaved Black 

women and the stable growth of an enslaved labor force through procreation will be later 

discussed. However, his conceptualization of a Jamaican ‘Woman Policy,’ formulated and 

designed for specific individuals in order to achieve a specific result, is a framework that is 
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beneficial for an understanding of the many nuances of Black and white womanhood that existed 

in eighteenth century Jamaica, as well as an understanding of how the policies for these 

divergent womanhoods influenced, came to coexist with, and even depended upon one another.  

Who and what was the white and Black woman in eighteenth century Jamaica? What was 

she like? What all was she allowed, and what all was she forbidden? What kind of care was she 

due? What was her worth? What was she for? These are all questions that shaped the Woman 

Policies for the respective groups of women and will be thus explicated. It should be appreciated 

that like Mohammed’s abstraction of a patriarchal contract, Beckles’ abstraction of a woman 

policy refers to ideologies that were authored and enacted by white men. Like contracts, policies 

in general are not always rooted in impartiality or equity; the figurative ‘policies’ and ‘contracts’ 

for women explored within the scope of this project, are unanimously rooted in white colonial 

patriarchy. They existed for the express purpose of partiality towards one group of people and 

injustice towards others. For all of its reputation as a frontier of limitless opportunity and 

fortune-making, the sober reality was that Jamaica in the eighteenth century was a hierarchical 

slave colony of “ideological egalitarianism within structural inequality.”64 Independence and 

freedom as it turned out, did have their limits. Enormous fortunes were made upon the backs of 

human suffering. The luxury of some came at the misery of many others. Within such an 

environment of constant and hierarchical competition, those who were not affixed at the top or 

upper levels, were inevitably appraised, valued and treated by those who were, according to the 

degree of their use and efficiency. They were also judged by their individual methods of survival 

within the often harsh conditions of Jamaica and their specific contributions--or lack thereof-- to 
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its prosperity. White people were not exempt from this assessment, whether they were middle to 

lower class men, or women from any caste.  

“The entire enterprise of slavery,” according to Beckles, “was organized upon the basis 

of race and sex, with considerable importance for the (re)production of gender ideologies and 

social representations.”65 Posing and analyzing questions of a woman’s ‘worth’ or ‘value’ in a 

hierarchical slave society is not meant to replicate the slave institutions’ original callous practice 

of dehumanization. The intent of this section is to interrogate the practice-- indeed, the very 

notion-- of creating both womanhood, and policies of womanhood in the first place, and to shed 

light upon these policies’ essentiality for the upholding of an entire institution that dehumanized 

some in order to uplift others.  It cross-examines the ways in which womanhood within the 

Jamaican hierarchical slave society was ‘binarized,’ with white womanhood on one side and all 

Other womanhoods (whether Black or mixed race) on the other. The policies of these 

womanhoods were not only methodically designed to clash with one another, the given set of 

rules for one’s womanhood became a mandated reason for their very existence. The criteria of 

assigned values for its subjects to comply with created a perfect storm of enmity between 

womanhoods that made practically everything else within the plantocracy possible. The 

encompassing intention of this section is to emphasize just how significant manufactured 

ideologies of white and Black womanhood were in constructing and upholding the colonial 

complex. 

The patriarchal contract of white British femininity in the eighteenth century was one 

entrenched in terms of a woman’s complete submission and dependence (financial, domestic, 

political, religious and civic) upon the men in her life. Throughout her adolescence she was 
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subject to the authority of either her father, an uncle, or an elder brother; in womanhood, she 

would be subject to her husband. Britons subscribed to the doctrine of ‘coverture,’ where women 

were deemed incapable--too delicate, too impressionable, or just too plain idiotic-- of being 

legally and civically responsible for themselves or for their own material possessions. Thus, 

following an English woman’s marriage, all of her property and the entirety of her legal rights 

and responsibilities were ‘covered’ and thereby assumed by her husband. Coverture stripped 

English women of their legal identity and equated to little better than a “civil death.”66  The 

entirety of an English woman’s identity-her legal status as a citizen, her property and material 

goods, even custody over her own body-- were absorbed into the identity of her husband. 

Remaining unmarried offered English women their greatest chance at having legal autonomy and 

yet, ironically enough, the unmarried woman in Britain (the unmarried woman, not the 

unmarried man) was the subject of cruel societal ridicule and scorn; she was often ostracized as a 

pitiable spinster trapped inside of  “a culture that had no really meaningful place for a woman 

outside of marriage.”67  Within the eighteenth century in particular, this convention of patriarchal 

ownership also wasn’t restricted to the legal sphere; marriage was a patriarchal contract 

containing within it a Woman Policy that dictated both the acceptable and unacceptable traits of 

her character. In addition to surrendering her legal and civic autonomy, a married and respectable 

English genteel woman was soft, pious, conservative and above all, submissive. She presided 

over the domestic household, keeping an orderly and righteous home. She was expected to bear 

as many children as she was able, (preferably sons) and raise them to be good, obedient 

Protestants.  
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How well (or poorly) did these conventions of womanhood travel across the sea from 

Britain and acclimate themselves to Jamaica? The white woman in eighteenth century Jamaica 

was usually either English or Creole; there was a difference between the two, one that the 

English did not demure in emphasizing within journals, histories and travel accounts. Jamaica 

was a source of great wealth, but it was also frequently the object of derision. Life in the 

Caribbean may have enhanced white fortunes, but English contemporaries believed that on the 

whole, it demeaned and corrupted white behavior. One commentator referred to the island as a 

“sink of all filthiness, a meer [sic] Sodom.”68 What was it about Jamaica that earned it such 

contempt? 

“In the Caribbean, where plantation management was intertwined with the violence of 

slavery, powerful and hardened women were a frightening aberration from 

metropolitan norms of British femininity...the plantation lifestyle drew men and 

women out of their expected roles and positions in the family and the society.”69 

 

Respectable, genteel English families and the women who reproduced them were meant to be 

emblems of civility. The slave society was uncivilized barbarism in a practically perfected form. 

The conduct of Creole white women would be unavoidably altered by their immersion within 

such a place. This alteration in behavior was perceived to be so strong a deviation from the 

standard Woman Policy of England, that it earned particular scorn and criticism from English 

contemporaries--both men and women. The essential and unanswerable problem of the slave 

society (a society that demanded both unlimited labor as capital and varied forms of human 

intimacy from its victims) created a host of difficulties for the metropole in trying to civilize a 

colony that was sustained by an uncivilized institution in the first place. White men like 
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Thistlewood were not the only ones whose character and psyche were gradually affected, even 

haunted by living in a constant state of paradox; Jamaica (re)molded white women as well, and 

with it, created another Woman Policy for its Creole white woman that better suited its interests.  

Jamaica was a precarious and unstable place to try and raise a family. Health conditions 

were far from optimal; diseases such as dysentery, yellow fever, malaria, and smallpox were 

regular fixtures among both white and Black populations. Between 1770 and 1820 alone, the 

island suffered upwards of at least seventeen earthquakes, ten hurricanes, four droughts and 

famines, and nine great fires.70 The heat was sweltering and intense, sometimes intolerable for 

the migrants who were accustomed to nothing but the brisk and cooler temperatures of England. 

Mosquitos were incessant and determined pests. Lady Maria Nugent, the wife of Field-Marshall 

and Lt.-Governor of Jamaica from 1801-1806 Sir George Nugent, lamented and lamented often 

in her diary often about Jamaican mosquitos. Her own newborn son was so tormented by them 

that in the nights they blanketed his face, preventing him from even being able to open his 

eyes.71 The bites could be so terrible that they permanently disfigured the faces of small 

children.72 The traditional English archetype of a household structure where white husband, wife 

and their children all lived together beneath one roof at all times was often lacking in Jamaica. 

Whether due to circumstances of absenteeism for the planter, reluctance of his wife to join him 

in Jamaica, boarding school for children, or a lack of children who had survived through their 

adolescence at all, it was rare that a nuclear white family lived there together.73 
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Compounded with the difficult material living conditions of Jamaica was the fact that as a 

slave society, it was dependent upon frequent and public shows of white terrorism. It was a place 

that was governed by violence, but that violence was frequently responded to by its victims, 

sometimes with violence. The threat of armed enslaved insurrection was a constant and 

appreciated threat that kept many English from migrating with their families or starting families 

in Jamaica. Finally, while it was regarded as a place ripe for the making of fortunes and was 

populated with individuals of great wealth, Jamaica was also regarded as a place of grotesque 

indulgence, licentiousness and immorality. White men certainly took white mistresses and kept 

concubines in England, but by and large if they wished to be regarded as respectable gentlemen 

within their social circle and greater society, they took care to keep these carnal affairs as 

concealed from their wives and families as possible. In Jamaica, it was not only acceptable for a 

white man to take a mistress of Black or mixed race, it was practically à la mode to do so, and to 

do so publicly in full view of their wives, children and other white women.74 

For many of the English, Jamaica was simply no place for good Christian ladies, or for a 

good Christian upbringing for their children. As such, white women were demographically 

unrepresented in Jamaica for much of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Those English 

women who had no choice but to migrate there, expressed their discontent with this strange and 

harsh New World that was so unlike any and everything they had ever known: 

“The women in Jamaica superintend the domestic affairs, and provide for the necessary 

comforts of the table. Their occupations are always unpleasant, and they too often meet 

with causes of disgust. In that island they suffer much, submit to much, and lead a life of 

toil and misery, which the most commendable patience, and the most amiable resignation 

cannot brook, though doomed to bear.”75 
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The sweltering heat, mosquito infestations, frequent outbreaks of dangerous diseases, the lax 

culture of white patriarchal hedonism, and the policy of savage violence produced a bevy of 

Creole white women who were “hardened” and even worse, “powerful” in a society whose 

metropole Woman Policy dictated that respectable women were supposed to be soft and subject 

to the power of their husbands. They were ‘hard’ in the sense that they were born and raised in 

Jamaica, far from England and its stricter moral codes and conventions. They were raised by and 

lived among Black and mixed-race people (mostly the enslaved); in the eyes of the English this 

had prompted white Creole women to adopt coarse and inferior behavior by mere association and 

constant proximity to those whose Blackness irredeemably tainted them as coarse and inferior.  

Both Lady Nugent and Edward Long believed that climate was a significant influence 

upon one’s character, “It is extraordinary to witness the immediate effect that the climate and 

habit of living in this country have upon the minds and manners of Europeans,” she wrote, 

“Particularly of the lower orders. In the upper ranks, they become indolent and inactive, 

regardless of everything but eating, drinking, and indulging themselves. In the lower orders, they 

are the same, with the addition of conceit and tyranny.”76 Edward Long was somewhat more 

measured in his evaluation of white Creole women’s character,  

 

“If we consider how forcibly the warmth of this climate must co-operate with natural 

instinct to rouze [sic] the passions, we ought to regard chastity here as no mean effort of 

female fortitude; or at least, judge not too rigidly of those lapses which happen through 

the venial frailty and weakness of human nature... they possess some share of vanity and 

pride; and that some few join to the latter an high and over-bearing spirit, which not 

having been duly checked in their infancy, is apt to vent itself in turbulent fits of rage and 

clamour.”77  
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The white Creoles of Jamaica were born and lived in a place that was extremely hot and humid, 

even during the winter months. For much of the 1780’s (the last decade of Thomas 

Thistlewood’s life) the island was devastated by hurricanes. The terrain was one of mountainous 

jungles, deep ravines, and swamps. Intense heat slows the body movements, prompts exhaustion 

and dehydration, and warms the blood; in the English view, living in a hot and perilous 

environment inevitably produced mercurial defects of character, especially in women. Creole 

women were indolent, slovenly, vain and headstrong because they lived among Black inferiors 

on a tropical island that was far from the brisk weather, proper education and stricter moral codes 

of England. To the English, these women’s’ Creole-ness ‘colored’ and thereby depreciated every 

aspect of their lives, down to the way they spoke: “The Creole language is not confined to the 

negroes,” Maria Nugent wrote in her journal, “Many of the ladies, who have not been educated 

in England, speak a broken sort of English, with an indolent drawling out of their words, that is 

very tiresome if not disgusting.”78 

 Yet Beckles’ scholarship departs from that of other scholars of his field in emphasizing 

that this straying of white women in Jamaica from the British metropolitan norms of femininity 

should not be mistaken (as the Britons mistook it) as a social degeneration, nor should it be 

likened to enslaved resistance; indeed, this policy of Creolized White Womanhood was not only 

compatible with the slave society, it was useful to it, “White women,” he asserts, even when 

demographically underrepresented in Jamaica and the wider Caribbean,  “were of marginal 

historical importance in fashioning the colonial complex.”79  This assertion challenges the 

frequent notion and representation of the English and especially the Creole white women as 
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having but an innocuous part to play in the enterprise of Caribbean enslavement. Even 

Brathwaite erroneously asserted that slavery within the Caribbean was “a male enterprise.” “It 

was not a joint enterprise” he argued, or “a family enterprise, but a family-stunted and male-

oriented enterprise with the wife replaced by housekeeper and mistress.”80 

Reconceptualizing Jamaican plantation estates and their archives as sites of gender 

negotiation in a patriarchal bargain should not be used to misconstrue the institution or practice 

of slavery as a discourse that was essentially, a contest of white and Black manhoods. Within this 

oversimplification, women of both races may also be misconstrued as mere peripheral bystanders 

who are only incidentally affected by means of their respective patriarchal associations. This was 

not so for Black women, nor was it so for white women. Whether they were English, Creole, or 

English women who over the years became creolized, white women were neither insignificant 

nor innocuous players in this narrative of enslavement. They were both bystanders and 

participants, victims and antagonizers; such was the manufactured policy of white Creole 

womanhood.  

White Creole women in Jamaica were powerful in the sense that despite all of the legal, 

political, and social limitations that the patriarchal contract placed upon their persons, there was 

a crucial aspect in which their authority and autonomy was given notable legal, political, and 

social latitude: slavery. Beckles emphasizes that “white women... were constitutionally placed to 

participate in the slave-based world as privileged persons, and to adopt ideological positions 

consistent with this condition.”81 Whether they were English or Creole, their specific Woman 

Policy constitutionally, socially and psychologically positioned white women within the 
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Jamaican Creole society in order to achieve a specific result: mainly, providing them with such a 

deep and vested interest in the slave system itself, that they would become just as fervent 

advocates for its perpetuity as white men. There are several examples of these interests that will 

be discussed, the first among them being the English common law principles regarding the 

allocation of enslaved dowers.  

“English common law, the foundation of law in Jamaica, provided a formula that gave 

widows a third interest for life in the real property of their husbands and outright ownership of a 

third of their husbands' personal property.”82 This third of real property and personal property 

was the dower. Lucille Mathurin Mair claimed that the dower “was in fact her [a white woman’s] 

most substantial legal claim on the matrimonial property.”83 Whether they were of the upper, 

middle or lower classes, the closest that many white women in Jamaica came to economic 

independence of their own was in the ownership of enslaved Black or mixed race people.84 And 

in the case of Jamaica specifically, the majority of white women property owners owned more 

enslaved people than they owned any other forms of property. In a sample taken by Mair of 

eighteen white women’s inventories in Jamaica in the years 1772-73 and 1803, enslaved people 

were shown to be the most valuable allocation of their personal property.85 For two widows, a 

Rebecca Deacon of Portland and a Sarah Demtrius of Clarendon, enslaved people represented 

the entirety of their wealth, their estates of six and sixteen enslaved people worth £200 and 
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£1,530, respectively.86 In other words, the institution of slavery created a loophole in the terms of 

the white woman’s patriarchal contract. The dower entitled her to a legal and financial autonomy 

that she could not only keep for the entirety of her life, but also leave as a legacy to her 

daughters, nieces, and granddaughters, thereby ensuring autonomy in their patriarchal contracts 

as well-- autonomy that frequently came at the expense of Black people.    

Powerful and hardened white women were not only to be found upon the rural estate. In 

fact, the structure of the commercial urban setting in Jamaica was just as conducive to white 

female slave owners, some of whom were not married, and many of whom were not considered 

members of elite society. Middle and lower class white Creole women (particularly if they were 

unmarried) resorted to a variety of entrepreneurial endeavors in urban towns, working as 

midwives, nurses, milliners, seamstresses, inn-keepers, petty shopkeepers and washerwomen; 

these were professions that white English and Creole men of their station typically looked down 

upon and refused to do themselves, preferring more prestigious and financially profitable 

occupations--such as that of an overseer, attorney or merchant.87 Some of these women resorted 

to more illicit means of making a living, working as tavern keepers, or madams of brothels in 

port towns.88 A practice common amongst women in all of these above professions was the 

ownership and hiring out of Black enslaved people as a means of supplementing their own 

incomes; an enslaved person could be hired out by their owner for virtually any service, whether 

it was field labor, skilled labor, or even sexual labor. 89  British Major Richard A. Wyvill related 
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an instance of one unnamed Creole white woman whose income came solely from the illicit 

prostitution of the bodies of her enslaved women to the highest bidders; she was intent not only 

upon capitalizing upon their forced sexual labor, but upon using that labor to breed new bodies 

that would further add to her property stock and fortune, “This delicate creature lets out her 

Negro girls, to anyone who will pay her for their persons, under the denomination of 

washerwomen, and [she becomes] very angry if they don't come home in the family way.”90 

It is also important to note here that of all the professions and means of income listed above that 

middle- and lower-class white Creole women in the Caribbean resorted to, there was one in 

which by the late seventeenth century, they had been deliberately excluded from: field labor. 

White landowners refused altogether to employ white female fieldhands; field labor within the 

eighteenth century thereby became a drudgery firmly affixed to enslavement and thereby, 

Blackness.91 

What this, as well as the above accounts indicate, is a demonstrated realization among 

both the rural and the urban white Creole woman of the many gulfs that existed between her and 

the enslaved and free Black and mixed-race persons of Jamaica, the economic benefits that 

slavery afforded her, and the access it gave her to wider avenues of self-sufficiency and 

economic security. The archives indicate that she took these avenues as often as she could. The 

subjection and exploitation of Black and mixed-race people became her legal, financial--indeed, 

even her psychological--compensation for the lonely and difficult life she was forced to lead in 

Jamaica, and for the demoted status she held within the English-Creole social hierarchy. Slavery 
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empowered her in ways that few other things in her life did. What possible incentive would she 

have to willingly surrender this empowerment? To the contrary, the material and social 

circumstances of Creole Jamaica prompted her to embrace slavery as a part of her own rite of 

womanhood. 

“Thomas Thistlewood never questioned the propriety of slavery,” Trevor Burnard argues, 

“Because he accepted that in any society some people were bound to rule and others were bound 

to serve.”92 He goes on to argue that “the more slavery was mandated as necessary for the 

subjugation of racial inferiors, the more white Jamaicans believed it was necessary for white men 

to promote liberty and independence among themselves.”93 Like Brathwaite’s, Burnard’s 

appraisal of slavery here is masculinist in its focus. Yet there is no reason that their appraisal of 

the belief system of white men in eighteenth century Jamaica cannot be reconceptualized as an 

apt evaluation of the belief system of white women and the psychological justifications they 

resorted to in order to uphold their status and way of life. Like Thistlewood, the vast majority of 

white women in Jamaica, whether they were English or Creole, did not look upon the bondage of 

Black and mixed-race enslaved people, or even free people of color and see even a hint of a 

reflection of their own condition of subjugation. What accounted for this willful disregard? 

 In May 1756, Thistlewood made the following entry in his diary:  

“Sometime in the middle of last night Mr. Cope come home and Mr. McDonald with 

him. They sat drinking for some time, then went to bed; Mr. McDonald had Eve to whom 

he gave 6 bitts, and Mr. Cope made Tom fetch Beck from the Negro houses for himself, 

with whom she was till morning.”94 

  

Three days later, he made the following entry: 
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“Egypt Susannah & Mazerine whipped for refusal last Saturday night, by Mr. Cope’s 

order. Little Phibbah told Mrs. Cope last Saturday night’s affair. Mrs. Cope also 

examined the sheets and found them amiss.”95 

 

John Cope was Thistlewood’s third and final employer. He was a habitual and angry drunkard, 

with sexual proclivities that were just as depraved and horrendous as Thistlewood’s. He 

habitually sexually assaulted enslaved women, beat them when they refused his advances, and 

was rumored to even molest enslaved girls as young as 8 or 9 years.96 He was also Phibbah’s 

owner, and Thistlewood entreated him repeatedly over the years to sell Phibbah to him. Although 

Thistlewood suspected that Cope and Phibbah were engaged in a sexual relationship behind his 

back97, Cope was willing to sell her; his wife was not. She refused Thistlewood’s offers. 

“Begged hard of Mrs. Cope to sell or hire Phibbah to me,” he wrote in June of 1757, “But she 

would not; he was willing.”98  

Mary (also called Molly) was the Creole daughter of William Dorrill, Thistlewood’s 

second employer and a Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson.99 She married John Cope in 1754 at the age of 

sixteen; Phibbah was her dower when she came into their marriage. Although her most intimate 
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thoughts and emotions are obviously absent from Thistlewood’s diary, what his narrations do 

strongly suggest, was that Molly Cope was very likely an unhappy and long-suffering wife, 

hardened by the nearly constant egregious behavior of her husband. John often had financial 

woes; he was frequently short on cash and even in debt to Thistlewood for overdue back pay. 

Apart from his sexual perversions, he quarreled bitterly with his neighbors, drank too much, 

stayed out into the late hours of the night, then often came home in a rage that was taken out 

upon Molly. One year into the Cope’s marriage Thistlewood writes, “This morning Mr. Cope 

took all Mrs. Cope’s china, glasses, &c she brought here when he was last at Town, and smashed 

them with all his force against the floor, and broke them in pieces; believe they were given her 

by an old sweetheart, J. Thoms.”100 Molly was the subject of salacious and what must have been 

humiliating gossip amongst her neighbors; she was once said to be thrown out of her own bed by 

her husband in favor of the children he sexually abused.101 She is a prime exemplification of 

mandated white Creole womanhood.  

In the above diary entries from May 1756, Thistlewood first details an evening in which 

John Cope and a guest of his arrived home late and drunk (as was his tendency to do), and in 

desire of sexual gratification. Cope’s guest penetrated an enslaved woman named Eve to whom 

he later paid 6 bitts, while Cope satisfied himself with an enslaved woman named Beck. It is not 

until three days later that Thistlewood reveals that Cope and his guest had originally set their 

designs upon two other enslaved women named Egypt Susannah and Mazerine; Egypt Susannah 

and Mazerine had refused to oblige them. Perhaps at the time, Cope and his guest were too 

inebriated to go to the trouble of using brute force with Egypt Susannah and Mazerine, but 
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nevertheless, Cope saw to it that they were punished later. They were both beaten for their denial 

of him and his guest, beaten so terribly that it angered some of their peers enough to seek to try 

to enact revenge on their behalf. Another female enslaved woman or girl named Little Phibbah 

(no relation to Thistlewood’s Phibbah) related the entire incident to Molly Cope. Thistlewood 

writes that Molly “examined the sheets and found them amiss.” It is unclear whether this is a 

description of Mrs. Cope literally examining the site of her husband’s sexual assault, or if this is 

merely Thistlewood’s sardonic way of suggesting that after having been married to John Cope 

for two years by that point, Molly knew her husband well enough to be able to safely assume that 

the allegation was true. Furthermore, there is no recorded climactic confrontation or resolution to 

the incident within Thistlewood’s diary between the Copes, or the enslaved women involved. It 

can ostensibly be assumed that in its aftermath, John Cope merely continued his lecherous 

behavior, and Molly continued to ‘examine amiss sheets.’  What this incident does attest to, is 

that white women in Jamaica--unlike their counterparts in England-- were neither oblivious, nor 

particularly sheltered from the grim habits and sexual proclivities of their husbands, fathers, sons 

and brothers. Interracial and carnal sex, a subject and practice that by custom and even by some 

laws was supposed to be taboo, was not only practiced, but was practically flaunted before white 

women’s faces.  

Perhaps Molly was an empathetic mistress of sorts (if such a thing can be conceived of 

under the circumstances), and Little Phibbah believed that telling her what had happened would 

kindle Molly’s sympathy enough for her to reprimand or shame her husband into contrition. 

Perhaps. But while it can never be known for sure whether this theory is true or not, 

Thistlewood’s account of John and Molly Cope’s tumultuous marriage, and a consideration of 

the callous and brutal character of the Creole slave society that has been delineated thus far, 
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weakens such a theory. Empathy and compassion on the part of white Creole women were not 

impossible, but the structure of the Creole Jamaican slave society and its corresponding policies 

of womanhoods made it improbable, if not completely irrational for white women to either feel, 

or to act upon.  

White women in Jamaica were well aware that their husbands had sex with enslaved 

Black and mixed-race women. Some of them were well aware that their husbands preferred 

Black and mixed-race women (even children) to them as objects of sexual desire. Whether it was 

taboo or not, miscegenation was a reality that Molly Cope had lived with her entire life. As 

Trevor Burnard noted, as a white person in an eighteenth-century slave society, Molly had also 

been raised to believe, “that some people were bound to rule and others were bound to serve.”102 

Furthermore, within a dichotomous and binarized slave society of absolutes she also likely 

believed that women were either designated for the dues of honor, virtue and respectability, or 

they were designated for subjugation, vice and illicit encounters. Some women were born 

entitled to the right to refuse to be sexually penetrated by a man who was not her husband; these 

women were white. Then there were other women who were born entitled to no rights to refuse 

anything and anyone, ever; these women were Black and mixed race. Black women like Egypt 

Susannah and Mazerine, indeed even their Black children, were born to be slaves; to serve and 

submit to her husband’s whims, no matter how depraved. There was likely little to no room for 

compassion or empathy on her part that would blur these lines between her white and their Black 

womanhoods; especially when privileged enslaved women (like Phibbah) tested and strained 

against the boundaries of these lines, and white men like John Cope and Thistlewood who 

desired them leapt over the lines enough as it was. Whether they were elites like Maria Nugent, 
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of the middle class like Molly Cope, or from the working class, white women of all castes shared 

a mutual resentment of this habitual line stepping/leaping and of all of the many inconveniences 

and humiliations that it brought to their own lives.  

Working class Creole white women resented other working class white men like Thomas 

Thistlewood who effectively shut them out of holding overseer and managerial positions, and 

relegated them to taking on jobs they deemed as inferior. Working- and middle-class white 

Creole women resented that Thistlewood and his ilk often preferred to engage in sexual relations, 

and in some instances, carry on long-term carnal ‘partnerships’ with enslaved women like 

Phibbah who were supposed to be their natural inferiors, rather than make one of them an honest 

offer of matrimony. Working, middle and elite classes of Creole white women resented the 

enslaved Black and mixed-race women whose sexual relations with their husbands, fathers, 

brothers and sons contradicted the order of the slave society hierarchy, offended their 

sensibilities of being superior, aroused their envy, and embarrassed them before their peers. This 

resentment no doubt took its emotional and psychological toll upon white women as it festered. 

And yet structurally, holding onto this same resentment worked to their advantage in ways that 

reaching for human empathy and compassion would not. 

The pattern of paradox and the “unanswerable problem” in the Jamaican Creole slave 

society discussed earlier in this thesis persists-- indeed, it deepens-- when it is examined through 

the prism of gender. Miscegenation and interracial sex in eighteenth century Jamaica are largely 

disparaged throughout traditional colonial archives left behind by white men and women. And 

yet, these same archives attest that it persisted. White women were outnumbered in Jamaica; not 

only by enslaved Black and mixed-race people, but by white men--the authors of the island’s 

patriarchal contract who used sexual violence against supposed sub-human inferiors both as a 
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form of satisfying their own desires and as a form of demonstrating white mastery to quell 

enslaved resistance. The creation of a racialized Other who could be sexually violated at any 

time for any reason necessitated the creation of a racialized canon who could not be sexually 

violated, for many reasons. The creation of an inferior womanhood that was subjected to one 

extreme of treatment required a simultaneous creation of a superior womanhood that was 

elevated to another extreme of treatment. As a matter of necessity then, white femaleness was 

enforced as a status or brand of eliteness that to a certain degree, transcended boundaries of class. 

Black femaleness was enforced as a status, or brand of inferiority that was acceptable--even 

necessary-- to violate or assault, if for no other reason than as a means of reenforcing patriarchal 

subjugation.  If the policy of white womanhood in a dichotomous slave society dictated that 

white women were nurturing, virtuous, and respectable and thus ought to be protected, then the 

policy of Black womanhood dictated that Black and mixed-race women were negligent, 

promiscuous and immodest; they deserved no such protection from any harm and thus, could be 

violated at any time. 

 The structure of the slave society was such that it created optimal physical, emotional and 

psychological conditions for enmity to fester between the two manufactured womanhoods, not 

solidarity. The importance of the role of resentment in this discourse should not be 

underestimated. The more resentment that white women felt and the more that they acted upon 

this resentment, the more that they could affirm the power and the benefits that were largely 

assigned to their gender because of their race. Their patriarchal contract within the slave society 

and the woman policy within it was both their hardship, and their advantage.  

This is where Beckles’ conceptualization of mandated white womanhood differs from 

other scholars’. Not only was slavery not a solely masculinist discourse, it was a discourse in 
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which white women were mandated to be involved, a discourse in which white women actively 

sought to remain involved, and a discourse where white women could be capable of surpassing 

white men in their cruelty as a part of their involvement. Some white Creole women reacted like 

Maria Nugent and expressed (or feigned to express) dismay over miscegenation.103 Some, like 

Molly Cope were long inured to such behavior and chose to merely look the other way. Some 

chose to react more contentiously to it. In the year 1823, Englishman Cynric Williams was 

traveling through the Blue Mountains of Jamaica in search of an enslaved mixed race young 

woman named Susanna:  

“[Susanna] had complained bitterly...of her mistress's cruelty and her master's attentions, 

amorous attentions, or intentions. As her mistress was a white woman and the wife of her 

master, Susanna had spirit enough to resist the gentleman's importunities, though she was 

his slave; but the mistress, instigated by jealousy, gave the poor girl no credit for her 

forbearance, and used her very shamefully indeed...She told me her mistress sometimes 

beat her with a horsewhip, on which her master would in turn threaten his wife.”104 

 

Susanna’s mistress’ policy of white womanhood was clearly a difficult psychological and 

emotional burden. Her husband was infatuated with another woman; a supposed piece of inferior 

capital. He saw fit to pursue the object of his desire before her eyes, and as a part of the policy of 

her mandated womanhood, there was nothing she could do to stop him. She was hurt and furious 

at her inability to stop his actions. And yet, the same patriarchal contract that made her powerless 

to stop or hurt her husband gave her power over the other greater victim within this scenario 

whom she resented: Susanna. Just as unequal demographic representation and enslaved 

resistance threatened white men’s sense of superiority over enslaved Black people, Susanna’s 

beauty and her husband’s lust for their property humiliated and threatened her mistresses’ sense 
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of superiority as a white woman. Just as Thistlewood’s cruelty was rooted in a desire to deflect 

from his own areas of weakness and vulnerability as a white man caught between the elite and 

the subservient, the cruelty of Susanna’s mistress was rooted in a desire to purge her anger and 

frustration at being caught (mandated, even) between a position of eliteness over the enslaved 

and a position of subservience beneath white men. Thistlewood’s enslaved people were given 

frequent reminders that although he was outnumbered, he was neither inferior nor weak; Susanna 

was given frequent reminders that though she was desirable and beautiful enough to drive a 

wedge between two white people, her mistress held more power than she did; enough power to 

make her life a living Hell. In a sense, the circumstances both provoked and necessitated her 

cruelty.  

Molly Cope was a Creole woman through and through; the sort of woman whom Edward 

Long and Maria Nugent looked down upon as marred and depreciated by her birth in Jamaica, by 

her lack of a traditional English education, and by her constant proximity to Blackness. As the 

wife of John Cope, she was the kind of woman who likely did not flinch at drunkenness, lechery 

or violence. Thistlewood never records her as committing any physical violence against the 

people she and her husband enslaved--and yet, what is recorded in the diary compounded with 

Beckles’ conceptualization of the mandates of white womanhood reveals her to be just as 

integral to and active in the fortification of the slave institution that bound Phibbah and Coobah 

as Susanna’s mistress. Though Molly no doubt had ample justification to feel it, the diary gives 

little indication as to her sense of resentment of her circumstances; they can only be speculated 

upon in light of a consideration of the facts.  

 Phibbah was Molly’s dower and throughout the entire duration of Thistlewood’s life, 

Molly refused to allow her to be sold to him outright. In November 1767, Thistlewood succeeded 
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in convincing John Cope to ‘hire’ Phibbah out to Thistlewood at a sum of ￡18 per annum so 

that she could at least reside with him at Breadnut Island Pen. In this, Molly held power over not 

only Phibbah, but over John Cope and Thomas Thistlewood.  It may have been that Molly Cope 

refused to sell Phibbah to Thistlewood out of genuine regard for her person; she had after all, 

known Phibbah for most, if not the entirety of her life. Phibbah tended to the births of her own 

children. She was a fine cook and seamstress whom the rest of the enslaved people on both the 

Egypt and Salt River estates greatly respected. But Molly’s denial to relinquish Phibbah could 

also have had other motivations. Apart from being the enslaved woman he preferred sexually 

above all the others, Thistlewood demonstrated genuine affection for Phibbah. He made repeated 

offers, even to the point of begging, to buy her. He was extremely jealous and possessive of her. 

On the nights that Phibbah slept at the great house at Egypt, he shows signs of being plagued 

with worry that she was having sex with John Cope. When she showed kindness to other 

enslaved men, he expressed irritation at her showing them favor, and a subtle suspicion of her 

motives.105 For her part, Phibbah was able to not only refuse to have sex with Thistlewood, but to 

refuse to so much as share the same bed with him; several times she opted to instead sleep in the 

cookroom, in a hallway hammock, or at the big house at Egypt.106 When he irked her, she gave 

him the silent treatment.107 Thistlewood sulks, calls her “saucy,” and duly takes it. 

Whenever Phibbah left the Egypt estate or Breadnut Island Pen on visits or for business 

purposes, Thistlewood sent her on his own horse with one of his most trusted enslaved men to 
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accompany her for protection.108 In February 1758, he rescued her daughter from an attempted 

rape by a white bookkeeper who had cornered her in a boiler room and tried to stuff a rag into 

her mouth; Thistlewood would later present her with a pistol as a going away present, perhaps 

also as a safeguard against any further unwanted advances from white men.109 Several times 

throughout their tenure together, Phibbah fell extremely ill and was abed with fevers, joint pains 

and flares of venereal disease; nearly every time Thistlewood sat at her bedside, rubbing her 

aching joints, dosing her with phials and mercury pills, and nursing her himself throughout the 

night to the point where he got no sleep.110 When Thistlewood considered acquiring a new tract 

of land, he took Phibbah with him to survey its quality.111 When her eyesight weakened so that 

she could no longer sew well, he purchased a pair of eyeglasses for her.112 Phibbah displays an 

acute awareness of the sway she held over Thistlewood and the benefits that were available from 

his sentimental attachment to her in the diary; she acted shrewdly to maintain it. She made 

presents of money to Thistlewood that she earned from sewing, baking and melons from her own 

garden.113 Whether her feelings were genuine or not, when Thistlewood temporarily departed 

John Cope’s employment for a situation on another estate, Phibbah made sure to at least appear 

just as aggrieved as he was that they were going to be parted.114 Just before his departure, she 

 
108 Thistlewood Diaries, 4 July 1757 and 26 August 1757, quoted in Hall, 80-81. 

 
109 Thistlewood Diaries, 19 February 1758, and 19 April 1771, quoted in Burnard, Mastery, Tyranny and Desire, 

234 & in Hall, 227. 

 
110 Thistlewood Diaries, 18 November 1768, 29 & 31 March 1771, quoted in Hall, pp. 169 & 223-4. 

 
111 Thistlewood Diaries, 20 January 1768, quoted in Hall, 163. 

 
112 Thistlewood Diaries, February 1774, quoted in Hall, 233. 

 
113  Thistlewood Diaries, 2 January 1773, quoted in Hall, 231. 

 
114 Thistlewood Diaries, 19 June 1757 quoted in Hall, 79. 
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even presented him with a golden ring to ensure that he would have a constant reminder of her in 

his new situation.115 Although he was by no means celibate during his absence, Thistlewood still 

laments of feeling “mighty lonesome.”116 Phibbah made sure that he did not forget her, visiting 

him often, and sending him food and more gifts so as to keep the memory of her poignant in his 

mind; her strategy worked. On July 4, 1757, Thistlewood wrote: “Sent Mrs. Cope some roses. I 

wish they would sell her [Phibbah] to me....tonight very lonely and melancholy again. No person 

sleep in the house but myself, and Phibbah’s being gone this morning still fresh in my mind.”117 

Thistlewood’s hopeful gift of roses to Molly went unrewarded; Phibbah remained enslaved and 

after one year, he returned to work at the Egypt estate, albeit with a promise from John Cope of a 

higher salary. 

What do all of these complex and intimate details of Phibbah and Thistlewood’s 

relationship have to do with Molly Cope? For all of Phibbah’s truly extraordinary privileges, for 

all of the hard-won favor and power that she held, one simple truth remained unchanged: she was 

not free. Even Thistlewood and Phibbah’s son John was manumitted by the Copes in 1762, while 

Phibbah herself remained enslaved.118 Her freedom was in the hands not of John Cope, but in the 

hands of his wife, Molly. It would not be given up until 1787 and at last finalized in 1792, 

granting Thistlewood’s dying wish. There are any number of possible theories or explanations 

that can be put forth as to why Molly was unwilling to relinquish Phibbah’s liberty for so long. 

The following is but one of them. 

 
115 Thistlewood Diaries, 23 June 1757, quoted in Hall, 79. 
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The patriarchal bargain and dichotomous policies of womanhoods in Creole Jamaica bred 

a sense of bitter resentment and enmity between white and Black women. The slave institution 

was both infected by and dependent upon the paradox of these policies. Everyday life in 

eighteenth century Jamaica was harsh and difficult, even for slave owners. The weather was 

nearly always hot and humid, the insects were incessant, the weather was unpredictable. A series 

of some of the worst and most violent enslaved uprisings that the island had ever seen took place 

during Molly Cope’s lifetime. As a Creole woman, she likely had a limited education in 

comparison to the standard of education for English women. Molly was married to a cruel and 

unkind drunkard who flouted their marriage vows before her eyes. Their family was often in 

financial difficulty. As a member of a small and outnumbered demographic of white women, she 

likely lived in a state of frequent fear, loneliness and unhappiness. Compounded with all of the 

hardships in her life, living in a slave society no doubt kept Molly surrounded by the constant 

reminder that freedom was precious; priceless, even. Dignity, honor and respectability were 

rewards that by virtue of being a white person (particularly a white woman), were and always 

would be, hers. In a place of constant incertitude, this was supposed to be the one surety. 

Phibbah, Molly's own property, threw this surety into jeopardy. 

By Thistlewood’s account, it appears that Phibbah not only came and went as she 

pleased, whenever she went it was on a white man’s horse with an escort to protect her from 

sexual assault--a protection that her mandated womanhood was not supposed to entitle her to. 

The overseer of Molly’s estate took a noted liking to her Phibbah. He inundated her with 

material and emotional affection. He cared for her when she was sick. As Thistlewood spent the 

better part of ten years begging the Copes to allow him to buy her from them, Molly’s own 

husband showed signs of at the least being sexually attracted to her and at the most, having sex 
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with her. This inferior enslaved woman who was supposed to hold no authority over any part of 

her own person appeared to not only choose her own sexual partners, but refuse them when she 

pleased. Phibbah’s enslaved, mixed race and ‘illegitimate’ daughter was later educated abroad 

and baptized into the Church of England, christened with the name of Jenny Young-- much like 

any other genteel, ‘legitimate’ white English girl of the time might be.119 In 1765, Phibbah was 

even bestowed with a Black servant of her own by another white Creole woman, a young girl 

named Bess who remained with her for the duration of Thistlewood’s life and presumably for the 

duration of Phibbah’s.120 

Although they did not always inhabit the same house, Molly and Phibbah were a part of 

one another’s lives for more than thirty years. For thirty years, Molly watched Phibbah challenge 

the mandated policy of Black womanhood. She watched her step over one line of separation and 

superiority after another, watched her reach higher and higher up the hierarchy of the slave 

society. Whether Phibbah was a Black or mixed-race woman, she was enslaved; and perhaps her 

reach became too close for Molly’s comfort. Perhaps the reason that Molly kept Phibbah 

enslaved for the majority of their lives, was that there was little else keeping Phibbah subservient 

to Molly in the plantocracy hierarchy, except the condition of her enslavement. Perhaps Molly 

needed this particular boundary between them to remain intact, not only to remind herself that as 

white woman she held a superior status of power, but to remind Thistlewood and Phibbah of it as 

well. Whatever her reasons, in the end, Mary Cope made Phibbah wait forty-one long years for 

 
119 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 19 April 1771, 13 November 1771, & 13 January 1772, quoted in Hall, 227. 

 
120 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 24 July 1765, quoted in Hall, 137. 
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her manumission, which was finally secured in 1792, six years after Thistlewood’s death. The 

price of Phibbah’s freedom was￡80.121  

Slavery in eighteenth century Jamaica created many of the conditions of white women’s 

unhappiness and insecurity, while also giving them tools of mandated womanhood to combat this 

unhappy insecurity in such a way that only further reinforced the institution of slavery itself. The 

same institution that created their superiority, threatened their superiority, while giving them the 

authority to exercise their superiority in response to the threat(s).  It was a twisted and cruel 

cycle, ever pervaded by paradox. Slavery was both the poison, and the remedy.  

Slavery was not a solely masculinist discourse between white and Black men. Neither 

was it a discourse restricted to only Black people and white men. The white woman-- both as a 

physical being and as an abstracted concept-- was an integral constituent for slavery to function 

in the way that it did. The anti-slavery resistance of Black women that will be explored in this 

thesis was indeed created in response to particular brutalities carried out by white men, but it was 

also created in response to brutalities carried out by white women, the patriarchal abstraction of 

white womanhood, and in response to how it influenced the construction and enforcement of 

Black womanhood. White womanhood within the Jamaican slave society was devised to be 

inherently pro-slavery; its most precious attributes and fiercely protected virtues thrived on 

slavery’s perpetuity. But what of the Black woman? What was her place within this burgeoning 

empire of sugar, rum and profits? What was her mandated woman policy? What was she for?  

The mandated policy of Black womanhood in the slave society of eighteenth-century 

Jamaica was simple in its object: increase. In 1786, a pamphlet entitled “The Following: 

Instructions are offered to the Consideration of Proprietors and Managers of Plantations,” was 
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published in London by a number of absentee Barbadian planters. Their instructions to their 

peers were prefaced with the following inscription: 

“THE INCREASE IS THE ONLY TEST OF THE CARE WITH WHICH THEY ARE 

TREATED.”122 

 

Although its specific geographic context is Barbadian, this inscription is still an apt summation 

of the political economy that was attached to the policies of womanhood in Jamaica and 

throughout the wider Caribbean during the eighteenth century, particularly the political economy 

of enslaved Black women. Within the Jamaican slave society, womanhood of all shades and 

colors was devised, implemented and performed as a capital investment in the viability of the 

slaveholding future. Slavery’s security became synonymous with its increase. The level of care 

that a woman was due and her evaluated worth to society was inextricably attached to her ability 

to strengthen and increase the prosperity of slavery.  “Womanhood, as a gendered formulation,” 

Beckles argues, “was...legally constituted as a reproduction device that offered the slave system 

continuity and formulation.”123 This was true of white and Black womanhood, and can be 

evidenced in both the material and the abstract sense. In order to satisfy slavery’s increase and 

ensure its continuity, the policy of Black womanhood thrust three primary avatars upon its 

subjects: the laborer, the sex worker, and eventually, the breeder. 

 The bulk of the Jamaican slave economy was dependent upon its sugar industry; field 

laborers were of the greatest value and were in the highest demand. As was earlier detailed, 

white women in eighteenth century Jamaica were not excluded from the workforce altogether. 

Black women (particularly when they were mixed race) were also sometimes assigned to skilled 

 
122 Quoted in Beckles, 15. 
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and domestic work, such as midwifery, sewing, or nursing. Field labor, however, was one area in 

which enslaved Black women were almost overwhelmingly relegated, even to a greater extent 

than enslaved Black men.124 When this fact is situated and understood within the context of the 

policy of Black womanhood, it holds immense implications.  Field labor was not only a medium 

by which the authors of the policies of Jamaican womanhood sought to increase their profits; it 

was a means by which they sought to redefine the parameters and characteristics of 

‘womanliness’ in order to justify their economic exploitation.  

Field labor was harsh, grueling and dangerous. It severely degraded the laborer’s health 

and even shortened the lifespan of those unfortunate enough to be forced into it. In light of this, 

the intent of the widespread exclusion of white women from field labor within the Caribbean by 

the seventeenth century should bear close scrutiny. It deliberately disassociated the white woman 

from shouldering the burden of the slave system’s most profitable industry. It disassociated the 

demographic makeup of the enslaved labor force from whiteness altogether. Also of note, is that 

this was not accomplished in a legal sense. There was no explicit law passed in Jamaica during 

this time that dictated that enslaved Black women were the population that ought to be largely 

confined to the sugarcane fields and unable to ‘advance’ into positions of skilled labor; there was 

no need for such a law to be passed. This pattern was gradually actualized through the deliberate 

cultivation of the perception of Black womanhood; through the deliberate supposition of its 

strengths and traits, through all of the cultivated assumptions as to what it was suited for. 

 Much of the policy of Black womanhood was rooted in comparisons made between the 

physicality of Black and white women. The African body was a point of fascination, disgust and 

awe for Europeans, particularly the bodies of African women. European male travelers 

 
124 See Mathurin Mair, 203 and 205. 
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throughout Africa from as early as the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries remarked upon the bodies 

of African women with a specificity that at times bordered upon the voyeuristic. Black skin itself 

was Otherized. European men accustomed to conventions that called for feminine modesty were 

often perplexed and taken aback by the casual exposure of body parts that they observed 

amongst African women on their travels. While traveling through the British colony of Barbados 

in 1647, Richard Ligon had several encounters with Black women. He wrote often upon their 

physical features, with some features being regarded with awe, and others with distaste. Some 

women appeared to move him to both emotions. Intricately braided African hair styles Ligon 

branded as “ridiculous,”125 yet in the same breath he enthusiastically praised the form, color and 

movement of the young Black female body, “To express all the perfections of Nature and and 

Parts, these virgins were owners of,” he writes, “would ask a more skillful pen, or pencil than 

mine...all were excellent...that is a beauty no Painter can express.”126 Later on, Ligon continues 

his commentary,  paying particular attention to the breasts of Black women: 

“The young Maids have ordinarily very large breasts, which stand strutting out so hard 

and firm, as no leaping, jumping, or stirring, will cause them to shake any more, than the 

brawns of their arms. But when they come to be old, and have had five or six Children, 

their breasts hang down below their Navels, so that when they stoop at their common 

work of weeding, they hang almost down to the ground, that at a distance, you would 

think they had six legs.”127 

 

According to Jennifer Morgan, Ligon’s conflicting account of disgust and desire was in fact, not 

so conflicting at all; it was representative of “a much larger ideological maneuver that juxtaposed 

the familiar with the unfamiliar--the beautiful woman who is also the monstrous laboring 
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beast.”128 This maneuver was essential in the creation of the slave’s society policy of Black 

womanhood. The longer the European gaze lingered upon her, the more that the Black female 

was molded into the exact visage that was necessary for their brand of conquest. The foremost 

concern of European conquest was increase and securing the labor force by which to achieve it. 

African women were Black. Within their own native cultures, they engaged in agricultural labor 

that required them to be out in extreme heat and sunlight, which made them even Blacker. By the 

estimation of contemporaries such as Edward Long, the scorching, humid climate was a terrible 

enough influence upon the conduct of white English and Creole women; how much coarser and 

more indelicate did it make African and Creole Black women? Their robust bodies became --in 

the view of their English voyeur’s-- grotesque and beast-like with age. European men observed 

the Black female’s physical appearance, her cultural habits, and even her climate and designated 

them as ‘evidence’ that she was the ideal field laborer, capable of working and being worked just 

as hard as a man, or a beast. Whereas much of the policy of white womanhood maintained that 

its subjects were delicate, frail and incapable, the policy of Black womanhood dictated that Black 

subjects were crude, strong and resilient. Moreover, as a strong and crude beast, the Black 

woman required a strong and severe hand to tame her; this rationale justified--if not necessitated-

- the extremely violent methods of subjugation committed against Black women within the 

Thistlewood archive, as well as within others. In the eyes of their tormentors, Black women 

could take it; they were quite literally, ‘built’ for enslavement. White repulsion at what they 

deemed to be the qualities of savages created the means by which they could justify their own 

savage behavior. 

 
128 Jennifer L. Morgan, “"Some Could Suckle over Their Shoulder": Male Travelers, Female Bodies, and the 

Gendering of Racial Ideology, 1500-1770,” The William and Mary Quarterly, Vol. 54, No. 1, (Jan., 1997), 168. 
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 Contradiction was no more a hindrance to the policy of Black womanhood than it was to 

the institution of the slave society itself. White men were both demonstrably repulsed and 

titillated by the Black female body, and the configuration of the slave institution was such that it 

gave them the means by which to purge themselves of both fixations, at the same time. On the 

one hand, Black women were ideal laborers; hideous, savage beasts that could bear any burden 

no matter how immense. On the other hand, Black women were owners of “the perfections of 

Nature,” possessing “a beauty no Painter can express.”  The Jamaican policy of Black 

womanhood crafted a woman that was both beautiful and monstrous. She was Sable Venus and 

Medusa; a woman who could be both reviled and ravished, a chattel that could be worked 

relentlessly in the fields throughout the day, then worked just as relentlessly on her back 

throughout the night. “The character of the female African body-a body both desirable and 

repulsive, available and untouchable, productive and reproductive, beautiful and black,” 

harkened to the same paradoxical character of the slave society that enslaved it.129 Just as her 

appearance, cultural habits and climate made her a prime subject for unlimited economic 

exploitation, these same traits were also used against her to posit her as a prime subject for 

unlimited sexual exploitation. The African woman’s casual exposure of her breasts and other 

body parts-- indeed even the ‘exaggerated’ shape of these body parts-- was ‘evidence’ of the 

absence of modesty and shame, and the presence of an inherent sensuality. The same intense heat 

that afflicted white women and drove them to indolence, sickness and coarse manners was heat 

that Black women (whether they were African or Creole) were born into and thus accustomed to. 

Rather than make them sick or lazy, this familiarity warmed their blood, making them as 
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“wanton as the soil that bred them”130 The West African custom of polygyny was used as a yet 

another measure by which to judge an entire continent’s sense of morality (or lack thereof).131 

Aspects of physicality, climate and culture were used by European men to create an abstraction 

of sexualized Black womanhood that was almost completely driven by animal passion and was 

thus, theirs for the taking:  

“That passion...is mere animal desire, implanted by the great Author of all things for the 

preservation of the species. This the Negroes, without doubt, possess in common with the 

rest of the animal creation, and they indulge it, as inclination prompts, in an almost 

promiscuous intercourse with the other sex; or at least in temporary connections, which 

they form without ceremony, and dissolve without reluctance.”132 

 

Thomas Thistlewood’s sex life and most of his interactions with Black women in general 

were almost completely shaped by the Jamaican policy of Black womanhood. Rather than 

antagonistic, his diary is a testament to just how compatible the policy’s contradictions were to 

the slave system and how effectively the policy permeated the minds of the system’s white male 

enforcers, whether they were of the elite or common class. Whereas some of his contemporaries 

expressed a frank preference for the physical features of mixed-race women over those of Black 

women, Thomas Thistlewood expressed no particular partiality towards one or the other. With 

2,142 copulations between them recorded within the diary, Phibbah was clearly his favorite 

partner, but Thistlewood never let that stop him from pursuing others. He and Egypt Susannah 

(the same Congo woman who refused John Cope and was beaten in retaliation) had sex 172 

times. He and another enslaved woman named Abba were close behind at 169 times.133 It can be 
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assumed from certain passages of his diary that Thistlewood was intimate with white women, but 

this was very few and far between.134 By all indicators of his diary, Black women were 

Thistlewood’s chosen inclination. He took them frequently and he took them crudely; in beds, on 

the ground, in the woods, in fields, in libraries, on garden benches, in wash houses and in curing-

houses. If he found the intercourse unsatisfactory, he made sure to make a note of it.135 All of his 

recorded partners were either women or girls who were just on the cusp of puberty (at fifteen 

years old, Coobah among several other girls was the youngest victim of his recorded rapes). 

Menstrual cycles or late term pregnancies were minor inconveniences that did not deter his 

lust.136 Thistlewood had sex with Abba twice while she was heavily pregnant. Their encounter in 

1775 took place one month before she gave birth, but their encounter in 1772 took place a mere 

two days before she gave birth to a baby girl.137 He frequently paid his enslaved partners in the 

aftermath of their encounters, his payments ranging anywhere from 1-4 bitts per encounter. It is 

worthwhile to note that Phibbah never received payment of bitts in the aftermath of sex with 

Thistlewood; her ‘compensation’ came at a far higher price. Whether the pattern and tendencies 

of his sexual proclivities stemmed from Black women being the partners most readily available 

to him, an overt sexual preference for Black women, or from his compulsive obsession with 

 
134Ibid; On 30 October, 1752, Thistlewood wrote “cum mulier [Latin for woman] in Sam’s hutt in Paradise.” On 4 

February 1752 and 6 April 1758, he wrote, “cum mulier sup terr. Hill sea side.” Thistlewood made a regular habit of 

recording the African origin of nearly every Black woman he had sex with at least once. That he made no racial 

specification or gives no names of either of these “mulier”, strongly suggests that they were white and also likely 

prostitutes. 
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asserting his mastery over the enslaved people whose subservience he depended upon so greatly, 

is impossible to know for sure; the truth likely fell somewhere between all three. 

Thistlewood believed in and carried out the policy of Black womanhood to an extent that 

was near fanatical, even by the typical and callous standards of eighteenth-century Jamaican 

slave society. Daily, he skillfully maintained the balance of brutality and intimacy with his 

enslaved people, displayed equal shows of desire and repugnance towards them, and perpetuated 

both the separation and miscegenation that collectively came to define the paradoxical nature of 

the slave society. He was capable of doling out savage cruelty to those under his power. He dealt 

out regular floggings for even seemingly minor offenses. He confined men and women to the 

bilboes regularly. Runaways were punished with particular cruelty. Many were flogged; their 

open, oozing wounds were then rubbed with salt pickle, lime juice and bird pepper.138 A diary 

entry from 24 March 1759 related, “My pocket Whip is broke and Wore Out.”139 Thistlewood 

was also fond of a punishment dubbed the Derby’s Dose in which the offender was held down 

while another enslaved person was ordered to defecate in their mouth. A gag was placed over the 

offender’s mouth for a period of 4-5 hours afterwards. In July of 1754, Thistlewood administered 

Derby’s Dose on two separate occasions to an enslaved woman named Phillis, although for 

whatever unspecified reason, she was spared the gag.140 The diary is rife with these lurid scenes 

of sexual assault and horrific scenes of torture that Thistlewood writes of with unflinching 

candor; a day spent doling out equal parts sex and torment was just another ordinary day for him. 

Apart from his violent acts of barbarism, Thistlewood’s frequent sexual intercourse with Black 
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women must also be understood as yet another indication that he believed in and strongly 

adhered to Jamaica’s policy of Black womanhood. The Black women he presided over first as 

overseer, then as owner suffered greatly from his extremism. The enslaved field women of Egypt 

and even the women at Breadnut Island Pen who worked in other positions were worked, and 

worked hard. Nearly none of them were safe from becoming one of his sexual partners, even if 

only for one time. Whether by whip, bilboes, Derby’s Dose or his penis, they would in some 

form or fashion, be marked as Thistlewood’s possession to do with as he saw fit.  

The compatible paradox of the Black woman as monstrous beast and ravishing whore 

provided the policy of Black womanhood in Jamaica with its third component: the steady 

breeder. High mortality rates on Caribbean sugar estates were common well into the eighteenth 

century. Apart from the frequently recorded flares of sexually transmitted diseases that ran 

rampant throughout the community, Thistlewood’s own diary is a testament of the 

precariousness of tropical estate life, the ravages of health from laboring in the sugar cane fields, 

and the vulnerability of many to excruciating and frequently fatal diseases. Enslaved women--

even the relatively privileged ones-- are recorded as being frequently afflicted with boils, yaws, 

measles, mumps, smallpox, and intense stomach pains. Their fecundity was severely hampered 

by the harrowing material conditions of their lives. Infants and small children in eighteenth 

century Jamaica were considered fortunate if they lived long enough to reach puberty, let alone 

reach their adulthood. Throughout the course of Thistlewood’s diary, Abba was pregnant a total 

of thirteen times; ten of these were live births, one was stillborn. She miscarried the others. Of 

the ten live births, only six of them survived their first year, and only four were still living by 

Thistlewood’s death in 1786. Coobah bore one child; a little girl named Silvia who died just 
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fifteen months later. Phibbah bore two children: a daughter named Coobah141 and a son (with 

Thistlewood) named John, who died in 1780.  

The policy of Black womanhood dictated that Black women existed to be worked, beaten 

and raped; their bodies were there to be used up by their superiors in every way until there was 

nothing left to extract from them; after which they were disposed of, and more were purchased to 

take their place. As time progressed, estate owners and managers were given various incentives--

chief among them the abolition of the slave trade in 1807-- to rethink their indifference towards 

the quality of Black life, and more specifically the quality of life for Black women of 

childbearing age; not out of conscience or compassion, but out of a desperate determination to 

protect and preserve their investment. Slavery did not merely need to sustain itself; it needed to 

be able to steadily reproduce its own labor force. Proactive legal and social policies of both 

Black and white womanhood were needed to accomplish this. 

The policy of white womanhood deemed them as necessary for the reproduction of 

slavery in several ways. First, they were needed to breed future enslavers, and to thereby make at 

least some attempt to balance out an uneven proportion of white to Black bodies. Second, white 

womanhood was constructed in such a way to create both the legal and social status of human 

‘freedom’ that was assigned almost from the moment of conception. “Laws were framed and 

implemented in order to disassociate white women from the reproduction of the slave status,” 

Beckles explains, “When white women produced children...infants were born legally free. In this 

way, the offspring of white women would not experience social relations as human property, nor 

suffer legal alienation from social freedom.”142  By terms of the Jamaican woman policy, the 

 
141 No relation to Coobah the Ebo; Phibbah’s daughter Coobah was Molly Cope’s serving maid for a time. She was 

later christened with the English name of Jenny Young. 
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classification of ‘a free white woman’ became both legally and socially redundant; to be white 

and to be female was to be axiomatically free. Conversely, to be Black and to be female was to 

be axiomatically enslaved. For a white woman, freedom was a natural state of being and an 

entitlement of their whiteness so as to ensure that for Black and mixed-race women, 

dehumanized bondage was a natural state of being of their Blackness. The construction of the 

policy of white womanhood and all of its individual conventions aided in perpetuating the notion 

that white offspring were not meant for slavery; the construction of the policy of Black 

womanhood perpetuated the notion that slavery was all that Black offspring were meant for. 

White women birthed the free, Black (and most mixed race) women birthed the enslaved. 

The policy of Jamaican Black womanhood also deemed enslaved Black women as 

necessary for the reproduction of slavery. The most obvious use for them was as breeders of a 

desperately needed workforce. Their characterization as brawny field grunts and wanton 

bedmates proved useful for this third label. By its ‘logic,’ Black women could and should have 

been worked, copulated with and bred as often as possible; the construction of a policy that 

defined Black womanhood within a slave society made all of these assaults not only justifiable, 

but necessary to take place all at once. However, enslavers soon found that ‘productive 

reproduction’ was not so simple a feat to accomplish as the assaults that precluded it. Enslaved 

women were often ill, as were their children who often died before they could reach adulthood.  

Legal and social measures would need to be and were taken in order to improve material 

conditions for healthy pregnancies and provide a greater likelihood that enslaved infants would 

actually survive childhood. Predictably, the measures that were taken became yet another 

manifestation of oppression that Black women fought and resisted.  
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 The active acquiescence, --indeed, the active participation-- of white women in slave 

society has everything to do with the formation of the definition and conceptualization of The 

Woman in Jamaica, whether she was white, Black or mixed race. Their demographic 

representation was largely disproportionate to their level of influence and the impact of their 

presence, such as it was. It is just as erroneous to premise white women as hapless victims to the 

patriarchal bargain as it is to premise enslaved Black women as solely victims to it. For enslaved 

Black women, gender identity was negotiated and understood within the context of trauma, and 

within resistance to that trauma; for white women, gender identity was negotiated and 

understood within the context of their own personal trauma, the acquiescence to the traumas of 

others, and in the active infliction of trauma upon those same persons for their own self-interest. 

The object here is not to negate or ignore the constraints of the patriarchal contract, nor the 

limitations of the policy of white womanhood that white women in Jamaica were themselves 

subjected to; it is however imperative to emphasize that like enslaved female resistance, white 

female acquiescence and participation in the institution is inseparable from any narrative of 

enslavement. The success and perpetuation of the institution was directly connected to their 

involvement. Thus, the multifaceted resistance of enslaved Black women witnessed throughout 

the archives must also be understood as far more than resistance to field labor, whippings, 

mutilations, rape and other forms of terrorism. It was a resistance to the standard of care, the 

assigned worth, indeed it was a resistance of the mandated reason for being that was imposed 

upon them from the moment of birth. It was also a direct challenge to the standard of 

womanhood that was assigned to and accepted by white women. It was a rejection of the 

circumscribed definition and policy of Black womanhood, and an attempt to create and live a 

new standard of Black womanhood for themselves.  
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Thomas Thistlewood used the policy of Black womanhood to exploit Black women in 

nearly every possible way that he could. He worked them. He beat and tortured them. He had sex 

with them. He even found emotional companionship with one of them. While the policy of Black 

womanhood condemned Black women to a life of bondage and despair “in miserable slavery,” 

this same policy added immensely to Thistlewood’s quality of life.143 In his view, Black women 

were there to ensure the increase of the Egypt estate; to make him appear as capable and 

powerful before his superiors as possible and thereby advance his career. They were there to be 

sexually available for him to penetrate, in any time or place and at any frequency. No matter who 

they were, or how great or small an impact they left upon his life, Black women existed for him. 

For his benefit. For his increase; the only test of the care with which they were treated. 

The actualization of freedom is never as straightforward as changing an individual’s 

status of liberty or bondage in the eyes of the law. Horrific as it was, slavery’s insidiousness 

extended far beyond the legalized practice of buying and selling people as chattel for economic 

profit. The measures taken in order to sustain this practice, as well the social and psychological 

toll that they took were incalculable in their lasting damage. Social recognition played just as 

great a role in the formation and in the enduring legacy of women policies as legal avenues did, 

perhaps to an even greater extent. Womanhood as it was known in the eighteenth century was a 

patriarchal construct to begin with. By creating and binarizing white and Black womanhood, the 

authors of the Jamaican Creole woman policy created a society in which the elevation of one 

womanhood necessitated the demotion and denigration of the other; they could never be truly 

reconciled, they could never operate or even exist upon the same level. The owners of the 

dominant womanhood were more than compelled to comply with the strictures of their woman 

 
143 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 17 July 1757, quoted in Hall, 80. 
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policy; their world was crafted to cement their genuine faith in it and to earn their willful 

support. Even after the written laws, constitutions and codes of racialized womanhood changed, 

their unwritten principles, values and convictions remained unaltered. Whether they were within 

the Caribbean, Britain, and even the world over, Black women did not cease to be considered as 

stalwart beasts that could bear any burden of work or pain following either abolition or 

emancipation. They did not cease to be considered as sexually promiscuous and available. White 

women of any class or country never truly lost their monopoly upon the canon of femininity, 

respectability and veneration as the default of acceptable womanhood.  No piece of legislation 

has ever been potent enough to dismantle the dogma that a white woman’s life, in any society the 

world over, is inherently more valuable than a Black woman’s. One of slavery’s greatest evils 

lies in the reality that it created policies of Black and white womanhood that were so socially and 

psychologically potent, that they would go on to outlast slavery itself.  
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PART II (THE DOTS): History, The Happening 

This thesis has thus far outlined the lives of Phibbah and Coobah exactly as they were 

recorded within the diary of Thomas Thistlewood. It has utilized theoretical frameworks from a 

wide range of scholars across the Black diaspora in order to illustrate the essentiality of the study 

of rebellion in a study and narrative of enslavement. It has argued for the necessity of the 

inclusion of gender as its own category of analysis in this study, and emphasized the significance 

of the fabrication and performance of womanhood in the creation and sustenance of the colonial 

complex in the eighteenth century. After conducting this exhaustive analysis, several final 

questions arise as a matter of practicality, imperative, and also of ethics. Chief among them is 

this: what else is there, there?  

Isn’t a pairing of the Thistlewood archive with adept frameworks of interpretation and 

critique by Caribbean historians enough to satisfy a sober and equitable study of two enslaved 

Black women’s oppression and resistance to that oppression?  Why not (figuratively and 

literally), stop there and retreat from the spectre of slavery, a systemic human atrocity, which 

even though it was resisted by these two women, could not ultimately be dismantled by them? 

What and where is the necessity of alternative methodologies to do the work of history-telling in 

this circumstance? After all, the facts themselves cannot be altered. The words on the frayed and 

yellowed pages of Thistlewood’s diary are what they are. What happened to Phibbah and 

Coobah, happened. They cannot be rescued from their torment, nor from their tormentor(s); the 

mere existence of the diary itself attests to that. Their stories are what they are; what difference 

does it make whose voice recounts them and how the voice goes about it? 

Furthermore, abstractly speaking, isn’t the past, passed? Is not the past an inalterable fact 

that, as passed (elapsed, finished and settled), can be neither changed nor improved; merely 

studied and understood? If, as the saying goes, it is what it is, then is it right, let alone necessary, 
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to engage in a practice of archival engagement that impinges upon the condition of how and why 

the ‘it’ is and continues to exist as an ‘it’? What does the ‘how’ and ‘why’ even matter? What 

specific benefit can alternative forms of engagement with the archives performed after the fact(s) 

hold for archival subjects and actors, as well as for those who peruse it in the present? 

 As there admittedly lies a danger in such an enterprise, what are the ethical stakes 

inherent in the use of alternative methodologies to locate and elevate modes of resistance within 

the archives, particularly when the theoretical frameworks supporting these methodologies stem 

from multiple diasporic perspectives? What use can these methodologies be in the speculation, 

narration and recreation of the lives of enslaved African, Caribbean, or Black women elsewhere 

within the diaspora? To that point, is there a common nexus hiding in plain sight within the 

archives that connects and unites Black female archival subjects--both the living and dead-- 

across oceans, cultures, and nationalities; across even time itself? 

While the first chapter of this thesis sought to root a particular archive of Caribbean 

female enslavement and resistance within a grounded interpretation of predominantly Caribbean 

and feminist scholarship, the second chapter of this thesis speaks directly to the above inquiries. 

It interrogates the specifics of this thesis’ alternative methods of engagement with that archive, 

and ultimately seeks to affirm them as legitimate and necessary. An advocacy for these 

alternative ways of engaging history demands an interrogation (and even a critique) of the 

traditional modes of history-production in the first place, which is another aim of this chapter. 

The case for the use of alternative methodologies of engagement with the Thistlewood 

archive will be made and aided by the explication of three grounding concepts that can be found 

within archives of enslavement in particular: Power, Awareness and Imagination. As with this 

thesis’ first chapter, these concepts have been identified by the use of a combination of 
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theoretical frameworks conceived of by scholars from across the Black Diaspora. An outline of 

the aforementioned concepts through the application of those frameworks to the Thistlewood 

archive will be given here, and in so doing will provide a justification for the use of alternative 

methods of engagement and knowledge production within the archives. 

Altering the perspective through and the method by which a historical account is told or 

relayed does not presume any result so ambitious or impossible as altering or --for lack of a 

better phrase-- improving upon history. Instead, it pushes to the forefront the far more crucial 

and broader question of how history happens. It critiques the traditional and accepted ways that 

history functions. It examines how the construction and presentation of individual historical 

details collectively create the conditions for a specific kind of encounter for those who are in the 

past with the present, a specific encounter for those who are in the present with the past, and 

even a specific encounter for those in the past and present with those who are in the future. 

History is never static; it is always in progress and in motion. It is alive. The use of the tropes of 

awareness, power, and imagination within this chapter serve to demonstrate how history (more 

specifically Black women’s history) is a living, fluid happening. It is a happening of power, a 

happening of awareness, a happening of imagination. History as a happening of these things is a 

choreographed encounter between archival subjects. While alternative methods of engagement 

with the historical archive cannot change the course of history, what they can accomplish is an 

altering of the choreography and the subsequent retrospective implications of the historical 

encounter. Furthermore, they can test and produce new ways of making history ‘happen’ to and 

function for both the dead and the living. 
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History as Power 

“Slavery,” writes Michel Rolph Trouillot, “is a ghost, both the past and a living 

presence...the problem of historical representation is how to represent that ghost, something that 

is and yet is not.”144 Within the United States, the Caribbean, Latin America and the wider 

diaspora, the iteration of chattel slavery as it was practiced within the eighteenth century is no 

more. And yet, as noted earlier by Verene Shepherd, its ghost still walks amongst us, manifesting 

in the many and ever-present struggles of Black people throughout the diaspora. Power has been 

extensively emphasized throughout this thesis as a trope and an essential weapon in the 

upholding of slavery as an institution. Slavery at its core, was a struggle for power at any cost; 

the attaining of that power necessitated the subjugation and silencing of all those who stood to 

question or challenge it. This is a discourse that has been replicated, even after the institution of 

slavery itself was abolished. The specter of slavery haunts the descendants of its victims within 

cycles of mass incarceration, in savage shows of brutality by law enforcement, in structural 

inequalities that result in poverty, and in other forms of disenfranchisement. An institution that 

has been by and large abolished for over one hundred years still manages to forever alter the 

ways in which Black people are able to move throughout the world, in the ways that they 

experience that world and how that world experiences them. The ramifications of slavery were 

powerful and insidious enough to outlast, and indeed, to transcend slavery itself.  

This is a phenomena that can be seen being replicated even within the archives, and 

indeed, it is a central assertion of this thesis that archives of slavery are a crucial place to look 

and study in order to further in understanding of the ways in which power has been distributed, 

 
144 Michel-Rolph Trouillot. Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History. (Boston: Beacon Press, 

1995.), 147. 
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wielded and denied outside of the archives. “History,” Trouillot writes “is the fruit of power.”145 

Inherent within the production of history is the wielding of power; the power to name, describe, 

interpret, determine, and create; the power to define what qualifies as fact(s) and truth in the first 

place.  Archival power is the power both of and over perspective; not only the eyes through 

which the ‘it’ of the archives is beheld, but the tongue that relays what the ‘it’ of the archives 

even is. 

“What history is changes with time and place, or better said, history reveals itself only 

through the production of specific narratives. What matters most are the process and 

conditions of production of such narratives. Only a focus on that process can uncover 

the ways in which the two sides of historicity intertwine in a particular context. Only 

through that overlap can we discover the differential exercise of power that makes some 

narratives possible and silences others.”146 

 

When Trouillot refers to “the two sides of historicity,” he is making a distinction that is crucial 

for the study of archives of slavery. It is a distinction that is especially relevant when applied to 

the context of the Thistlewood archive; it is “a semantic ambiguity: an irreducible distinction and 

yet an equally irreducible overlap between what happened and that which is said to have 

happened.”147 As Trouillot indicates, these two polarities can and often do blur with one another, 

but power always rests squarely between them as the pull that makes historical facts themselves 

an issue of the overlap between process and narrative. 

Power within archives of slavery represents power over how slavery and its subjects are 

represented, encountered and narrated. The resulting narrative of slavery is inevitably shaped by 

the process of how that narrative came to be. The process of the creation and telling of the 

narrative, is just as if not more important than the narrative itself. The entity or being who holds 
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the most power in the process of historical production has the most influence over how that 

historical narrative is produced and experienced. As the process of history making does not occur 

with a vacuum, neither can the finished product be regarded as wholly neutral. The writers of 

history are more than just narrators; they are also actors relaying their specific experience of and 

their participation in history as it happened; history both as it happens and as it is relayed is 

inherently personal. 

It is important to note here that pointing out inherent partiality that exists within history 

making is not meant to raise questions of legitimacy inasmuch as whether or not recorded events 

happened at all. Such considerations are not helpful within the context of Thistlewood’s diary 

and go far beyond the scope of this thesis. And again, what is of far greater import in the 

circumstance of Thistlewood’s diary as an archive of history is the process by which it was 

made, the process through which it is communicated, and the process by which it is encountered. 

Every perspective and mode of participation within the process of history making is valid 

insomuch as it is illuminating and indicative of a particular condition. Thomas Thistlewood’s 

own perspective and mode of participation within history is a consummate example to reference 

here. As an individual, he was cruel, selfish and repugnant. But his archive, narrated through his 

perspective, is illuminating in regard to a condition of white supremacy and British colonial 

mastery in Jamaica within the eighteenth century. In perusing his representation of slavery, it is 

made abundantly clear that white supremacy and British colonial mastery were literally, 

figuratively and ideologically ‘performed’ at the expense of raped, exploited, and mutilated 

Black bodies. Furthermore, there was an added incentive for white supremacy to be performed at 

particular, fanatical extremes for lower middle class white men like Thistlewood whose position 

of being frequently surrounded and outnumbered by Black people was tenuous, and thus needed 
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constant affirmation. That affirmation came overwhelmingly at the expense and suffering of 

Black women. Within Thistlewood’s perspective of and participation in history, atrocities such 

as torture, rape and sadism are not only normal, they are necessary. Their necessity in his daily 

life accounts for why they are recorded within the diary in the first place; one man’s personal 

perspective of and participation in history (slavery) shaped the production of a historical archive 

(of slavery) and what is available within it for study. 

Thistlewood’s mode of participation in history reflects a specific condition of white 

mastery and terrorism within a specific context of slavery; it is a glimpse into the ethos of a 

white man responsible for committing some of slavery’s greatest horrors. As a perspective, the 

horror is valid inasmuch as it relays a condition and dynamic of power that existed within the 

context of its creation. There is space (and within a study of slavery, arguably even a necessity) 

for the horror; but as Trouillot notes, “the past--or more accurately, pastness--is a position.”148 

The horror is a position; it is not the position. The crux of Trouillot’s theory of the two sides of 

historicity is that the universal side and/or position of history does not exist. Without expansion 

and diversification of how that history is engaged within the archives, a position(s) like 

Thistlewood’s become the position(s), and what happened and that which is said to have 

happened gradually become one and the same. It is not the contention of this thesis that his 

specific narrative of slavery is invalid or ought not to exist; merely that it ought not stand alone. 

 If there is, as Trouillot says, a problem in the representation of slavery within the archives, then 

what are some of the inherent problems of representation within the diary of Thomas 

Thistlewood, one of the most exhaustive and revealing archives of Atlantic slavery available to 
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us? How might these problems be redressed? These are the primary considerations to be 

addressed in this section.  

Perhaps one of the most obvious dilemmas of representation within the archives, and 

within Thistlewood’s archives specifically, is the issue of silences. A diary is a means by which 

the author can assemble a personal archive of events and happenings, as well as perform an 

introspection that give these events and happenings what Trouillot refers to as their retrospective 

significance.149 The author has sole and complete authority over what the events are that are 

chronicled within the archive, as well as what events are not. Thistlewood’s diary spans more 

than thirty years, and he recorded an entry for nearly every single day of those thirty years. Yet 

even with as much as he had to ‘say,’ there still managed to be a crucial amount of information 

that he withheld. There are areas in which he intentionally silenced himself, most notably in the 

area of personal reflection and self-consciousness. In over thirty years of record keeping and 

chronicling, he never stated or even alluded to the reasons why he decided to keep a diary in the 

first place. Trevor Burnard theorizes that Thistlewood kept a diary because he held “an 

overwhelming desire to maintain order…[a] compulsive urge to find, generate, sift, handle, 

collect and record factual impressions...his desire for self-improvement was intellectual and to an 

extent, financial, without any hint of moral self-accounting...he accepted the world as it was and 

himself as it was. [Emphasis mine]”150 

Burnard’s determination of Thistlewood regarding and recording the world, and even 

himself “as it was” calls for an application of Trouillot’s concept of the two sides of historicity; 

there is the world as it was, and there is the world as Thistlewood said that it was. There is 
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Thistlewood as he was, and there is Thistlewood as he said that he was. Both perspectives are 

valid inasmuch as the conditional context that they reveal and as Trouillot asserts, they overlap, 

even depend upon one another to exist. But the ramifications of power in the production of the 

historical representation of Caribbean slavery that Thistlewood’s diary provides necessitates an 

acknowledgement of the distinction so that that distinction may be responded to. In 

distinguishing between the role of the narrator and the chronicler in the historical account, 

Trouillot writes,  

“Even as an ideal recorder, the chronicler necessarily produces meaning and therefore, 

silences...the chronicler describes only events that he witnessed; the narrator can tell 

stories both about what he saw and what he learned to be true from others. The chronicler 

does not know the end of the story--indeed there is no point to the story; the narrator 

knows the full story.”151 

 

In this sense, as the author of the diary, Thistlewood is both the narrator and the chronicler of his 

archive. He asserts some responsibilities of these roles and vacates others. But as a white man 

and a practitioner, record keeper and narrative writer of chattel slavery, not only is he a narrator 

and chronicler of his own life, he is the narrator and chronicler of many lives; most of them the 

Black enslaved men and women who lived beneath his power for more than thirty years. For 

many of these people, we only know that they ‘existed’ at all because they were enslaved, 

because they came in contact with Thomas Thistlewood, and because he decided to make 

enslaved people a focal point of his personal chronicle and narration of history. They certainly 

exist through his eyes, but only to a point; it is an existence of constant limitations and 

impediments. The breadth of their existence through his eyes is reduced to only the events and 

happenings that he deems worthwhile, and even in recounting them, he performs little to no 

retrospection that gives them very much meaning. 
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To that end, if we accept Thistlewood’s diary and its sole perspective as the position of 

the past rather than merely a position, then it is only Thomas Thistlewood who has the power to 

produce any and all of the significance and meaning that is attached to enslaved persons as living 

beings--or as anything else. Furthermore, as an overseer, a slave owner and a white man living in 

a slave society where he was economically and socially invested in the exploitation and torment 

of enslaved people, in acting as the sole producer and translator of meaning in what was many of 

these people’s only archival presence, the stakes of Thistlewood’s chronicling and narration rose 

and inevitably converged with his own personal interests. Therefore, the process by which their 

history was made, the process through which it was communicated, and the process by which 

they are encountered as actors and subjects of history compulsorily includes the suppression and 

silencing of any details or considerations that contradict the recording of Thistlewood’s view of 

the world “as it was.” These crucial, humanizing details become yet another casualty of slavery 

and indeed, Trouillot argues that “silencing here is an erasure more effective than the absence or 

failure of memory, whether faked or genuine.”152 He is correct in his assessment; such archival 

transgressions mimic the physical and psychosomatic violations committed against archival 

subjects within the actual institution. They speak to the wider existential paradox alluded to by 

Douglas Hall, expounded upon by Trouillot, and lived daily by enslaved people like Phibbah and 

Coobah; silencing and dehumanization masquerading as an existence, and an existence where 

silencing and dehumanization are the only meaning attached to that existence at all. The 

suppression and stripping of retrospective significance functions as a ritual of obscuration that 

perusers of the archive are necessarily compelled to participate in if they desire ‘access’ to 

historical subjects and actors such as Phibbah and Coobah at all. These are the deficiencies and 
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injustices within the archives that must be redressed, “not so much in the production of new 

facts,” as Trouillot explains, but in a “transformation into a new narrative.”153  

The conclusion of this section will perform a precursory analysis of two passages from 

the Thistlewood archive that this thesis argues can be turned into their own speculative narrative. 

The purpose here is to first further substantiate the application of Trouillot’s theoretical 

framework to the diary of Thomas Thistlewood, and secondly to explain why and how 

alternative methodologies such as speculative narration are not only useful but necessary to  

concentrate attention upon omitted and/or suppressed details that contradict the original 

epistemological function of the archive. The concentration upon the suppressed details provides 

the archive with a new epistemological function altogether. There is no indication within the 

Thistlewood archive that alludes to either Phibbah or Coobah being literate. Even if they were, 

the context and circumstances in which they lived prevented them from having access to the 

same modes of historical production to create the same type of archival records as 

Thistlewood’s. That same context also prevented those records to even be allotted 

epistemological legitimacy. And yet, the task of the feminist historian who searches for the 

multidimensional nature of the lives of enslaved Black women in the Thistlewood archive is to 

find alternative methods of excavation, and of production. Phibbah and Coobah’s retrospective 

significance--as women, as insurgents, and as human beings-- was silenced; they themselves 

were not silent. A speculative narrative and narration of their presence within the Thistlewood 

archive illustrates this critical distinction. 

It is important to note here that none of Phibbah or Coobah’s numerous acts of resistance 

would be known at all if Thistlewood had not seen fit to record them. This harkens back to this 
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thesis’ earlier contention that Trouillot’s concept of the two sides of historicity should not be 

mistaken as a challenge per se to the validity of a historical account, even when it comes from a 

racist, sadistic slave owner like Thomas Thistlewood. As horrific as the details are, they are valid 

in the sense that they provide the conditional context of their creation. “To contribute to new 

knowledge and to add new significance,” Trouillot writes, “The narrator must both acknowledge 

and contradict the power embedded in previous understandings.”154 

The creation of a new speculative narration for scenes of acts of resistance does not 

(indeed it cannot) exist without an acknowledgement of Thistlewood’s understanding of what 

happened. The work of the feminist historian/narrator here is to interrogate the process by which 

he performed his historical narration and understanding of what happened as apart of the process 

of producing another narrative and understanding of what happened, from the perspective of the 

enslaved. In recording acts of enslaved resistance throughout his diary, Thistlewood has 

figuratively drawn a map of dots, scattered across a page. He did not draw the lines to connect 

them. While he recorded these events, he neglected to make any particular reflection that relates 

one to the other. They’re cataloged within the archives as mere factual happenings that are meant 

to be heard, but not particularly dissected. Thistlewood was an extreme practitioner of white 

terrorism, just as Phibbah and Coobah were insurgents against this terrorism with mild to 

extreme methods of resistance, but the production of a feminist historian’s narrative of these 

events provides crucial insights as to why the stripping away of retrospective significance is not 

a particularly rare phenomenon within archives authored by white colonial agents concerning 

enslaved resistance.  There was specific and premeditated purpose at the heart of it, purpose that 

itself calls for examination and contradiction. Thus, Thistlewood’s narrative is not meant to 
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become disposable by the feminist historian’s intervention; the intervention makes it 

deconstructable. The following deconstruction of his narrative concerning Coobah specifically 

into both figurative and literal archival pieces makes it possible to use those pieces to construct 

another narrative that when assembled, takes a drastically different form with a different 

epistemological implication. The (re)assembly of this narrative into a new one answers the 

question of why the fact that brave and dauntless acts of rebellion merely existing within the 

diary of Thistlewood still does not suffice as an adequate means of interpreting and breaking the 

archival silences of the enslaved.  It is the imperative of the feminist historian to restore the 

retrospective significance to these acts of rebellion that Thistlewood and his archive sought to 

destroy. 

 The first archival encounter of Coobah in Thistlewood’s diary occurs on December 7th, 

1761. He purchased her from a Mr. John Hutt for ￡50, after which she was branded on her right 

shoulder with Thistlewood’s mark: a TT encased within a downwards facing triangle. As he was 

prone to do with any other purchase he made, Thistlewood made a list describing his new 

inventory. 155 Coobah was described as follows: “4 ft 6 6/10 ins. tall, about 15 yrs. Old, Country 

name Molia, an Ebo.”156 Applying Trouillot’s concept of the two sides of historicity in this 

encounter, requires an acknowledgment and understanding of the various perspectives--and by 

perspectives, meaning the various histories--that are ‘happening’ simultaneously within this 

encounter. There is the world as it was, there is the world as Thistlewood said that it was, and 

there is also the world as Coobah ‘said’ it was. The use of ‘say’ here must be understood as a 
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fluid operative term and practice on the part of the narrator(s)/actor(s); because it is fluid, it can 

thus take more forms than mere speech. Coobah does not ‘speak’ in this encounter in the sense 

that she is able to put pen to paper and narrate it as Thistlewood’s power allowed him to do. 

There is no record of her saying anything to anyone in this first scene of her subjection. 

However, she is not silent; even despite the best efforts of Thistlewood and his archive to depict 

and make her so. When they are given their retrospective significance, the very same details 

provided here by the person who is stripping Coobah of both her freedom and identity, can be 

deconstructed and reassembled to reaffirm them.  

From the details relayed in this single entry in Thistlewood’s diary, four facts emerge 

about Coobah, four facts that existed completely independent of her enslaved condition: she was 

young, she was small in stature, she was an Ebo, and her actual name was Molia. Between 1701 

and 1760, Jamaica received some 408,000 of the human beings captured into enslavement who 

originated from the Gold and Slave Coast; one out of every five came from West Central 

Africa.157 Coobah was among this number. Thistlewood’s recorded distinction of her as an Ebo 

can be deconstructed to hold various implications.  

Coobah’s first appearance within his archive was through her sale; Thistlewood was 

nothing if not diligent in providing adequate records of his inventory. The ethnic and geographic 

origins of human cargo were relevant pieces of information to traders and owners because as 

previously noted, Creole (old) Black people who had been born into the slave society were 

perceived to be easier to control and subdue than (new) Africans who had been captured and sold 

into it. Africans almost always needed ‘seasoning’; a period of extreme physical and 

psychological torture designed to force the newly enslaved into cowed acceptance of their 
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bondage. To that end, in the immediate aftermath of their purchase and arrival to the estate, 

Africans would frequently be forced to share a dwelling with a trusted Creole enslaved person 

who was charged with the specific task of acclimating them to their new reality; teaching them 

English, showing them how to perform their new duties, and perhaps most importantly, keeping 

a watchful eye on them to ensure they would not attempt to escape or make trouble. For her 

seasoning, Coobah was paired and lived with an enslaved woman named Egypt Princess; 

Princess’ labors to acclimate her to bondage and into submission would not prove particularly 

fruitful.  

 While on the one hand slaveholders believed that different ethnic groups and tribes of 

Africans held differing character and personality traits, on the other hand, they compounded their 

perception of the character and disposition of West Coastal Africans together into one 

overarching avatar most commonly known as Coromantees. And while Vincent Brown notes 

that, “often...impressions of Africans were nothing more than crudely drawn stereotypes...even 

those caricatures were deeply rooted and could have far-reaching consequences.”158 The 

characterization of the Coromantee was a paradox of extremes. “Coromantees,” Brown explains, 

“represented both hazard and opportunity.”159 They were more accustomed to tropical climates, 

the contents of their diet (such as root vegetables, cassava, plantains and melons) could be easily 

grown and furnished in Jamaica, and many of them were also already accustomed to performing 

organized field labor within their own communities. For this reason, “slaves from the Gold Coast 

were so desirable that traders tried to pass off captives from other regions as Coromantees.”160 

 
158 Ibid, 88. 

 
159 Ibid, 89. 

 
160 Ibid, 88. 
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They could often be sold at higher prices than Creoles. However, even with all of the 

conveniences associated with Coromantees, there was an equal (if not a greater) number of 

disconcerting risks. Coromantees were revered as uncommonly strong, disciplined, and even 

intelligent; dangerously so. Thus, the same traits that made an enslaved person a prized 

commodity, could just as easily make them a troublesome threat.  

Coobah was one of five other enslaved people sold to Thistlewood on the 7th of 

December; of those five, Thistlewood identifies two others as either “Ebo” or “Coromante 

[sic].”161 In using the retrospective significance surrounding white attitudes towards West 

African people in the eighteenth century to deconstruct the passage from his diary detailing 

Coobah’s sale, a reasonable speculation can emerge that gives this initial encounter of Coobah a 

new implication that is neither bluntly nor vaguely stated within Thistlewood’s original 

narration. Thistlewood desired to own Gold/Slave Coast Africans because like other white men 

of his time and place, he envisioned that they were stronger and smarter workers who would 

work harder and live longer and as such, yield a far more profitable return on his investment than 

Jamaican Creoles. However, there were challenges set before the white man who owned one, or 

more Africans. Paramount among these challenges was to ensure that enslaved African’s 

perceived best ‘qualities’ as merchandise, would not enable them to become a menace. To curb 

that threat, they required firm, unrelenting, even sadistic shows of domination. By this 

estimation, even Thistlewood’s meticulous and constant recording of acts of savagery committed 

against enslaved men and women for minor offenses assumes a retrospective significance that he 

fails to assign within the diary itself.  

 
161 Thistlewood, 12. Diary. 1761.  
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At the time of his death in 1787, his inventory describes him as being in possession of at 

least six African-born enslaved people besides Coobah, who had long been sold by then.162 They 

were six people who--by Thistlewood’s estimation--were stronger and harder workers, but also 

smarter and capable of greater cunning. They were six people who knew, and no doubt 

remembered what it was like to be free, six people who were not born into a world where white 

men were the default masters, and they were the default slaves; they would thus be in need of 

convincing of this. They were six people who by his estimation, were both walking commodities 

and potential walking liabilities. At least six human beings who every day would need to be, and 

kept, broken. Pausing here to contemplate the risks and dangers of slavery from Thistlewood’s 

perspective is not to validate or hold up the stereotypical assumptions that whites held regarding 

Africans as truth; certainly not every African from the Gold Coast was imbued with 

extraordinary physical strength, uncommon discipline, exceptional intelligence and indefatigable 

will. Such aggrandizement was yet another method of pathologizing Blackness as a subhuman 

condition that made Black people naturally suitable for hard labor and thus, enslavement. Yet 

what this contemplation does emphasize, is that there were immense risks and dangers to what 

the white agents of slavery did; risks and dangers that they were constantly aware of. The scenes 

from Thistlewood’s diary were indeed scenes of subjection, but there was nothing innate or taken 

for granted about this subjection by either of the involved parties, even as it was occurring. For 

all of the bluster and attestations of Edward Long and his ilk of their white supremacy and Black 

inferiority, the theoretical frameworks employed by this thesis allows for archives like 

Thistlewood’s to be deconstructed in order to unearth what truly lay beneath the supposedly 

foregone bluster and hubris of whiteness; it was anything but foregone or assumed.  

 
162 Hall, In Miserable Slavery, Appendix 2, 315-316. 
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Thistlewood’s failure to assign and include retrospective significance to the actions of his 

human property and even his own actions can, and arguably should be considered within the 

context of the personal vested interests of his own archive. While on the one hand, there is no 

way of knowing for sure what his precise thoughts and emotions were when he did not explicitly 

write them, it would be improbable to assume that an absence of retrospective significance in his 

archive is proof that he never much contemplated the power dynamics that were at play within 

this cruel and unnatural institution that he had crossed half the world to take part in. Indeed, his 

very livelihood and survival necessitated that he contemplate and meditate upon these dynamics, 

often. While he did not leave the historian with access to his innermost thoughts, he was quite 

fastidious at recording his actions, which whether advertently or inadvertently provide 

enlightening insight into how he saw and thought of not only himself, but the Black people who 

surrounded him. While his actions on the one hand speak to one individual’s personal capacity 

for cruelty and disregard for human decency, on the other hand, they are also indicative of the 

institutional demand for this capacity of cruelty and disregard for decency. His actions denote 

the sheer degree of constant capitulation that the institution and its agents demanded of its 

victims upon a daily basis merely in order to be secure and profitable, as well as the degree of 

opposition that the institution and its agents encountered--whether it was always recorded in 

detail or not.  

Rethinking the ways in which acts of brutality and terrorism are encountered in the 

archives by no means lessens their damage or tragedy, but it does serve to emphasize that 

enslavement as an institution or daily practice should never be mistaken as something that 

became a foregone conclusion for its victims from the moment they were locked into a coffle or 

marched onto a slave ship. From the very initial moment of capture, the voyage across the ocean, 
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and the arrival in the New World, enslavement was and remained a constant power struggle. 

Whites in Jamaica, as well the wider Caribbean--Thistlewood included--were themselves so 

convinced and ruled by assumptions they invented and assigned to Blackness (that were 

themselves, rooted in fear) that they felt compelled to concoct strategies that would reinforce 

their control and better facilitate what they saw as their own tenuous survival against it. The 

Thistlewood archive is one of the most exemplary indications of the degree to which white men, 

despite their best efforts, were not comfortably convinced of and secure in their invincibility or 

of their own supremacy; neither were their victims. 

As a tactic of punishment, humiliation and torture, Thomas Thistlewood possessed a 

particular penchant for Derby’s Dose. The specifics of the administration of Derby’s Dose have 

already been earlier explained and will thus not be repeated here. Thistlewood records Derby’s 

Dose as being inflicted upon a number of enslaved men and women for a series of mild to 

extreme offenses. This included an enslaved woman named Phillis, on two separate occasions in 

1756.163 Fourteen years later, on the night of October 3rd, 1770, Thistlewood writes that Coobah 

was confined to the cook room of the estate to sleep. Instead of sleeping, she took a strainer, 

defecated in it, then wrapped it up in cloth and placed a board over it. Her deed was discovered 

the next morning, and as punishment Thistlewood had her face and mouth smeared in her own 

waste. But by his own account, Coobah, “minds it not.”164  

1770 had been a year of incessant resistance on Coobah’s part. Thistlewood’s diary 

provides a strong indication of the inferior diet that was allotted to the enslaved, especially 

judging by Coobah’s particular penchant for stealing food. On the first of July, she was accused 

 
163  Thistlewood’s Diaries, 24 & 31 July 1756, quoted in Hall, 72-73. 

 
164 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 4 October 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 
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of “robbing a Negro wench of Mr Bossley’s of rice & young pigeons, about a fortnight ago, in 

the road, under pretence [sic] of carrying her load for her marched away with it.”165 Days later on 

the sixth, she would steal more “rice, beads, calabashes &c” from another of Thistlewood’s 

neighbors; a theft for which he was forced to compensate his neighbor out of his own pocket.166 

In September, she vaulted over a locked garden gate to dig up some potatoes; she was flogged as 

punishment.167 Coobah often flat out refused to engage in field labor, such as in July 1770 when 

two other enslaved men met her walking in the road when she was supposed to have been 

clearing pasture; instead, Coobah had left the pasture and traveled to a neighboring estate’s river 

to retrieve fresh water. She was again flogged, and this time, also branded across the forehead.168 

In August of 1770, he complained, “Flogged Coobah & sent her in the field; but she presently 

fainted and dropped down and they brought her home, but believe she shams it.”169 Thistlewood 

often placed Coobah in the bilboes--a device in which the prisoner’s ankles were confined to an 

iron bar--for entire nights.  More than once, she was fitted with the iron collar, another barbarous 

device designed to bring physical agony and make escape extremely difficult. On July 26th, 

1770, Thistlewood discovered that Coobah had somehow devised a way to loosen the iron collar 

from her neck altogether; he took it off of her.170 Apart from stealing food and refusing to do 

field work, during the tenure in which Thistlewood was her owner, Coobah ran away a total of 

fourteen times. The incident of the cook room and the strainer was a breaking point for 

 
165 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 1 July 1770, quoted in Hall, 191. 

 
166 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 6 July 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 

 
167 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 29 September 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 

 
168 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 6 July 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 

 
169 Thistlewood’s Diaries 10 August 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 

 
170 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 26 July 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 
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Thistlewood. By December 1771, he was making inquiries to other slave owners in an attempt to 

sell her; for three years, he struggled to find any takers and when he finally did in May of 1774, 

it was at a financial loss to a Mr. George Lesley for ￡40.171 

Coobah’s methods of protest against her cruel and inferior treatment were varied, but 

there lies a particular significance in the incident of the strainer and the cook room that must be 

elucidated and appreciated. Coobah was, no doubt, a witness to the Derby’s Dose being inflicted 

upon her peers up to that point; enslaved people were often gathered together as one by overseers 

like Thistlewood and forced to watch as horrific acts of torture were committed against their 

peers as a form of both terrorism and intimidation. The message that men like Thistlewood 

sought to send was excruciatingly clear: he was in control, they were not, and here was a fate that 

awaited them if they ever dared to defy that fact. Yet the witnessing and even the infliction of 

torture did not appear to intimidate Coobah. She’d transgressed and been punished many times 

up until that October night in 1770, and she continued to do so even after being administered the 

Derby’s Dose herself, to the point where Thistlewood himself became desperate to get rid of her. 

Furthermore, this particular act of defiance is made all the more compelling as an act of 

resistance in consideration of Thistlewood’s noted penchant for it as a favored tool of 

intimidation, terrorism and control. Whether he himself derived a personal sadistic satisfaction 

over it himself, he judged it effective in the ensuring of enslaved subjugation, or both, none of 

those reasons appeared to matter very much to Coobah. The frequency of Derby’s Dose 

infliction on her peers of the estate, the recorded history of her preceding acts of defiance, and 

the incident of the cook room, when considered together and given retrospective significance, 

allows for a reasonable speculation that on the night of October third, locked alone in the cook 

 
171 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 24 December 1771 and 28 March 1772, quoted in Hall, 194. 
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room, Coobah decided to deal Thomas Thistlewood a personal act of rebellion that every other 

person in their particular estate ‘community’ would appreciate for its significance as a none-too 

subtle way of attempting to give Thistlewood a public Derby’s Dose of his own ‘medicine.’  

In order to justify the necessity of the second scene of speculative narrative that this 

thesis will perform, this section now returns to the scene of Coobah and Thistlewood’s initial 

encounter. In revealing the identity that she was given at the time of her birth by her family in 

her homeland, just before he subsequently renames her as Coobah, Thistlewood commits one of 

the most basic and yet also one of the most insidious of slavery’s human violations in both 

practice, and on the page: He took away her name.  

In one instant, in one pen stroke, he (and by extension, the reader/purveyor of the 

archive) bears witness to the existence of a young and small Ebo girl named Molia, then in the 

next instant and pen stroke, Thistlewood vanishes her from that same history completely. She 

existed; and then, she did not. Molia was archivally and thus, historically silenced and erased 

with the speaking-writing-creating of one word: Coobah. 

If history is a choreographed encounter between archival subjects, then what purpose can 

this ‘routine’ of the recording of the replacement of the free individual’s name with the enslaved 

one serve to the archival subjects and actors involved in the discourse? The answer to this 

question is perhaps best expressed in the reiteration of an already previously cited assertion of 

Trouillot: “silencing here is an erasure more effective than the absence or failure of 

memory, whether faked or genuine.”172 By Trouillot’s estimation, it would have been far more 

innocuous for Thistlewood to fail to provide this young woman’s Ebo name within the archive at 

all. And yet at the same time, failing to provide the name would have been a failure to fulfill the 

 
172 Trouillot, 60. 
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intended epistemological function of his archive in the first place. History making is inherently 

personal; the archive of a slave owner is created within the context of the vested interest of 

upholding slavery. The name of the free is acknowledged, so that it could be silenced/replaced 

with the name of the enslaved. The silencing is an essential component and ritual of the archival 

encounter. The silencing is an archival reenactment of the institution on the page; except because 

it is on the page, it not only ‘happens,’ it then becomes sealed into perpetuity. The silencing not 

only imprints upon the past, it seals the future. While it is a figurative act of domination, erasure 

and power, it holds real and literal consequences for the victim.  

Perhaps the greatest proof of this lies in just how strongly the archival ritual of 

Thistlewood’s naming of this young Ebo woman has been reinforced, even by historians of the 

present.  Whether in articles, books, indexes, this young woman is always referred to as Coobah; 

never Molia. Even when the proof of her perspective of history exists in the archival presence of 

her Ebo name--indeed, this perspective is provided by Thistlewood-- it is still his subsequent 

perspective that is given precedence. His point of reference for her is still utilized and thus, his 

power to name, identify and seal-- his power to make history happen--prevails. Regardless of 

what and who she may have been before, what and more importantly, who Thistlewood says she 

is on December 7th, 1761, she both becomes, and remains. In this respect, as an archival subject, 

Coobah is the fruit of Thistlewood’s archival power; Molia is its casualty. 

The effort to make and emphasize such distinctions as these may be critiqued as 

immaterial, excessive and even unnecessary. After all, Molia and Coobah were still the same 

person; proposing a change in how she is named and identified within the archives does nothing 

to change any of the horrific things that happened to her. But here too, Trouillot’s rationale of the 

two sides of historicity applies,  
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“The awkwardness, and the fact that the entire issue can be dismissed as trivial quibbling 

suggests that it is not easy to subvert the very language describing the facts of the matter. 

For the power to decide what is trivial-- and annoying-- is also part of the power to 

decide how ‘what happened’ becomes ‘that which is said to have happened.”173  

 

Performing a deconstruction of the dynamics and ramifications of power within this archival 

entry is not meant to insinuate that historians of the present who engage with the Thistlewood 

archive and refer to Molia with the name that Thistlewood gave her have any intent as similarly 

nefarious as Thistlewoods.’ The outlining and deconstruction of the archival ritual by which 

Molia became and remains Coobah, is meant foremost to illustrate and emphasize the lasting 

power by which even the language practices and rituals of slavery have the power to transcend 

its own lifespan as an institution and be granted the misleading standing of neutrality and 

incorruption. Molia/Coobah is indeed, a ‘fact’ of the archive, but “the naming of the ‘fact’ is 

itself a narrative of power disguised as innocence.”174 This is but one of the reasons why 

alternative methodologies of engaging and challenging the epistemological authority of the 

archives are so essential. The challenge set before the feminist historian seeking to do so is 

extensive, even daunting when the work itself appears to be so basic and rudimentary as 

restoring one enslaved woman’s name back to her, and that basic act runs the risk of being 

trivialized--even ridiculed--as immaterial. But as previously asserted in this thesis, the archives 

of slavery are a useful and telling place to look for an understanding of the cyclical nature of 

history; some of the very same rituals and ramifications of slavery rinse and repeat themselves 

inside and outside of the archives, on both the dead and the living.   

The refrain of “Say Her Name” for example, originated in a campaign by Kimberlé 

Crenshaw that responds to and critiques the disproportionate and systemic violence suffered by 

 
173 Ibid, 115. 

 
174 Ibid, 114. 
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Black women at the hands of law enforcement in the twenty-first century. Just as with Molia and 

Thistlewood, in either the happening or the aftermath of the violence, these women’s names and 

identities are suppressed, ignored, or outright erased from the public eye. Just as with Molia and 

Thistlewood, the erasure of the Black female subject’s name and/identity is an integral part of the 

broader ritual of violence that serves to bolster the institution and project of dehumanization. 

Crenshaw’s justification for the need of such a campaign echoes many of Trouillot’s sentiments, 

particularly in explaining the importance of the literal and epistemological stakes in the mere 

utterance and restoration of a Black woman’s name in both the eighteenth and twenty first 

century archive: “we say their names because if we can say their names, we can know more 

about their stories [emphasis mine]."175 

All that Molia suffered at the hands of Thomas Thistlewood can never be changed or 

altered. All of the possibilities and potential for a normal life that slavery ripped away from her 

and her descendants can never be recompensed or restored to them. Once Thistlewood sold her 

to George Lesley, she embarked upon a slave ship bound for the colony of Georgia and vanished 

from his archive and the historical record altogether, never to be seen or heard from by him (and 

thus, by history) ever again. Her existence is emblematic of the paradoxical quality of ‘life’ that 

is available to the enslaved in both the experience and aftermath of slavery. At times, it is 

tempting, and even difficult not to succumb to despairing, nihilistic conclusions of futility in the 

work of engaging the archives with alternative methodologies such as speculative narration. 

After all, history arguably only knows about this young African woman in the first place because 

something unimaginably horrific happened to her, because the white Englishman she was sold to 

 
175 Mary Louise Kelly and Heidi Glenn, All Things Considered, “Say Her Name: How The Fight For Racial Justice 

Can Be More Inclusive Of Black Women,” National Public Radio, Podcast audio. July 7, 2020, 

https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racial-justice/2020/07/07/888498009/say-her-name-how-the-

fight-for-racial-justice-can-be-more-inclusive-of-black-wom. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racial-justice/2020/07/07/888498009/say-her-name-how-the-fight-for-racial-justice-can-be-more-inclusive-of-black-wom
https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racial-justice/2020/07/07/888498009/say-her-name-how-the-fight-for-racial-justice-can-be-more-inclusive-of-black-wom
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held a vested interest in recording those horrific things, and because he took a particular pleasure 

in recording them in lurid detail. What difference does the ‘how’ make when the ‘what’ 

happened in the first place? 

And yet, these grim realities must be balanced with perspectives that still counter and 

even oppose the foregone conclusion of white archival power and the assigned function of Black 

existence that the original white archive intended. It is the solemn responsibility of the feminist 

historian of the present who engages the Thistlewood archive to resist the inclination to succumb 

to cynicism and hopelessness. Such attitudes accomplish little more than the fortification of 

Thistlewood’s archival power as unchallengeable and inevitable, while silencing and denying 

Molia’s archival power altogether; and she did have it.  

As an institution, slavery was designed to stamp out and quell every trace of Black 

rebellion, opposition and humanity. And still, Black rebellion, opposition and humanity 

persisted. Not only did it persist, it was a fact of life that whites had to inevitably make ‘room’ 

for, both in their daily lives and in their archives. Molia is perhaps the greatest example of this to 

be found within the Thistlewood diaries. Would he have made and devoted so much archival 

‘space’ for her in the first place if she had not been such a frequent nuisance and source of 

infliction for him in his daily life? Furthermore, while many of the other Black enslaved women 

in his diaries exist in his narrative only as property to be worked, beaten and penetrated, Molia’s 

constant and multifaceted acts of resistance shifts the very ‘conditions’ of her existence within 

his archival narrative. While it was true that Thistlewood raped and brutalized her, over the 

course of the thirteen years that they remained in contact with one another, Molia's presence 

within his archive differs from the vast majority of her Black female counterparts in that it 

became less and less defined by Thistlewood’s violations. Rather than a mere vessel of field 
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labor or sexual gratification, her ‘existence’ within the archive of slavery became one that was 

increasingly characterized and defined by her incessant resistance to slavery. She may have 

entered Thistlewood’s life and archive upon his terms, but she schemed, navigated and resisted 

her way out of his archive, his life and even out of Jamaica upon terms that although she may not 

have completely ‘owned,’ she nonetheless directly influenced. 

The feminist historian cannot rescue this young woman; yet what they can do at the very 

least, is give her back her name. At the very least, they can search beneath the calculated, furtive 

narrations of Thomas Thistlewood and attempt to envision him and his world as she might have. 

They can attempt to tell her story, as she told it; the telling occurs in a closer examination of how 

she lived. 

She was an Ebo. Her name was Molia. And she fought. 
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History as Awareness 

 A crucial function of this thesis is the practice of engaging the archives in modes of 

alternative interpretation. To many historians, this will be strongly reminiscent of the practice of 

reading against the grain; working around the archives’ limitations and seeking new modes of 

interpretation of the archival participants’ actions and intentions. Thus far, alternative methods of 

interpretation have been repeatedly engaged in this thesis in order to read against the grain of the 

Thistlewood archive in order to glean alternative interpretations of its actors’ actions and 

intentions; but what of their emotions? What are the capabilities of the archives to disclose 

innermost human feelings of joy and despair, defeat and triumph, fear and courage, hatred and 

love? What does it disclose in the way of the individual’s mental and emotional state of being? 

To that end, what is the ultimate purpose in producing speculative answers to those 

questions? What are the stakes in fixating upon and centering the legibility of feelings within the 

archives? How can the emotional experience of slavery--particularly for but not limited to the 

emotional experience of slavery for the enslaved woman-- be understood as an analytic in and of 

itself to be pursued, excavated and analyzed within the archives as a tool against archival 

erasure, silencing and dehumanization?  

This line of inquiry may appear an ambition too lofty to reach towards, a step too far, a 

liberty too presumptuous or even invasive to take. But as will be demonstrated, the burgeoning 

work and ambition of feminist historians concerned with concepts of enslaved female 

subjectivity and resistance appears to be concerned with pushing back against this very anxiety. 

While the pursuit, production and accumulation of capital was an impersonal impetus that 

created the institution of slavery, the institution itself was shaped and fortified by the extremely 

personal, intimate emotions of its participants. Slavery inspired individuals to experience very 

specific and complicated emotions; the subject of slavery still inspires individuals to experience 
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very specific and complicated emotions. Likewise, emotions were by and large the means by 

which people made sense of, navigated their way through, and even survived slavery. Emotions 

remain the means (in some instances, they are the sole means) by which many in the present still 

appear to make sense of it for themselves to this day, in some instances emotions taking 

precedence over facts themselves. In light of this consideration, it is the contention of this thesis 

that not only should there be a healthy amount of scholarship dedicated to the speculation of the 

emotions of the historical actors within slavery, the emotional experience of slavery--particularly 

on the part of the enslaved-- is appropriate as a location for the historiography of slavery to adopt 

as an origin point.   

Race, Class and Gender are typically accepted as the principal analytics through which 

slavery is studied and understood. All three of these terminologies were socio-politically 

constructed. As has already been explicated, the idea of what constituted and differentiated a 

woman from a man, or a white woman from a Black or mixed-race woman in eighteenth century 

Jamaica in the first place, as well as what position that individual would occupy on the social 

hierarchy were far from organic or objective processes. They were strategic, socio-political, 

personal, and indeed, emotional projects of the institution’s agents. The stoic institution 

depended upon the individual agents’ emotional interests, needs, and impulses to survive. 

Therefore, the notion of the capacity to conduct objective, ‘numb’ research into an area of 

history that was plagued by man-made subjectivities and extraordinarily driven upon human 

emotion, is troublesome to say the least.  

If the study of enslavement is in fact--as many historians have theorized-- an exploration 

into a process and condition of death, then a study of enslavement that neglects the study of The 

Emotive is akin to a study of a skeleton of bones that is devoid of its blood, muscles, fat and 
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skin. It is quite literally, a lifeless and empty shell, only capable of revealing so much 

information or insight, already from the beginning something that is less than a corpse. 

Incorporating, and even centering The Emotive within the study of the institution is akin to the 

study of a corpse with at least some of the organs and flesh still intact upon its skeleton; the 

organs and the flesh are what gave the bones life in the first place. The presence of those organs 

and the flesh allows for a revelation of crucial insights to the researcher; insights that the bones 

alone cannot provide of how that corpse died and how it lived. For this reason, the organs and 

the flesh--the Emotive as an analytic in the study of enslavement-- is essential. Whether they be 

disparaging or uplifting, emotions as they occur can function as an expression of one's immediate 

personal truth in a particular moment, for a particular reason. Whether voluntary or involuntary, 

emotions can signify as an expression of the authentic self. Although within the particular 

context of slavery they had to be strategically expressed and controlled, emotions are often the 

sole ‘possession’ that the enslaved can be witnessed within the archives as still retaining. In the 

agony of the deprivation of ownership over their own bodies, the control and expression of 

emotions can be witnessed as often taking precedence over this ownership, if not being 

substituted for it altogether.  Considered this way, the Emotive can be regarded as one of the 

most authentic and insightful analytics available to the historian of slavery and should thus be 

studied and appreciated as such. 

One of the more obvious dilemmas in the utilizing of The Emotive as an analytic of study 

within archives of slavery, is the question of how it can possibly, and best, be located. This is 

perhaps not so difficult to do within the slave narrative that is directly narrated by the Black and 

formerly enslaved male or female, but it is much more complicated to achieve within an account 

of slavery like Thomas Thistlewood’s that is narrated by the enslaver himself. How can the 
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emotions of enslaved Black women possibly be located within an archive of a slaveholder’s 

narration, let alone be properly appreciated? What are some of the possible strategies that the 

feminist historian can employ in excavating The Emotive within archives of slavery? For 

answers to this question, this thesis turns to theorizations made by Aisha Finch in the pursuit of 

Black Feminist knowledge production, archival recuperation and enslaved resistance: “To be 

aware, is to know….,” according to Finch, who goes on to describe Awareness as entailing 

“attentiveness, consideration, and assessment. The concept of "awareness" thus offers a 

flexible category that could include anything from active movement participation, to peripheral 

involvement, to detached knowledge.” [emphasis mine]176  Through the outlining of Finch’s 

definition, the Emotive can be understood within the archives as being expressed through the 

trope of Awareness; through the individual’s demonstrated attentiveness, consideration and 

assessment of their circumstances.  

It is important to also note that Awareness within the archives does not necessarily 

require immediate, grandiose, or simultaneous action on the part of the archival subject in order 

to be legible. Thoughtful consideration and assessment can and in many cases does occur within 

stillness; indeed, the stillness itself can be the conduit for consideration and assessment to occur. 

Thus, silences and omissions can be speculated and/or reinterpreted to register within the 

archives not merely as silences and omissions that reinforce the original archives’ intent of 

dehumanization, but as Emotive stillness that through the legibility of the individual’s 

Awareness, still manages to evoke their attentiveness, considerations, assessments and their 

personhood.  

 
176 Aisha Finch, “Black Feminist Knowledge Production, Archival Recuperation, and Slave Resistance 

Movements,” Women and Social Movements. ed. by Judy Tzu-Chun Wu and Rebecca Plant, (Alexandria: Alexander 

Street, 2019), 3-4. 
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 Kevin Quashie describes this stillness of the Emotive as “the expressiveness of the inner 

life, unable to be expressed fully but nonetheless articulate and informing of one’s humanity...it 

helps us explore black subjectivity from beyond the boundaries of public expressiveness.”177 In 

the case of the Thistlewood archive, the historian is surrounded by the ‘sound’ of Thistlewood’s 

voice and Emotive Awareness, but they are also surrounded by the Emotive Awarenesses of 

dozens of enslaved Black men, women and children. All of these multiple awarenesses were at 

any given time, interacting with Thistlewood’s; even during the times when they were quiet, 

these multiple Emotive Awarenesses are in themselves ‘sounds’ to be listened for, especially 

when their actual voices are silenced or not directly recorded. To what end does this practice 

achieve? For Quashie, the quiet of Emotive Awarenesses registers as  “an invitation to consider 

black cultural identity from somewhere other than the conceptual places that we have come to 

accept as definitive of and singular to black culture.”178 What this means in the context of this 

thesis, is that even when they are ‘quiet,’ the emotions and demonstrated awareness of the 

enslaved within the Thistlewood archive can allow for a (re)consideration of the experience of 

enslavement from both inside and outside of the original confines of literal and archival 

subjection. In other words, the analytic of the Emotive forces a (re)consideration of the 

experience and/or ritual of slavery as something that for its actors, had both an ‘outside’ and an 

‘inside’. On the one hand, slavery took place for them on the ‘outside’; on a colonial estate, in 

rows of sugar cane fields, in a set of bilboes or in an iron collar, on the site of a sexual assault; it 

was a place of manual labor, routine barbarism and material temporality from which they could 

not escape (even if and when they tried). Yet on the other hand, slavery was also taking place for 

 
177 Kevin Quashie. The Sovereignty of Quiet : Beyond Resistance in Black Culture. (New Brunswick: Rutgers 

University Press,. 2012), 24.  
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them on the ‘inside,’ a space that Quashie describes as a “place where time is without measure 

and where change and stillness cohabitate” with one another.179 The inside was an obscured and 

ethereal place that was impenetrable and un-surveilled by Thistlewood or by any other white 

master. It was the space where their attentiveness, consideration and assessment of their 

circumstances were not only formulated, but where they converged to inform the individual’s 

particular epistemology of their world. 

This dualistic interior and exterior quality of slavery is crucial to understand in the wider 

project of this thesis that seeks to revise the narration of Thomas Thistlewood with speculative 

narration that takes place from Phibbah and Molia’s perspective rather than this own. The 

outside and the inside of their lives within slavery worked in tandem with one another, while also 

remaining separate. This fluid partnership is emblematic of the paradoxical quality of life that 

existed within the institution that dictated the lives of both the enslaved and the enslaver, but the 

enslaved in particular. Emotions that provide insight into varying levels of Phibbah and Molia’s 

awareness from the inside and the outside spaces of slavery can function as a means of 

translating those thoughts, feelings, desires and fears of theirs that may have been previously 

overlooked as unintelligible. More broadly speaking, according to Finch: 

“Awareness gestures to a black feminist reading practice that can hear the quiet, excavate 

the interred, and read the unintelligible. It creates a language to articulate the various 

registers of political knowledge that would otherwise be illegible in the archives, 

[emphasis mine] and invites us to reconsider slave movements as sites of possibility that 

contained a range of investments, critiques, and proximities to organize struggle.”180 

 

Emotive Awareness in the archives provides a rare glimpse into the manifold consciousnesses 

that were formulated by the enslaved out of necessity for their daily survival, let alone out of 
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necessity for acts of resistance. Centering Emotive Awareness delineates for the historian what it 

was like for human beings like Phibbah and Molia to learn how to navigate the curious condition 

of being both property and personhood. It assesses what it was like for them to in turn assess the 

stakes of their everyday decisions, while also providing retrospective significance to those 

decisions that Thistlewood does not, whether those decisions were great or small. It fixates upon 

moments of demonstrated emotive awareness within the archives in order to argue, that it is 

precisely within these archival moments of emotion that manage to pierce through dehumanizing 

narration, that enslaved movements of political theorization, struggle, possibility and personhood 

are born and become that much more amplified.  

Furthermore, the use of Emotive Awareness as an analytic demonstrates that the 

technique and the subsequent function of such enslaved movements are in and of themselves, 

flexible. They are not necessarily relegated to typical conceptualizations of resistance and/or 

opposition such as armed struggle, a refusal to work, sabotage or other forms of antagonization 

against the institution of slavery itself or against its agents. Additionally, an enslaved movement 

does not need to be limited to a context of constant resistance and or/opposition in the first place. 

While it is important to emphasize that enslaved Black people by and large resisted the condition 

of enslavement, enslaved life was also composed of more than moments of resistance; likewise, 

Black personhood can be articulated in more ways than in defiance of oppression. Such 

restrictions can mistakenly interpret Black emotion or awareness within the slave archive as 

something that is inherently or compulsorily combative, or only capable of being legible in the 

midst of opposition and suffering. Emotions themselves do not require a specific outcome in 

order to be initially felt or experienced; oftentimes, they simply happen, independent of a 

conclusion. A ‘movement’ of personhood expressed through the Emotive can register in the 
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moment of armed resistance or sabotage; yet it can also occur within the moment where the 

individual is seen as recognizing, considering, and sitting in the awareness both of what they 

have come to feel and what those feelings have led them to know, without assigning it any 

particular objective or conclusion. The possibility that Finch argues resides within the trope of 

Awareness can exist within the moment of the archival subject’s deliberation, where nothing 

except for a demonstrated awareness and assessment of the world around them ostensibly 

‘happens.’   

In the case of the Thistlewood archive, such a movement of personhood can occur at any 

given moment in the diary where Phibbah and Molia are witnessed as evoking emotion and 

demonstrating an awareness of their circumstances that then in turn, informed their individual 

and socio-political knowledge and experience of the world. The significance resides not so much 

in their having to exercise an act of resistance and/or opposition that Thistlewood himself (or 

even the historian, who in this respect represents a collective public ‘audience’) is a witness to or 

recognizes. When it comes to the trope of Awareness, what is of even greater import than the 

excavating of acts of overt resistance themselves, is the ability to identify enslaved emotions that 

most clearly register within the archives in moments of attentiveness, consideration and 

assessment, and the questions that these moments in turn raise. For instance, what can the 

Emotive as an analytic suggest were the things that Phibbah and Molia were most attentive to in 

their daily lives? What did they most appear to prioritize and take into consideration, whether by 

choice or by necessity? How did Phibbah and Molia’s emotive awareness inform and shape their 

political knowledge? What are the ways that the historian can interrogate the archives in order to 

glean how their individual emotive awareness developed them as mothers, companions, 

colleagues, or as members of an enslaved community (identities that can involve acts of 
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resistance, but can also exist independent of it)? How did emotive awareness enlighten, or even 

discipline Phibbah and Molia as theorists of power, whether it was their own power, or the power 

of others? What are the specific theories of power that their actions and awarenesses cultivated? 

Emotive Awareness cannot be underestimated as a useful analytic in the archives of 

enslavement. It not only allows for enslaved archival subjects who are stripped of their power to 

narrate or pen their own histories to be seen and heard through alternative forms of expression, it 

represents what Rhaisa Kameela Williams refers to as an “affective location” where archival 

space can be allotted for “the privatizing effects” of emotion “that are unique to each 

individual.”181 In this respect then, Emotive Awareness can function as a tool to help the feminist 

historian locate archival spaces of safe harbor for the privatizing effects of enslaved Black 

women’s emotions that have survived the violence of the literal encounter and go on to take up 

archival space as embodying expressions of their personhood. The spaces of safe harbor are as 

varied and complex as emotions themselves; depending upon the individual in question, there are 

for instance, harbors of anger, grief, triumph, joy or love. Furthermore, enslaved Black women 

can and did ‘enter’ these harbors in a variety of different capacities; one could enter and maintain 

a safe harbor in the capacity of a mother, or a daughter, or a lover, or as two or more of these 

capacities simultaneously. Collectively, these harbors represented the ‘inside’ experience of 

slavery that existed alongside and yet also separate from the ‘outside’ experience of slavery that 

took place in such tangible places as the cane field or the bilboes. While much of the insight 

regarding the outside experience revolves around actual tangible documentation, the inside 

experience is often not only created by, but dependent upon and composed of that which was 

intangible or unrepresentable. Emotive Awareness is one of the best tropes available to the 
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feminist historian to create a language by which to decipher the unintelligible ‘texts’ and 

‘sounds’ of these affective locations/safe harbors. 

In order to demonstrate how the trope of Emotive Awareness functions within the 

Thistlewood archive specifically, we return to the morning of October 4th, 1770 after Molia’s 

staged administering of Derby’s Dose with the strainer. Thistlewood’s precise account of the 

events of that morning are pertinent to the object of this section, and thus they will be provided 

in full: 

“Thursday, 4th October 1770: A punch strainer hanging up against the buttery, Coobah 

sleeping in the cookroom last night took the strainer and shit in it, wrapping it up and 

covering with a piece of board. This breakfast time had it rubbed all over her face and 

mouth. But she minds it not.”182 

 

Harkening back to Trouillot’s theorization of how history happens provides an apt reminder that 

within this entry that functions as a historical account of the world, there is the world as it was, 

the world as Thistlewood said it was, and there is also the world as Molia said that it was. 

Similarly, an application of Finch’s concept of the function of Emotive Awareness within the 

archives to this entry, also creates an implicit understanding that there are multiple emotive 

awarenesses occurring within this encounter: Thistlewood’s and Molia’s. In other words, within 

this one diary entry, there are two different measures of attentiveness, consideration, and 

assessments of history in action, at the same time. As the author of this particular archive, 

Thistlewood’s Emotive Awareness is innately prioritized and centered. The work of speculative 

narration requires that his awareness and perspective be de-centered and deconstructed so that 

what remains can be centered and reconstructed to yield an alternative perspective of this 

 
182 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 4 October 1770, quoted in Hall 192. 
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particular historical encounter that in turn, yields implications and retrospective significance that 

his original archive sought to suppress.  

It was not unusual for Thistlewood to remark upon the behavior of his property, 

especially not when they misbehaved and especially not Molia, who misbehaved often. What is 

of utmost and unusual import here, is what follows his accounting of her behavior, and her 

punishment: he gives an account of how she feels. The significance of the four words “She 

minds it not.” cannot be underestimated. On the one hand, this is yet another routine and thus 

innocuous scene of struggle, brutality and subjection among dozens of others in this particular 

archive. Yet on the other hand, when examined through Finch’s theoretical lens of Awareness, 

these same words register as a sort of archival sleight of hand, so subtle and inconspicuous when 

perceived through Thistlewood’s eyes and narration alone that their significance can be easily 

overlooked; almost rendered invisible.   

Thistlewood wasn’t a man given much to expressing his own sentiments, let alone those 

of his property-- at least not in the writing of his diary. Things happened, he recounted them, and 

more often than not, he appeared to prefer to leave sentiment or personal reflection out of it 

altogether, even in instances of death, armed enslaved insurrection, or even when his own life 

was threatened. In that sense, the diary functions much like any other estate ledger of the 

eighteenth century that provided an overview of its inventory, with obligatory reports upon the 

behavior and health of the [human] property and the happenings of the surrounding 

neighborhood insofar as these details were relevant to the running of the estate. Thistlewood 

seemingly reserved the expression of feelings--whether his own or the feelings of others-- for 

matters and people who, for whatever reason, had assumed some position of great importance to 

him. For instance, the death of his friend Dr. Anthony Robinson in 1768 compelled Thistlewood 
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to pen a eulogy to his memory, reflecting that he [Thistlewood], “was never happier than in his 

company.”183 Tellingly enough, many of the instances in the diary where Thistlewood is explicit 

in his personal emotions are entries that relate to Phibbah: “Sent Mrs. Cope some roses,” an entry 

from July 4th of 1757 reads, “I wish they would sell her [Phibbah] to me...tonight very lonely 

and melancholy again.” [emphasis mine]184 Days later, Thistlewood is still wallowing so deep 

in his longing for Phibbah, that this longing goes so far as to even prompt the sole elicitation of 

sympathy for the lived experience of slavery that occurs in the entire diary at all:  “Quashie says 

she [Phibbah] is sick, for which I am really very sorry. Poor girl, I pity her, she is in miserable 

slavery. [emphasis mine]”185 

 If instances of Thistlewood’s Emotive Awareness are rare within the diary, instances of 

Emotive Awareness on the part of the people he enslaved are even more rare and thus, difficult 

to locate. As a white man, an overseer and a later proprietor in eighteenth century Jamaica, the 

emotions of Black people were likely to be of very little personal importance to Thistlewood. So 

long as their emotions and feelings did not interrupt the operation of his estate, or hinder his 

ability to his job, they were not his concern--at least not to the extent where he would write about 

them. Phibbah was a notable exception to this rule.  

Molia was another.  

Molia is unique among many other people in the diary, let alone among the enslaved, in 

that Thistlewood devoted a comparatively notable amount of space to remarking upon her 

thoughts, her feelings and thereby, upon her levels of awareness. Although the circumstances 
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under which he made these remarks were unanimously contentious, Thistlewood had a clear and 

persistent preoccupation with how Molia felt; her emotions, affectations and overall mental state 

‘took up space’ not only figuratively speaking in his diary, but to the point where they quite 

literally took up space in his everyday life. For instance, he was convinced in particular that she 

had honed a shrewd technique by which to help herself avoid labor and punishment. On August 

7th of 1770, Thistlewoods writes that Molia “was in Goodin’s Pen’s bilboes yesterday... 

pretending to faint as one of Mr. Goodin’s Negroes was bringing her home.”186 Just three days 

later, Thistlewood writes that he “flogged Coobah & sent her in the field; but she presently 

fainted and dropped down and they brought her home, but believe she shams it.”187  

Even for a man who was frugal with expressing his emotions in his writing, the 

exasperation and resentment that Thistlewood held towards Molia is palpable in his narration of 

her life, and for good reason. Like many other small property holders in Jamaica during this 

time, one of Thistlewood’s greatest income generators was in the hiring out of his human 

property to labor on the estates of his neighbors. Not only could he not get Molia to work for 

him, the overseers of neighboring estates couldn’t get her to work for them either-- even when 

they had already paid Thistlewood for that labor.188 Enslaved men and women owned by his 

neighbors regularly brought her home to him after numerous failed runaway attempts; the 

compensation he was forced to dole out for that assistance was yet another financial drain on his 

pockets.189 Thistlewood had made what was a sizable investment (particularly for a man of his 
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station) in purchasing a ‘new’ slave from Africa. She was an Ebo; an Ebo for which he had paid 

premium for with the understanding that her ‘inborn,’ Coromantee disposition would yield a 

premium profitability; after more than nine years of runaway attempts, intransigence, and 

aggravation, not only was that investment failing to pay off, it was bleeding him in money, 

patience --and perhaps most notably-- in pride.  

While the damage that Molia did to Thistlewood’s finances were certainly significant, the 

affects and damage that her behavior likely had upon his emotions ought not be discounted or 

underestimated. Upon repeated occasion in chronicling her pattern of obstinacy over the years, 

Thistlewood expresses speculations of his own regarding Molia’s disposition; he gradually 

became convinced that not only did she know exactly what she was doing in defying his 

authority, she was capable of concocting specific schemes by which to do so, schemes that he 

couldn’t necessarily ‘disprove’ or force her to stop. Time and again, Molia challenged, 

humiliated and even mocked him with (by his own estimation) seemingly no regard or fear of the 

consequences. Thistlewood’s awareness of Molia upon their initial encounter was likely no 

different than his awareness of any other Black enslaved person he encountered. If there was any 

distinction at all that he made in his awareness of her as a person, it was likely in her Ebo 

identification, but outside of that, there appeared little to nothing else to distinguish her. She was 

one of many other Black enslaved people who was there to make him rich, and one of many 

other Black enslaved women who were there to satisfy his sexual whims. Yet over the course of 

the next nine years, this perception shifted. However slowly or begrudgingly it may have 

happened, Thistlewood’s awareness of Molia--his awareness of her character, her emotions, and 

her capabilities-- changed. Molia herself was the architect to reshape and alter this awareness. 
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She quite literally, changed his mind-- not by her actions alone, but also by the demonstrated 

emotions/awareness that she attached to those actions.  

On the morning of October fourth Thistlewood’s Emotive Awareness made a climatic 

and decisive contact with Molia’s Emotive Awareness. The two awarenesses had, to that point, 

no doubt been at war with one another for some time, but it is the contention of this thesis that 

the Derby’s Dose incident in the cookroom brought the struggle to apex, an apex that is 

particularly crucial for the justification of this thesis’ advocacy for the use of speculative 

narrative. Molia’s acts of rebellion had up to that point, forced Thistlewood to become 

increasingly aware and attentive to Molia’s own awareness as a human being who was capable 

of not only thought, but reflection, assessment and strategy. But in the writing of those four 

words, he escalated his own attentiveness and awareness of her to a level of new, drastic, and 

even ominous implications. Of far greater importance than why Thistlewood recorded that Molia 

didn’t care that she received the Derby’s Dose, is this: how did he know that she “minded it not”? 

How and what did he know that she did mind at all? 

She minds it not. Molia was an Ebo who was cunning enough to feign fainting repeatedly 

in order to not only escape her most critical function as human property, but to escape it in such a 

way that could not be directly thwarted. She was a shameless thief and made no distinction 

between who it was that she stole from, whether they were white or Black, master or enslaved; 

she was indifferent to this consideration entirely, which also suggests that she was not 

particularly wary of garnering a reputation throughout the white parish for being an ornery slave, 

and also possibly ostracizing herself from the enslaved community that she herself was a part of. 

She was seemingly immune to the floggings, mutilations, and nights spent locked in cold and 

dark rooms with bilboes fastened at her ankles. Although it was their chief function, neither the 
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iron collar, chain, or the pothook dissuaded her from running away; she ran while they were off; 

she ran when they were on. Upon one occasion, she even deduced a way to loosen and ease the 

torture of one of the contraptions. When a deterrent to rebellion was placed before Molia, she 

regularly either circumvented it or ignored it altogether.  

She minds it not. By the night of October 3rd, 1770, Molia had endured a life that was 

unimaginable in its agony and suffering. She was brought to Jamaica as a roughly fifteen-year-

old girl, likely still traumatized by the horrors of the Middle Passage at the time of her sale to 

Thomas Thistlewood. Upon this business transaction, she was branded with his initials on her 

right shoulder; for the rest of her life, the mark of a white man would be literally seared into her 

flesh, indelibly made one with her being. Several months after her initial arrival to the Breadnut 

Island Pen, the roughly forty-year-old Thistlewood had committed the same sexual act of 

initiation and assertion of mastery upon her as he did with nearly every Black enslaved woman 

he came in contact with. He took her from behind, standing up; 1 bitt was her compensation.190 

Whether it was from this violation, or from another partner, Molia was frequently sick with the 

complications of venereal disease. She was always underfed and hungry; a fact which 

presumably prompted the decision to steal food from wherever and whoever she could get it. By 

the night of October 3rd in 1770, she had both borne and buried a child, a little girl named Silvia 

who lived just under two years.191 The same year that she buried her daughter, she survived a 

bout of smallpox, the disease leaving disfiguring marks upon her face.192 A few months later, 

Thistlewood penetrated her again, taking the trouble of specifying in his diary that this time took 
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place upon the ground.193 By the night of October 3rd, her back bore the scars of countless 

floggings. The skin of her ankles and neck was chafed raw from incessant nights locked in the 

stocks and bilboes. Another brand had been seared into her flesh, this time on her forehead, as a 

clear, visible message and form of surveillance, intended to heighten the awareness of everyone 

who saw her: here was an “incorrigible runaway.”194   

 She minds it not. All of these events and happenings culminated together to inform both 

Thistlewood and Molia’s emotive awarenesses, although Thistlewood was selective in how he 

represented them. He created no archival space for the expression of Molia’s emotions in 

response to and as a result of the trauma she suffered from the Middle Passage, the potentially 

fatal diseases that she survived, her constant hunger, the death of her child, or the repeated acts 

of brutality that he inflicted upon her body. He made no archival space for how her emotive 

awareness as she lived these traumas formulated her personal survival strategies or her theories 

and praxis of power. That is the work for the historian to do now in the present. One of the ways 

that this can be accomplished is by creating an alternate speculative narration for a scene that 

although was not directly recorded or even seen by Thistlewood, was still in a sense, already 

‘speculatively narrated’ by him, after the fact: Thistlewood speculates on October 4th, that on 

the night of October 3rd, Molia sat alone in the dark kitchen of Breadnut Island Pen, defecated in 

a strainer, and hid it for him to find the next morning. Yet for the feminist historian holding up 

the analytic of Emotive Awareness as a lens of analysis to this scene, there was so much more 

that took place within that dark kitchen than an enslaved woman defecating in her master’s 

cooking strainer and hiding the evidence.  
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Up to that point, Molia had rebelled by running away, stealing food, feigning illness and 

flat out refusing to work. This latest act of defiance was different; not only for its audaciousness, 

but for the amount of deliberation that its personal essence compelled of her. This is where the 

work of engaging in speculative narration of that which is missing and/or silent is so crucial; 

entering the archives with the tool of Emotive Awareness can transport the historian into the dark 

kitchen of Breadnut Island Pen with Molia on the night of October 3rd--before Thistlewood 

himself even enters the scene-- and allow them to ‘hear’ from her that which Thistlewood’s 

narration epistemologically intended to be unintelligible. It enables the historian to utilize all that 

Molia demonstrated herself as attentive towards up to that point, and to factor in all that she was 

aware of, in order to formulate a conceptualization of self, not only as a subjected person, but 

perhaps also as a mother, as a woman, or a member of the Breadnut Island Pen enslaved 

community. It provides a glimpse into what might have been her political knowledge and praxis. 

All of these insights are available for speculation merely by doing the work that Thistlewood 

initially neglected: prefacing the examination of Thistlewood’s words written on the morning of 

October 4th with a sojourn in the kitchen on the night of October 3rd to examine the unwritten, 

previously unintelligible ‘words’ and ‘sounds’ of Molia’s Emotive Awareness. 

Molia sat in the dark kitchen that night, knowing all too well what Thomas Thistlewood 

was capable of doing to human property who crossed him.  He was a cruel and stingy man who 

wasn’t giving her enough food to eat. He repeatedly locked her alone in bilboes in cold, dark 

rooms. He repeatedly placed heavy, iron collars about her neck and barbaric gags over her 

mouth. Repeatedly, he beat and flogged her. Her shoulder and forehead bore the scarred and 

permanent reminders of his mastery. He had penetrated her body upon at least two earlier 

occasions. Molia knew that Thistlewood had a penchant for dealing Derby’s Dose to enslaved 
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people; that he took pleasure in it. She knew that she had buried a baby daughter, while his 

mixed-race son, John, had survived into adulthood and was not only relatively privileged as a 

man of color in Jamaica, but had been manumitted eight years earlier. All of these concurrent 

‘knowledges’ worked together to inform Molia’s emotive awareness; sitting there in the dark 

kitchen, she performed an assessment of her circumstances, considered the cost, and weighed the 

risk of all that could have happened to her in punishment for this new and brazen act of defiance 

in her mind; she did it anyway. Not only did she do it in spite of these emotive awarenesses, it is 

probable that she did it specifically because of them. 

She minds it not. There is both sound and silence in the archival ‘moment’ of these 

words. The sound is Thistlewood’s account of the ‘what’: Molia rebelled, the evidence was 

discovered, she was punished for it; she didn’t care. The silence is the ‘how’ of Thistlewood’s 

account, not so much as the exact choreography of punishment, but the ‘how’ of all that she 

made him know and become aware of in the punishment’s aftermath. The question raised before 

bears repeating: how did Thistlewood know that Molia “minded it not”? What indication did she 

give him of her indifference? He doesn’t specify. Yet he wasn’t a mind reader; something 

significant happened in the aftermath of Molia receiving the Derby’s Dose that somehow 

managed to escalate the level of his emotive awareness of her even past its existing level of 

aggravation. Whatever this something was, it elevated Thistlewood’s awareness to the point that 

Molia became far more than an ordinary intransigent slave; it amplified Molia’s capacity as a 

threat that he resolved to be rid of, once and for all.  

This is where alternative methodologies of engaging and revising conceptualizations of 

the archive becomes such a crucial practice; in the case of the morning of October 4th in the 

kitchen of Breadnut Island Pen, speculative narration strains to hear that which was originally 
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meant to be and remain unintelligible in this interlude between Thistlewood and Molia and 

between their emotive awarenesses, and then provides plausible and legible translations that are 

replete with retrospective significance. By ‘citing’ previously demonstrated moments of emotive 

awareness, considerations and assessments of the enslaved within the archive, speculation then 

offers up conceivable scenarios by which to fill the gaps in crucial moments of purposefully 

silent narration. Once these gaps are filled, the perspective and awareness of white archival 

agents of slavery like Thistlewood become de-centered and thus destabilized as unequivocal, and 

the perspective and personhood of enslaved women like Molia becomes that much more centered 

and stabilized as consequential. 

How did Thistlewood know that even after receiving the Derby’s Dose, Molia “minded it 

not”? Perhaps she cursed him in her mother tongue and told him so with her own lips. Perhaps 

she laughed. Perhaps she spoke no words, or even made no sounds at all, and the only indication 

Thistlewood had of the futility of his punishment, was a silent smile upon Molia’s waste-stained 

lips.  

He never performs any reflection in the diary of what Molia’s latest and pivotal act of 

rebellion ‘meant’ in the grand scheme of their dealings with one another. He never even admits 

(in a diary, when an admission would be, presumably private and to himself) that this was a 

breaking point for him at all. Yet all of the above are retrospectively significant possibilities that 

the use of speculative narration can accentuate and argue for as plausible. 

At the same time, it is also important to reemphasize a point which was made earlier on 

the subject of outcomes when it comes to varied articulations of rebellion of the enslaved within 

the archives: articulations of rebellion or emotion do not necessarily always require a specific, 

drastic ‘happening’ or outcome to ensue in order to assume significance. Similarly, enslaved 
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Black personhood was not limited to existing strictly within a context of overt and crippling 

strikes at the viability of slavery as an institution. As has already been delineated, defecating into 

a strainer was far from Molia’s first offense. Furthermore, what great upheaval did her defecating 

into a strainer in Thomas Thistlewood’s kitchen bring to the stability of slavery as an institution? 

Comparatively speaking, very little. Slavery itself wouldn’t be abolished in the British Empire 

for another sixty-three years. And even if Molia had happened to be still living by then, British 

abolition wouldn’t hold very much meaning for her; in 1774, Thistlewood finally succeeded in 

selling her (at a loss) to a trader who in turn trafficked her to the British colony and soon-to-be 

American state of Georgia, where she disappeared from the historical record, and where chattel 

slavery as an institution would persist for an additional thirty-two more years, very likely 

outliving her.  

When articulations of enslaved rebellion and personhood become necessarily bound to 

momentous outcomes and happenings in order to be legible, the focus of the historian can 

invariably begin to fixate upon the doings of the experience of enslavement, rather than upon the 

feeling and the being. Conceptualizations of what resistance and rebellion are or can be, become 

increasingly limited to and/or dependent upon what the enslaved did rather than what they felt, 

what they thought or knew, or what they were aware of. Again, what is of even more importance 

here is the archival materialization and function of Awareness. As an experience, slavery 

possessed an Inside and an Outside. Molia’s act of contaminating the kitchen utensil of her 

master took place on her Outside experience of slavery; the feelings, assessments and awareness 

that not only compelled her to that act, but dictated her behavior in its aftermath took place on 

her Inside experience of it. The Inside and Outside worked in tandem and yet Thistlewood’s 

narration also indicates the extent to which they operated apart from each other in order to create 
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this moment of Molia’s personhood that took up space both in Thistlewood’s life and in his 

archive. 

 It is perfectly acceptable to analyze and amplify the incident of Molia and the strainer as 

an act of rebellion that did have its own momentous outcome; arguably, it resolved Thomas 

Thistlewood to get rid of her; or put another way, she inadvertently succeeded in ridding herself 

of him. Yet the outcome of Molia being sold away from Thistlewood and leaving Jamaica 

forever is not necessarily the more essential ‘happening’ taking place in the writing of the words 

“She minds it not,” in his diary. In precluding the analysis of these words from October 4th with 

a speculative envisioning of the night of October 3rd when Molia sat alone in the kitchen, the 

feminist historian creates the archival space necessary in order for the purveyor of the archive to 

be able to venture inside of Molia’s Inside; in other words, the purveyor acquires the language by 

which to glean the possibilities that existed inside the emotive awareness she had of her own 

enslavement. Apart from understanding what she did, this translation of the unintelligible Inside 

allows for a possible understanding of Molia’s state of being, and how her Inner understanding 

of that state of being informed all that she did on the Outside. Enhancing and centering the 

understanding of what she knew, what she was aware of, and thereby, what she felt also 

emphasizes the ways in which the state of being that slavery imposed upon a person was 

consistently personalized to that individual. The institution may have thrust homogenous 

ideologies, archetypes and restrictions upon these individuals, but the response that the 

institution received was far from monolithic. The individual experience shaped the collective, 

and vice versa. Indeed, this perusal of the Inside-- particularly for enslaved women-- can be 

witnessed within the archives as being the space in which the supposed dichotomy between the 

figurative and literal collective- individual in the experience of slavery becomes most apparent as 
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a false distinction. Finally, if Molia’s individual archival existence in Thistlewood’s diary can be 

indicative of any specific inference for the collective enslaved woman’s archival existence, it 

serves as a valuable representation of the ways in which Black women disciplined themselves to 

assess, and more importantly, feel their way through their own rebellion, autonomy and 

personhood. Their emotions were a crucial mechanism by which they analyzed the stakes of their 

decisions, weighed the balances of power on the estate, and also communicated messages to their 

owners and their peers that perhaps resounded ‘louder’ than the actual actions themselves.  

Thistlewood’s animosity towards Molia was not kindled so much by the actions she took, 

but the emotions that were inherent within these actions, and the threat that these blatantly 

expressed emotions posed to the stability of his authority and the broader supremacy of the 

institution that he depended upon to survive. Although he very well could have derived sadistic 

pleasure from it, his infliction of torture and brutality upon the enslaved people at Breadnut 

Island Pen was not done for the individual gratification he received from the action alone; the 

brutality was carried out primarily because there was something very specific that he desired--

indeed, needed --for them to feel: Terror. Docility. Acceptance. His success as an overseer, and 

later, as a land and slave owner himself depended upon him instilling these emotions into dozens 

of people and maintaining them on a regular basis. If his own archives are any indication, even 

after thirteen years of brutality, he (and thereby, the institution itself) failed to imbue any of these 

emotions in Molia. 

The purveyor of the Thistlewood archive is not given any indication of Molia’s emotions 

from surviving the horrors of the Middle Passage. There is no indication as to how she mentally 

and emotionally coped during what was undoubtedly a traumatic and bleak period of months 

during her ‘seasoning’ where she was expected to adjust to her new reality. One can only assume 
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from Molia’s recorded actions years after her initial arrival that it was a fractious adjustment; one 

that she never fully accepted or reconciled herself to at all. 

The first palpable emotion she is able to communicate through Thistlewood’s narration of 

her actions, is hunger. At the least, the historian can conclude from her steady habit of stealing 

food that the diet Thistlewood sustained her on was inadequate; at the most, the historian can 

conclude that he starved her; so, she stole food from his neighbors, and contaminated his own 

food supply. The dogged and audacious manner in which she sought to quell her hunger, in spite 

of the many punishments Thistlewood inflicted upon her in retaliation, and the possible 

alienation from other enslaved people it could have earned her suggests the presence of a second 

emotion in Molia’s Awareness: austerity. By this, the historian can infer that for whatever 

reason, Molia’s seasoning period with Egypt Princess failed to instill in her a desire to be 

ingratiated into the community of enslaved people who looked like her and shared her condition 

of bondage. Indeed, the shared enslaved condition ostensibly inspired very few feelings of 

camaraderie or solidarity in Molia. If she was ever lonely or starved for company, she gave very 

little indication of it. The recorded interactions between Molia and other enslaved people in the 

diary suggest that she balked at becoming assimilated into the community of the enslaved people 

not only of Breadnut Island Pen, but of the neighborhood and in fact, she often seemed to go out 

of her way to ostracize herself from them. Her own actions thus provide another layer of 

Emotive Awareness that existed within her direct periphery: the feelings, assessments and 

awareness of her enslaved peers. Time and again, enslaved men from not only Thistlewood’s 

estate, but neighboring ones as well were pulled away from their daily duties to go off in search 

of the runaway Molia.195 Their exasperation and resentment towards her is tangible in the fact 

 
195 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 7 August 1770, 13 May 1771, 3 November 1771, 14 November 1771, 16 May 1774, 

quoted in Hall, 193-194. 
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that more than once, enslaved people demonstrated a willingness to inform on her misbehavior to 

Thistlewood and to other white people. A few months prior to the incident with the strainer, she 

accused Lincoln--Thistlewood’s most trusted enslaved man and a holder of one of the senior 

most places of rank in the Pen’s enslaved hierarchy-- of striking her on the breast in the fields. 

All of the other field hands rose up at once in Lincoln’s defense to call her a liar.196 The only 

suggestion towards a meaningful friendship Molia may have had came on July 23rd, 1770, when 

an enslaved woman named Egypt Lucy intervened on her behalf to convince Thistlewood not to 

lock Molia into the bilboes at night, as was so common for him to do.197 This intervention would 

not be repeated by Egypt Lucy or anyone else. 

 The historian seeking to deduce Molia’s motives in defecating in the strainer on the night 

of October 3rd can find helpful insight in her demonstrated awareness or sensibilities in the way 

of outcomes up until that point. To Molia’s ‘knowledge,’ the physical outcome of this latest 

infraction would most likely be very similar to the outcomes of many of her other infractions: 

she would be punished, most likely in some way that maimed, scarred and inflicted pain upon 

her body. She had no reason to expect anything different. It is safe to speculate that Molia didn’t 

put much store or consideration into the momentous, physical outcomes of her actions; after nine 

years in Jamaica, after nine years of defiance and punishment, she knew what the physical 

outcome would be. Perhaps her motives lay elsewhere, in achieving more intangible but by no 

means less effective results. Perhaps she wasn’t attempting to inspire a dramatic, physical event 

or happening; perhaps she merely sought to transmit a message of her awareness, to 

 
196 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 10 August 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 

 
197 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 23 July 1770, quoted in Hall, 192. 
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Thistlewood’s. Perhaps what she truly wanted, was to let him know at all times what it was that 

she was feeling; though, to what end? 

Perhaps she decided to give Thomas Thistlewood the Derby’s Dose for the sole purpose 

of this archival moment that is unintelligible and silent in text, but deafening in the way of 

functioning as a discourse of Emotive Awarenesses. By translating her apparent emotions of 

nonchalance to all of his punishments, she communicated to him that she was past the fear of 

torture and pain; crucial tools of subjugation for the slaveowner. By displaying consistently 

misanthropic behavior, she could communicate to him that she was indifferent to the scorn or 

ostracization of her peers. By 1770, she no longer had any children to be concerned about being 

parted from or threatened with in order to compel her towards compliance; ostensibly, she was 

loyal only to herself.  In this moment, perhaps Thistlewood would realize that Molia had not only 

transgressed and minded it [the punishment] not, but would continue to transgress and mind his 

punishments not. There was, for all intents and purposes, nothing that he could do to break her. 

Perhaps for Molia, the asserting and communication of this state of Emotive Awareness to 

Thistlewood was enough; perhaps that communication was the desired ‘outcome’ all along. After 

all, if incessant starvation, confinement, mutilation and degradation over the course of nine years 

had all proven to be futile, what else could be done to subdue such a “troublesome” property?198 

What could be more dangerous or unthinkable to the slave owner than an enslaved person with 

no fear? 

Although she had every reason to be, Molia did not appear to be a nihilist. If 

Thistlewood’s archive is any indication as to her worldview, it is that neither a sudden and 

permanent separation from her homeland and family, the horrors of the Middle Passage, rape, or 

 
198 Thistlewood’s Diaries, 21 March 1772, quoted in Hall, 194. 
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frequent mutilation of her body by brands, whips, iron collars and bilboes succeeded in 

convincing her that enslavement was something that she had to accept. Not even the loss of a 

baby was enough to convince her of the inevitability of her own subjection and suffering. If the 

diary and Thistlewood’s intentionally non-retrospective narration is any indication of her 

awareness, Molia awakened every new day with the same compelling thought in her mind: 

rebellion, and communicating that rebellion by any means necessary. After more than thirteen 

years in Jamaica in bondage to Thomas Thistlewood, she likely had no hope or expectation of 

anything like returning to Africa or seeing her family again. And while she probably did 

succumb to some measure of acclimation to her circumstances, it was never to the degree that 

her determination to make his life that much more difficult was ever quelled. Instead, she found a 

safe harbor within which to retreat; an affective location where her emotions formed both the 

basis of her political reasoning and the means by which she communicated that reasoning with 

her body.  

It is almost certain that at some point during the thirteen years she spent in Jamaica, 

Molia realized that rebellion was more than something one did; it was first, and perhaps, 

foremost, something that one felt. Physical, tangible acts of rebellion could be and often were 

suppressed. A truant runaway could be pursued and brought back; she was. A thief could be 

punished with whips, bilboes and brands; she was. At any given moment, an enslaved woman’s 

body could be taken and used to fulfill the physical and sexual pleasure of both white and 

enslaved Black men; her body was. Whether it was the loss of her Ebo name, the moment that 

Thomas’s Thistlewood’s initials were seared into her flesh, Thistlewood’s initial sexual violation 

of her body, the death of her daughter, or some other moment of anguish and loss, it will never 

be known what the critical moment was that determined the trajectory of Molia’s condition of 
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enslavement--or whether it was a single moment at all, and not instead an amalgamation of ones 

that bit by bit, cemented her determination towards defiance. What is reasonable to assume is 

that at some point in time, she came to the decision that she would survive slavery by becoming 

and remaining a disruption to it; for thirteen years, she sought to disrupt it in practically every 

way that she could. These disruptions may have been relatively minor in consideration of the 

broader scope of the institution’s survival. And yet, they matter. 

In a world that depended upon strict and brutal structure and routine, Molia regularly 

incited disorder, confusion and agitation. The ways in which she disrupted slavery with her body 

are apparent and relatively easy to appreciate. What is less conspicuous, and thereby, all the 

more worthy of explication, are the ways in which Molia’s Emotive Awareness took up space 

and disrupted the order of both the Breadnut Island Pen and the diary of Thomas Thistlewood--

perhaps to an even greater extent than her actions. It was her emotions that stood in greater 

opposition to Thistlewood as a white man and an agent of chattel slavery, and in opposition to 

the broader institution itself. Her emotions in the afterlife of slavery hold even greater 

retrospective significance in the sense that they communicated--not only to Thistlewood, but to 

practically everyone she came in contact with-- that the construction of this grotesque and 

mammoth institution was in many respects, faulty and thereby vulnerable to attack. Molia didn’t 

do what she was supposed to do, but even more significantly, she didn’t feel what she was 

supposed to feel. If she had little to no friends, no children, no steady romantic partner, and 

showed at best, indifference towards ingratiating herself as a member of the enslaved 

community, how promising were her prospects of being ‘seasoned’ and ultimately accepting of 

her lot in life? If she didn’t feel or express terror at the prospect of being flogged, branded or 

locked into barbaric collars and bilboes, how effective were they as tools of subjugation? In 
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failing or refusing to feel what she was supposed to feel--what the institution had been designed 

to make her feel--Molia provided an indication to her oppressors and to her peers that there was, 

somewhere a flaw in that institution. She was living evidence that Thomas Thistlewood was not 

invincible as a figure of power, that slavery was, in imperative ways, a fallible institution, and 

that subjugation was far from the inevitable reality that the institution’s architects made it out to 

be. Her life attests to the consideration that there were invisible and intangible parts of the 

enslaved individual that could remain intact and unconquered even throughout the many traumas 

of captivity. This consideration was a dangerous disruption and an even more dangerous 

challenge to the function of the system of slavery, as well as to its enforcement. Perhaps Molia 

believed there was a precious escape in abiding within that affective location of disruption; 

perhaps it provided her with an escape that made a life stricken with pain, loss and loneliness 

somehow still worth the while. 

Historian Sasha Turner argues that, “As historians, what we have to be able to do, 

particularly in writing about subjects whose lives are largely invisible in the archive is to find 

creative ways of simply asking the questions to give life or to...bring into existence something 

that might not necessarily be there.” Turner refers to this enterprise as “The work of the 

soul...more so because of the feelings that that work left me with. [emphasis mine]”199 A 

tendency within many academic disciplines is an attempted adherence on the part of the 

researcher to a so-called ethic of professional impartiality or neutrality in pursuit of the facts. 

Facts--whether within academe or outside of it--can often be represented as things that are 

inherently separate from or antithetical to feelings; feelings, supposedly, must be put aside in the 

 
199 The Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition, “Sasha Turner on Slavery, 

Emotions, and Gendered Power,” Slavery and its Legacies. Podcast audio. November 19, 2018. 

https://slaveryanditslegacies.yale.edu/news/sasha-turner-slavery-emotions-and-gendered-power. 
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pursuit of the truth. The work of speculative narration calls for a revision, if not an outright 

rejection of this attitude of research. Finch, Williams, Turner and other scholars performing 

feminist revisions of the archives not only advocate for an acceptance of emotions and feelings 

as legitimate inquiries of historical study in slavery, their scholarship indicates that it is in the 

pursuit, and centering of enslaved emotions and feelings that some of the greatest truths may be 

found.  When emotions, feelings and awareness become accepted as legitimate and valuable 

metrics of identification in the study of slavery, they can also become understood as phenomena 

that managed to outlast the institution itself, assuming an archival afterlife of sorts that is even 

potent and salient enough to be perceived by those historians who engage in this kind of “soul 

work.” 
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History as Imagination 

This thesis’ conceptualization of speculative narration as a useful means of revising the 

epistemological function and experience of the archival encounter is hardly the first of its kind. 

Indeed, it is deeply inspired by the scholarship of several other historians, theorists, cultural 

critics and scholars from a range of disciplines who share the same initiative to change the ways 

by which history and the stories of the past ‘happen’ to, or are encountered by those in the 

present. If these methodologies of archival engagement and interpretation through speculative 

narration can be encompassed within one overriding concept, then it is Imagination.  

History and imagination may appear to be abstractions that are diametrically opposed. 

One of the more common distinctions drawn between the two is verifiability. On the one hand, 

history often carries an unspoken implication of being that which is bound to a particular 

standard of proof. In other words, it is accepted as history in the first place, because it can in 

some way, shape, or form be verified, confirmed or corroborated by a public source that has been 

afforded a substantial measure of credibility. These public sources of credibility are usually 

material documents that have been preserved over long periods of time.  On the other hand, 

imagination often carries an unspoken implication of being that which is not bound to a 

particular standard of proof; at least, not the same standards of proof that are typically demanded 

of history. Because imagination is not bound to this same standard of verifiability, and because 

its products cannot be corroborated in the same fashion by, say, the existence and preservation of 

timeworn material documents, it is often likened to being fictive. The fictive, in turn, is then 

dismissed as a source of knowledge; if something is fictive, then it is presumably less real, less 

true. If it is fictive, then it may not even be accepted as real or true at all. 

A lengthy explication of philosophical or metaphysical qualifications of “Truth” goes far 

beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the thesis’ justification of the use of speculative 
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narration as a tool of archival revision does compel an acknowledgement of the inadequacies that 

are produced and the problematic inequalities that are reinforced in archival research by a field 

of study when its standards of verifiability become overly dependent upon the possession and 

corroboration of the material document. Furthermore, the equating of history to truth, and the 

equating of imagination to fabrication is at best, an overly simplistic distortion. The very 

inclination to engage in the practice of speculative narration entails an acknowledgement of the 

many complexities that are involved in the making, labeling and verifying of history as “Truth,” 

as well as an acknowledgment of the socio-political nuances inherent in the necessity of the 

existence of a material document in order for that history to attain the qualification of truth. The 

historian wishing to engage in this practice must possess a willingness to question and think 

beyond these limitations of archival engagement. They must also be willing to think of history 

and imagination less as extremes on either side of a linear-shaped dichotomy, and think of them 

more as irregular shaped entities within an open space that are constantly circling, at times 

merging, and often bumping into one another and spurring off a variety of ripple effects. 

Therefore, if the dichotomy between history and imagination is a faulty distinction, then just 

what place (if any) does Imagination (and through it, speculative narration) have at all within the 

discipline of history; a discipline that is oftentimes envisioned as being inextricably “wedded to 

the documentary record”?200  

Speculative narration as a methodology is enacted in order to redress a very specific and 

common problem of the archives, particularly where the subject of slavery is concerned. The 

problem, Annette Gordon Reed explains, is that many of the marginalized subjects of history, 

most especially those marginalized subjects of slavery, 

 
200  Annette Gordon Reed, “Rebellious History,” The New York Review of Books, October 22, 2020.  
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“have been submerged under the weight of their circumstances...when they do appear 

in the documentary record, the information found in these sources invariably paints 

…[them] in a negative light. They are never portrayed as fully human, as fellow citizens 

of the republic. Instead, they are presented as mere problems—almost aliens—with 

which a presumptively fair and just dominant society had to contend. The system that 

controlled them is seldom cited for how it blighted their lives.”201 

 

Gordon Reed’s depiction of archival existence for the enslaved as being a condition of 

submergence provides a compelling visual to accompany and reinforce the justification as to 

why alternative practices of engaging, revising and reinterpreting the archive are so necessary in 

the first place. Phibbah and Molia are, comparatively speaking, unique among millions of other 

unnamed Black bondswomen who lived during the eighteenth century during the height of 

Atlantic slavery in one respect: there exists a material document that has been coroborated as a 

valuable piece of history and truth that happens to also provide a depiction of their lives. And 

yet, Gordon Reed aptly describes them as still being submerged--swallowed, obscured, engulfed-

-in spite of, and arguably because of their holding this place of history within this documentary 

record. Their ‘participation’ in this particular history--Jamaica in the eighteenth century-- was 

not only involuntarily compelled, it is necessarily distorted because they do not ‘participate’ in 

history in the same capacity that Thistlewood does. He is a white Englishman, a citizen of the 

British Empire with inalienable rights and freedoms. Furthermore, although the context of his 

personal archive is entrenched in the institution of slavery, that is not the sole context within 

which Thistlewood’s personhood is measured and understood. For twenty-nine years, he had an 

entire ‘existence’ separate from and outside of the institution before he traveled to Jamaica in 

1750 to seek his fortune; an existence that can be verified by the supplementation of 

documentary records. He is white man in the Caribbean in the eighteenth century; he is a human 

being. These are not the conditions by which Phibbah and Molia materialize and ‘exist’ within 

 
201 Ibid. 
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history. The documentary record that is so often prioritized as an essential tool of legitimacy 

within the discipline of history invariably paints them in the most negative and detrimental light 

possible. To be submerged beneath the weight of their circumstances means that when the 

historical discipline’s typical standard of verifiability in the form of a documentary record is 

imposed and upheld as essential, Phibbah and Molia’s existence apart from the institution of 

slavery will fail this test, practically every time. The existence that Phibbah and Molia had apart 

from the circumstance of their enslavement will always carry with it a measure of impossibility, 

as there is no known documentary record that can prove, verify, or corroborate how they existed 

apart from slavery at all. Even though Thistlewood’s diary depicts them engaging in human 

capacities that challenge his archive’s classification of them as inhuman or subhuman, because 

the diary is written from his perspective, their human capacities are narrated and thus solely 

measured and understood by him alone.  As Beckles’ theorization of the Jamaican Woman 

Policy of the eighteenth century demonstrated, even their qualification as ‘women’ is 

problematized and infected by Thistlewood’s adherence and understanding of that policy. As 

enslaved persons, Phibbah and Molia are citizens of nowhere, with their existence in his archive 

negating even the possibility of them being allotted any rights and freedoms. As Black women in 

the British Caribbean in the eighteenth century, they are aliens. They are mere problems with 

which the dominant society had to contend. They are people, submerged--swallowed, obscured, 

and engulfed-- within the circumstance of also being property. 

 Before engaging in any particular methodology of archival engagement --whether it be 

speculative narration or others---this is the dilemma that historians, as well as scholars from a 

variety of other disciplines who wish to enter the archives of slavery must contend with: how can 

at least some of the nuanced  human complexities and the capacities of the inner lives of people 
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like Phibbah and Molia that existed alongside but also apart from slavery be corroborated as 

legitimate when the documentary record to that effect (the record that history often demands in 

order to be allotted legitimacy) does not, ostensibly, exist? In light of such a monumental and 

precarious task of validation, is the only recourse to merely retreat in acceptance of the many 

obstructions, deficiencies and impossibilities left behind in the wreckage that is the archives of 

slavery? 

It is not. 

An outcome of this centuries old dilemma has taken form in the emergence of an 

abundance of Black scholarship from across the diaspora that engages--indeed, it confronts-- the 

archives of slavery in a strategy of corrective recovery, revision, and reconstruction. Originating 

from a variety of disciplines, Black scholars from fields such as history, sociology, literature and 

anthropology all pioneered in the practice of challenging the foregone conclusions, the accepted 

standards and traditions, and the so-called certitudes of their field; conclusions, standards, 

traditions and certitudes that upon cross-examination often reveal themselves to be strategically 

crafted so as to perpetuate many of the same derogatory inequalities and imaginations that were 

birthed in the institution of chattel slavery. It is crucial to note a prime commonality amongst 

these scholars’ endeavors: the initiative to work in spite of, around, and also with the limitations 

of the archive. More than one of the aforementioned fields of study were designed by their 

architects to silence the very questions these Black scholars raised, exclude from study the very 

subjects they sought to center, and negate the very arguments they sought to make. As Petal 

Samuel affirms, “the very methodologies and analytical practices we’re [Black scholars] urged to 

master were never meant to accommodate the study of black life” in the first place.202 Thus, 

 
202 Petal Samuel, “Black Speculation, Black Freedom,” Public Books, October 19, 2018, 1. 
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conducting this work required an audacious combination of courage, determination, wisdom, and 

perhaps most importantly, imagination. It cannot possibly be overestimated just how 

consequential the practice of imagination was and remains in the project of archival recovery, 

revision and reconstruction. Imagination as a tool of recovery in the archives compels one to 

conceive of that which is meant to be unimaginable. Imagination as a tool of archival revision 

entails finding ways out of no way. To accept the challenge of archival reconstruction is to 

accept the grave responsibility of imagination while working with what documentary record is 

there, using imagination to correct it, and imagination to create another translation for that 

existing record altogether.  

A key example of this would be the scholarship of Black American sociologist and 

historian William Edward Burghardt Du Bois who dedicated his life--among other notable 

endeavors-to the project of recovery, revision and reconstruction of the place of people of 

African descent in the fields of history and sociology. As in the below instance from his 

monograph The World and Africa, Du Bois himself was often the first to acknowledge the 

advertent and inadvertent limitations of the source material that he had to work with, but neither 

did he allow those limitations to be a deterrent to what he understood to be an essential 

undertaking: 

“I feel compelled nevertheless to go ahead with my interpretation, even though that 

interpretation has here and there but slender historical proof [emphasis mine]. I 

believe that in the main my story is true, despite the fact that so often between the 

American Civil War and World War I the weight of history and science supports me only 

in part and in some cases appears violently to contradict me.”203 

 

Du Bois understood the stakes inherent within his practice of creating and publishing scholarship 

that failed to meet the academic standards of The Discipline(s). He did turn to the archives, not 
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for the purpose of validation or verification, but for the sake of confrontation and oftentimes, for 

the sole purpose of refutation:  “I am challenging Authority.” he declared, “I have done...the sort 

of thing at which every scholar shudders.”204 For Du Bois, an even greater infringement than his 

failing to meet the burden of proof of the discipline, was the existence of an entire discipline 

whose archives of study were all but devoid of the concrete documentary ‘evidence’ that could 

attest to even his most simplistic of assertions: “that Black Africans are men in the same sense as 

white European and yellow Asiatics.”205 If his scholarship did fall short in meeting certain 

standards of the discipline, and if his beliefs and imagination were at times the strongest tools of 

verification of that fact that he possessed, that was a hazard he was willing to take. It was, 

arguably, a hazard that had to be taken. 

 Guyanese historian and activist Walter Rodney was far more blunt and less apologetic 

than Du Bois in the justification of his methodologies of making recovered, revised, and 

reconstructive history happen; to put it plainly, Rodney rejected and scoffed at the necessity for 

providing a justification for the methods of his work to the satisfaction of The Discipline(s) at 

all:  

“One of the major dilemmas inherent in the attempt by Black people to break through the 

cultural aspects of white imperialism is that posed by the use of historical knowledge as a 

weapon in our struggle. We are virtually forced into the invidious position of proving our 

humanity by citing historical antecedents; and yet the evidence is too often submitted to 

the white racists for sanction.”206  

 

Rodney’s above critique singles out individuals, yet it also functions as a critique that strikes at 

the structural insidiousness of traditional disciplines that in the first place, maintain an overt 
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reliance upon documentary evidence as the dominant metric of legitimacy, and second, reinforce 

ideologies, practices, and theorists of traditional disciplines whose central aim in the first place 

was to shape those disciplines to reinforce systems of white supremacy and Black subjugation. 

For his part, Rodney refuses to concede that “all mistakes and shortcomings” within his projects 

of revised history, “are entirely my responsibility...that is sheer bourgeois subjectivism. 

Responsibility in matters of these sort is always collective, especially with regard to the 

remedying of shortcomings.”207 In other words, as the mistakes and shortcomings of the archive 

are not his fault, they are in his view, not particularly his responsibility or concern to appease. 

What Rodney does estimate as his concern and responsibility is far less the injury, and more so 

the delivering of the remedy: “The purpose has been to try and reach Africans who wish to 

explore further the nature of their exploitation, rather than to satisfy the ‘standards’ set by our 

oppressors and their spokesmen in the academic world.”208  

What this means in the context of this thesis, if the grounding work of Rodney and Du 

Bois are any indication, is that the limitations and/or shortcomings of the archive do not equate 

to failings of the subsequent work of Black historians who seek to revise, reconstruct, and 

reinterpret them--even if that historiography at times depends upon imagination as a tool, and 

even if its methodology does not fit within the typical structures and meet the typical academic 

standards of verifiability; especially when many of these standards have roots in racist, classist, 

and even patriarchal exclusion in the first place. The concern of the scholars who conduct history 

through alternative methods such as speculative narration ought to be far more directed towards 
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the quality of the delivery of their remedy rather than upon the shortcomings of the archive 

and/or the discipline that were created by the initial injury in the first place. 

 It should go without saying that this thesis’ advocacy for the use of alternative 

methodologies of revising the archives--methodologies that are not inherently subject to 

traditional standards of verifiability--is certainly not a license to forsake standards of professional 

ethics or an endorsement of the masquerading of indifference to material realities as scholarship. 

Revising and reconstructing the stories of the archive is not done with the intention of crafting 

fantastical fairy tales by which to replace them. To the contrary, it is this thesis’ contention that 

the work of revision and reconsideration of the archives is not only grounded in a deeper ground 

of reality, but it also holds the scholars who choose to engage in it to an even higher standard of 

integrity-- academic, ethical, moral, and even spiritual--than they might have otherwise been 

when engaging the archives upon traditional terms. By nature of doing this work, they are 

already taking into consideration and valuing that which the original authors of the archive 

deliberately disregarded as immaterial and worthless. To arrive at the decision to endeavor to 

engage in this kind of work in the first place is to engage in a sober weighing of its precarious 

stakes and risks. Just because imagination can be utilized as a tool of archival revision and 

reconsideration here, does not mean that unlikely, overly presumptive narratives and scenarios 

can be invented and asserted as absolute-- particularly if these narratives are not grounded within 

a safe measure of reality. As stated before, the business of speculative narration in this thesis is 

not to alter history, but to alter the conditions by which the history that has been made available 

happens and is thus understood.  

In keeping with the nonnegotiable standard of accountability applied to this project (and 

others like it) of archival recovery, revision, and reconstruction, the directives that Du Bois and 
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Rodney placed upon their own work is an apt place to begin in order to outline it. Adherence to 

these directives can be determined through the posing and application of several inquiries, 

including but not limited to the following: Does the scholarship presented provide a challenge to 

Authority (Authority signifying the foregone conclusions, accepted standards and traditions, and 

so-called certitudes of disciplines that reinforce structural inequality)?  Does the scholarship 

attest to the assertion that Black people are people in the same sense as every other race, diaspora 

or group of people? Does the scholarship attempt to reach out to people of African descent who 

wish to explore further the nature of their exploitation? These are just some of the inquiries that 

serve as this thesis’ guiding obligation and ethical compass. Several more follow. 

This thesis quite simply would not exist without the laying of scholarly groundwork that 

was nothing short of radical for the ways in which it forced a re-envisioning of historical 

knowledge and epistemologies as discourses of power. Inherent within both discourses of power 

is the function of possibility. To that point, a critical question arises: how does history as a 

narrative/discourse of power shape the interpretation of what was/is possible? Put another way, 

how does the imagination of the author of a historical narrative shape the subsequent possibilities 

that are then assigned to past and present realities? In Silencing the Past: Power and the 

Production of History, Michel-Rolph Trouillot provides invaluable dissemination of these very 

considerations. Trouillot concentrates upon a condition of being within history that I will refer to 

as The Unthinkable. Within this context, to be historically Unthinkable means to be impossible, 

or incompatible with the reality that the narrator of a particular history is aiming to portray; to be 

historically Unthinkable means to be irreconcilable to the narrative of history that the narrator 

themselves is invested in not only telling, but living.  
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Trouillot uses the Haitian Revolution as his example of an Unthinkable history, 

explaining that “When reality does not coincide with deeply held beliefs, human beings tend to 

phrase interpretations that force reality within the scope of these beliefs. They devise formulas to 

repress the unthinkable and to bring it back within the realm of accepted discourse.”209 The 

Haitian Revolution, Trouillot asserts, had the “peculiar characteristic of being unthinkable even 

as it happened.”210 What was it about the Haitian Revolution that was unthinkable, and 

irreconcilable with the narrative of history that its first and earliest historians were invested in 

perpetuating? Citing existing documentary record evidence of white eighteenth century 

contemporary accounts of the revolution in not only Haiti, but throughout the wider Caribbean, 

Europe and the Americas, Trouillot argues that there was at the time of the revolution, an 

implicit formation of the world and the people in it that was invested in the perpetuation of very 

specific beliefs, and realities that would reinforce those beliefs. A successful enslaved uprising 

on the massive scale and with the level of organization of the Haitian Revolution that ultimately 

resulted in the creation of a free and independent Black nation state defied the beliefs held by 

whites the world over, and encroached upon the reality that they depended upon to hold their 

own collective and individual systems of power intact. It was an Unthinkable moment of their 

history. The reality of the Haitian Revolution, according to Trouillot, forbade whites from 

“understand[ing] the revolution on its own terms,” even, and especially as it was happening to 

them.211  
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This is where the understanding of history as a living and fluid happening and a discourse 

of power becomes so crucial for the justification of alternative methodologies of revising the 

archives. The possibilities, and thereby the realities reflected within a particular historical 

narrative are intrinsically related to the capacity and investments of the historical narrator's 

imagination. The narrator’s imagining of history, even and especially as it is happening to them, 

is a direct reflection of the beliefs and epistemologies that they hold, and of the particular 

realities that those beliefs are dependent upon to persist. To reiterate, the most egregious problem 

of this discourse, Trouillot explains, is that “when reality does not coincide with deeply held 

beliefs, human beings tend to phrase interpretations that force reality within the scope of these 

beliefs. They devise formulas to repress the unthinkable and to bring it back within the realm of 

accepted discourse.”212 Left to its original narrator’s imagination and perspective, the Haitian 

Revolution is an unthinkable history; it was a reality that did not fit within the belief systems of 

the architects of history at the time of its happening. For that reason, these history makers 

devised a number of formulas by which to repress all of that in the Revolution which was 

unthinkable and irreconcilable with their beliefs. The product of these formulas was a severe, and 

dire silencing of the possibilities and significance that could have been assigned to the 

revolution, as an event, and as a happening of history.  

 “Can historical narratives convey plots that are unthinkable in the world within which 

these narratives are taking place?” Trouillot ponders, “How does one write a history of the 

impossible?”213 Whether a historian in the present is venturing forth into an archive of the 

Haitian Revolution, or into the archive of a white overseer in Jamaica, if there is any conclusion 
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to be drawn from Trouillot’s explanation of how imagination functions in the shaping of 

possibility and reality, it is this: histories deemed unthinkable, irreconcilable and impossible to 

their original narrators will continue to require new and innovative interventions that expand the 

boundaries of what is possible and legible in their ongoing implications. It is the humble 

ambition of this thesis to continue in the tradition of such interventions. 

The facts alone, will not save us.214 So begins Ruha Benjamin’s “Racial Fictions, 

Biological Facts: Expanding the Sociological Imagination through Speculative Methods.” It is a 

sober summation of a crucial dilemma that this thesis has already identified: when it comes to 

excavating narratives of the enslaved from within the archives, there resides a fundamental 

problem with “the facts alone.” The problem with archival facts of slavery, as Gordon Reed 

explained, is that--by nature of existing--they often submerge the subjugated archival subject in 

the mire of their own historical narrative. To be in the mire, and ‘participate’ in their own history 

upon solely Thistlewood’s terms is to participate in their own subjection. The problem with facts 

of the archive both in general, and in specificity to this case, is also the connotation of certainty 

that is often appended to them due to the limited availability of other artifacts that can attest to 

anything otherwise. And inherent within the process of becoming certainties, is the troubling 

probability of being viewed as unequivocal.  Because the archives of slavery, such as they are, 

are the only ‘facts,’ and certainties that remain of it, they are often muted of possibility. In other 

words, the historian is encouraged to take them for what they are, and take them for what they 

are, alone. 

For example, there is little to no other comparable documentary record of Jamaican or 

Caribbean history that chronicled the lives of the enslaved over such an extended period of time 
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with the level of detail than the Thistlewood diaries; the diaries are also unique in particular in 

that, even through the narration of a man with a personal investment in chronicling them as 

property, his diary provided a documentary record that did manage to also chronicle them as 

people. For those reasons, the temptation may be to direct an inordinate amount of attention 

towards what Thistlewood’s diary made available to the historian rather than upon--or at least 

with the inclusion of a focus upon-- all that it forestalled.  

For even as much as Thistlewood revealed about Phibbah and Molia in his narrations, he 

also obscured a great deal about them as well--the character of slavery as an institution attests to 

the implication that he was politically, socially, and financially invested in doing so. A direct 

objective of the archive of an enslaver was to submerge the enslaved beneath their circumstances 

and render anything that attested otherwise to the ‘certainty’ of their subjugation as Unthinkable, 

and thereby impossible. The facts of the Thistlewood archive alone do nothing to challenge that 

certainty. The facts do nothing to bring Phibbah and Molia out from under the weight of their 

circumstances; the facts of Thistlewood’s diary are the weight of their circumstances in and of 

itself. This implication matters above perhaps all others, because while Thistlewood may not 

have provided documentary evidence of all the nuances of Molia and Phibbah’s lives and human 

capacities separate from their lives of slavery, even the most rudimentary applications of 

common sense can support the assertion that these nuances nonetheless existed. For as much 

truth as there is to be found in “The Facts” of his diary, Trouillot’s theorization of how the 

unthinkable functions in the perpetuation of beliefs, reality, and the production of history 

suggests that these same truths can be interpreted as being inherently invested in the 

perpetuation of falsehoods. Thistlewood’s perspective and conceptualization of Phibbah and 

Molia as human property were rooted in beliefs about Black people and the formation of the 
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world that are unequivocally (but intentionally) untrue. Yet Thistlewood’s perspective and 

conceptualization of them is what has been left to historians; his perspective of purposeful 

untruths are, The Facts. And this, Benjamin would argue, is why The Facts will not, --indeed 

why they cannot-- save us. This, she insists, is why they cannot stand alone as historical artifacts. 

The crux of the argument posed in Ruha Benjamin’s article applied in the context of this thesis is 

that the facts of Thistlewood’s diary alone, are insufficient; as is the stance that because the 

archive is the only factual source of Phibbah and Molia’s existence, that it must stand alone and 

remain un-countered by anything alternative or in accompaniment. Yet as there is, ostensibly, 

little to nothing to verify or corroborate the compelling nuances of these women’s unthinkable 

histories in the way of documentary evidence, then just what is a recourse towards attesting to 

their existence or providing an accompaniment to The Facts? 

One recourse, Benjamin argues, lies in the employing of alternative methodologies of 

imagination, such as speculative narration. She refers to these narrations as novel fictions. For 

Benjamin’s specific purposes, the function of novel fictions is to “reimagine and rework all that 

is taken for granted”  about the structures of the world we live in, providing “alternatives to 

capitalism, racism, and patriarchy” in the form of written literary fictions.215 As a theoretical 

framework, Benjamin’s advocacy for the need of novel fictions accomplishes two important 

objectives: First, it makes an acknowledgement of the “perverse quality “of the majority of 

“empirical evidence” that is left to historians in the present who must make some attempt to 

scavenge through this troublesome evidence in search of new and radical insights.216 Second, it 

destabilizes the certitude that The Facts of violence, submersion and obscuration (in this case, 
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those of the archives) must stand alone as truth, and cannot be countered with alternative 

perspectives and narrations. Third, it underscores the radical implications these new insights can 

hold for the future of archival research practices of traditional fields of study when there is an 

allowance made for imagination and possibility in archival spaces where imagination and 

possibility was originally meant to be forestalled.  

Benjamin is careful to emphasize that novel fictions are not to be misconstrued as 

fantastical falsehoods. Rather than falsehoods, novel fictions are “refashionings through which 

analysts experiment with different scenarios, trajectories, and reversals, elaborating new values 

and testing different possibilities for creating more just and equitable societies.”217 Benjamin’s 

theorization of novel fictions draws upon a theoretical framework of Black American historian 

Robin D.G. Kelley’s Freedom Dreams that advocates for the proliferation of practices that  

“tap the well of...collective imaginations,” in search of the many submerged and untapped truths 

that await within the realm of possibility.218 Although Benjamin and Kelley’s framework is 

largely applied to a contemporary context for living subjects, theirs are still formulas that are 

easily adaptable for the creation of more just and equitable conditions of archival encounters of 

slavery and the enslaved. As reiterated before, it is not the object here to do away with the facts 

altogether; it is to provide an appendage to them.  Kelley and Benjamin’s scholarship attests to 

the usefulness of speculative narration to open up the realm of possibility to the archival Else, to 

allow for the archival Furthermore, to make room for the archival Besides. 

The ambition set forth by this thesis is the advocation for the use of a formula of 

speculative narration as the means to unearth the Unthinkable histories that are buried within the 
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diary of Thomas Thistlewood, and to take those unthinkable histories outside of the accepted 

boundaries of discourse that he originally set by the crafting of novel fictions that take place in 

Phibbah and Molia’s perspective. The following criteria help to create such a formula: Does the 

revised history as a narrative/discourse of power alter the interpretation of what was/is possible? 

Does the revised historical, speculative narrative succeed in disclosing a plot, or possibility that 

is unthinkable in the world in which this narrative originally took place? Does the use of 

speculative narration as a technique aid in the creation of more just and equitable conditions of 

archival encounters of slavery and the enslaved? 

 For a final review of foundational Black scholarship that centers the concept of 

Imagination and its essentiality for this work, this thesis turns to a question posed by Annette 

Gordon Reed that summarizes yet another potential dilemma facing the historian wishing to 

classify speculative narrations of the archive as legitimate exercises of historical production: 

“Why a book of nonfiction and not a novel?”219 This is a weighted, though reasonable question. 

A proper answer is located within its deconstruction. 

As stated before, imagination carries a connotation of the fictive. In scenarios where 

speculative narration is dismissed as a sound practice of historical research, the speculative and 

imaginary may become likened to the fictive; and inherent within the fictive may be the 

presumption that scholarship that utilizes the speculative or imaginary is somehow less objective, 

less academically rigorous, somehow less ‘real’ than scholarship of traditional nonfiction. Thus, 

encompassed within Gordon-Reed’s question are many of the very real apprehensions that may 

trouble or even outright hinder historians who wish to utilize alternative methodologies of 

engagement with the archives. Chief among them is the apprehension of their scholarship being 
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dismissed by the gatekeepers and colleagues of the discipline(s) in which they labor; dismissed 

for not being rigorous enough, objective enough, or a dismissal because their work fails in the 

way of being able to be satisfactorily ‘verified.’ Scholarship that utilizes the speculative or 

imaginary may be dismissed, ridiculed or outright lambasted as illegitimate scholarship 

altogether. There is, therefore, much at stake for the historian who engages this practice; the risk 

of ridicule or questioning from their colleagues as to the value of their work inevitably raises 

questions as to their merits as sound, even ethical intellectuals, and thus make the stakes 

inherently personal.  

Also inherent within the question that Gordon-Reed poses is the presumption that 

nonfiction and novels as genre have distinct characteristics that in turn, serve distinct functions. 

This is a reasonable presumption to make, and yet like her question, the presumption compels 

further deconstruction of its manifold implications. Thus, what function and/or qualification does 

a document of nonfiction as scholarship have that a novel document (typically not accepted as 

legitimate scholarship, per se) supposedly lacks? To what extent is the speculative narrative 

(whether it comes in the medium of novel, vignette, poetry or other forms of creative writing) 

capable of functioning in any capacity as legitimate theory and/or methodology of historical 

scholarship in the same or at least in a similar respect to a work of nonfiction? More broadly 

speaking, just what are some of the starkest and most pertinent differences between nonfiction 

and fictions, and to what extent ought or do these differences matter within the particular context 

of this thesis?  

Gordon-Reed’s question was originally posed in relation to the scholarship of Saidiya 

Hartman, one of the most well-known, and cited practitioners of speculative narration as a 

method of history-making. In her book Wayward Lives: Beautiful Experiments: Intimate 
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Histories of Riotous Black Girls, Troublesome Women, and Queer Radicals, Hartman assumes 

an undertaking of tremendous and admittedly, precarious magnitude. The subjects of her book-- 

she refers to them as “characters” -- are predominately Black American females; children, young 

women, and adults living in urban metropoles at the dawn of the twentieth century. Her narration 

takes place in the aftermath of American Reconstruction following the United States’ Civil War. 

Reconstruction culminated in a series of brutal repudiations of the legislative and social reforms 

that had been set in place for Black enfranchisement and self-determination in the aftermath of 

slavery. The desired effect (and in nearly every regard, the material and social outcome) of these 

repudiations was a series of “new forms of servitude” for Black Americans that hollowed out the 

always fragile promise of emancipation and rites of citizenship.220 The aim of Hartman’s book is 

to illuminate the “open rebellion” of these young Black women who sought to escape the new 

forms of servitude, “struggled to create autonomous and beautiful lives...and to live as if they 

were free.”221 As a historical subject of study, it is perhaps, not so out of the ordinary. What is far 

more unconventional, are the methodologies by which Hartman sets out to illuminate these 

stories of open rebellion. The book is written as a speculative history in the form of a series of 

close narrations and documentary poetics; the terminology that Hartman has self-coined for her 

specific practice is critical fabulation. Hartman describes critical fabulation, as well as other 

forms of speculative narrative as “methods for engaging and remaking the [archival] document, 

for building story from sampled utterances, photographs, fragments, and sonic traces, for 
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attending to the radical thought of everyday life, for assembling and composing alternative 

narratives of Black existence.”222 

Wayward Lives expands upon a foundation already laid by Hartman in an article penned 

several years earlier called “Venus in Two Acts.” The subjects of this speculative narrative are 

two enslaved African girls aboard a slave ship (ironically entitled) the Recovery. Hartman is very 

careful to shy away from using critical fabulation as a vehicle for the writing of a “romance of 

resistance,” where scenarios and happenings that are unsupported by the archival documents left 

behind to reference are invented with the intention of something like redemption or rescue of 

archival subjects of slavery. Hartman herself acknowledges that this is simply not possible to do 

through mere archival revision. Instead, her fabulations involve a “straining against the limits of 

the archive to write a cultural history of the captive, and, at the same time, enacting the 

impossibility of representing the lives of the captives precisely through the process of 

narration.”223  In other words, while violence from an inherently violent archive cannot ever be 

completely avoided, Hartman concludes that it is still worthwhile and even necessary to at least 

attempt to adopt a methodology that seeks to redirect the focus of the inferences that are often 

gleaned from the violence; changing the origin point, finding another common measure, and 

articulating another reason for its existence outside of violence alone, “The intention here isn’t 

anything as miraculous as recovering the lives of the enslaved or redeeming the dead,” She 

explains, “But rather laboring to paint as full a picture of the lives of the captives as possible.”224 
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Much like Phibbah and Molia, the Black female characters of Hartman’s book and article 

are aliens stranded within a hostile land. They too are mere problems with which the dominant, 

white society had to contend. They too are people who are ostensibly submerged--swallowed, 

obscured, and engulfed-- within their circumstances. Much like with Phibbah and Molia, the 

archives upon which Hartman depended upon for her primary source material were created and 

narrated by the people (predominantly the men) who oppressed them. Their existence ostensibly 

seems indivisible from their torment and alienation. Yet Sarah Haley argues that methodologies 

such as Hartman’s critical fabulation and other forms of close narration, “resists modes of 

estrangement and alienation upon which the afterlife of slavery depends.”225 Stories (re)told from 

“inside the circle”226 rather than reread and unchallenged from outside of it, not only have the 

capacity to transport readers to “sites of social reproduction and reproduction” (the cane fields, 

the estate kitchen, the provision plot, or the nursing hut) but also hold the capacity to shift these 

sites’ epistemological function and manifestation in the archives themselves.227 Speculative 

narrative demonstrates these same spaces of ostensible “enclosure, also contain the vision and 

practice for their remaking.”228 By this measure, in penning speculative narration of archival 

scenes through the perspective of the enslaved, as a part of the same task of retrieval, the 

historian also becomes involved in a task of archival disruption and sabotage of the original 

author’s intent. The work of speculative narration is thus an essential project of counteracting 

intervention, or put another way by Jehan Roberson, it is “a fugitive act—a stealing away of the 
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remnants and fragments of conventional historical records, a way of writing into the possibility 

of such tremendous loss.”229 

Even following a provision of the technical definition of speculative narrative 

methodologies such as novel fictions or critical fabulations, there still remains a question to be 

answered as to under which classification do these texts truly belong; are they history? Are they 

literature, theory, or are they merely historical fiction? Furthermore, what do such distinctions 

even matter? 

The reluctance to classify speculative narratives as history is a fair and understandable 

one. No matter how closely the speculative narrative adheres to the facts of the archive, no 

matter how full it may be of well intentions, there is no escaping the fact that in utilizing one’s 

imagination to fill in the gaps of the archive, the historian/scholar is going to be required to 

project at least some elements of their subjective imagination upon archival subjects who cannot 

speak for themselves. The stakes of this discourse are great, particularly in consideration of the  

archival subjects involved within this particular context. This thesis is making a case for the 

writing of speculative narratives of enslaved Black women in the eighteenth-century Caribbean; 

it would be difficult to select an archival subject more brutalized and violated, and thus more 

vulnerable. There is a liberty of presumption taken here that some may, understandably, find to 

be irreverent, even profane, especially when the suggestion is raised that these texts be 

considered as legitimate historical scholarship. Any scholar who commits to the solemn practice 

of conducting corrective history by utilizing the imagination should thus expect and perhaps 

even welcome such critiques, as they provide a fair and much needed perspective of the 
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dynamics of power that are involved when one engages the archive in any capacity, but 

particularly so when one engages it with the intention of revising it to make a point. 

To reiterate, there is nothing erroneous about raising questions as to the ethics of 

speculative narration as methodology. There is nothing unreasonable per se about the hesitation 

to classify these texts of narration as history or theory.  

And, yet.  

Within this particular instance, when and if one expresses reluctance and aversion 

towards labeling speculative narratives as History-- or at the least as legitimate scholarship-- but 

in the same breath makes no move to extend the same reluctant aversion towards the original 

source archive, an equally troubling predicament arises. Thistlewood’s diary is a story of the 

lives of Caribbean enslaved people, narrated by the white overseer who worked and terrorized 

them for over thirty-six years. Infused with systemic white violence, manufactured certainties 

and derogatory imaginations, as a chronicle of enslaved life, it already is a fabulation and fiction 

of sorts, however insidious and uncritical of itself. The skepticism and critique that is directed 

towards one fiction should thus at the least also be extended towards the other; arguably, to an 

even greater extent, as the epistemological function and intent of speculative narration is to 

challenge and counter the function and intent of Thistlewood’s diary. History is, according to 

Trouillot, “a product of power whose label has been cleansed of traces of power.”230 Trouillot’s 

observation is a crucial one. It gestures towards the subtle, almost cunning sleight in the ways 

that the archives can exist as ‘The Archives’ and the ways in which the imaginations therein 

function as tools--even weapons-- of power, precisely by assuming a pretense of being 

powerless.  
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For being such an old and enormous artifact, the 14,000 pages of diary itself, as well as a 

series of other weather journals and papers that Thistlewood wrote over the course of his life 

have been carefully and amazingly preserved. The 92 volumes were first kept in the Lincolnshire 

County Archives of Lincolnshire, England, then in 2011, were acquired by an extremely 

prestigious, world-renowned Ivy league university in the United States, where they remain to this 

day.231 Not only that, as of 2015, they became viewable by the public at any time thanks to the 

entirety of the archive being digitized. One can only speculate as to the amount of money that 

this prestigious university was willing to pay in order to obtain the Thistlewood papers in an 

auction brokered by one of the most prestigious auctioneers of the world, just as one can 

similarly only imagine the sheer monetary value that the Thistlewood archive has now accrued 

merely by being acquired and housed in the vaults of said academic institution.232 Pointing this 

out is not meant to suggest that these measures ought not to have been taken, and that the diary is 

not a valuable resource. It is valuable; in some respects, it is invaluable. But the fact of the matter 

is that Thistlewood’s diary is a volume awash with a racist, unimaginably cruel white man’s 

fantastical falsehoods and profane liberties and yet, its legitimacy and value (intellectual, 

financial and otherwise) as a document of canonical significance is universally, demonstratively 

unquestioned. Indeed, the extensive measures of preservation and acquisition that it has been 

afforded only serve to reaffirm and cement a volume awash with a racist white man’s fantastical 

falsehoods and profane liberties as unassailable canon. These measures send a clear, irrefutable 

message to historians, to scholars from other disciplines, and to the public in general:  

 
231 “Yale Acquires Archives of an Eighteenth-Century Jamaican Plantation Owner,” The Journal of Blacks in 

Higher Education, October 23, 2011. https://www.jbhe.com/2011/10/yale-acquires-archives-of-an-eighteenth-

century-jamaican-plantation-owner/.  

 
232 Diana Ducharne, “Guide to the Thomas Thistlewood Papers,” James Marshall and Marie-Louise Osborn 

Collection, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, October 2011. 

https://www.jbhe.com/2011/10/yale-acquires-archives-of-an-eighteenth-century-jamaican-plantation-owner/
https://www.jbhe.com/2011/10/yale-acquires-archives-of-an-eighteenth-century-jamaican-plantation-owner/
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The fabulations inside this volume are unquestionably important. Unquestionably 

valuable. What the author of this volume had to say matters. His thoughts, his reflections, and his 

perspective are treasures to be protected. Hoarded. Apprized at the highest possible value.  

If there is in fact a certain profanity to be acknowledged in the writing of speculative 

narration of the subjects of Thistlewood’s diary, then surely there must also be an 

acknowledgment of a certain profanity to the mere visual of the Thistlewood archive--a fabulous 

fiction and an exercise in derogatory imagination-- literally being auctioned off to the prestigious 

educational institutions of the world (institutions that have their own grim and troubling histories 

when it comes to slavery). Surely there must be an appreciation for the profane visual of a 

volume detailing indescribable atrocities committed against Black men, women and children 

being heavily guarded in secure, temperature-controlled vaults, carefully kept and preserved for 

years by a staff of handsomely paid professionals. Like any other ancient artifact of value, it has 

no doubt been padded with insurance policies that run into the thousands or millions of dollars 

and is kept under extremely restricted access with the number of people who can actually touch it 

being very few. These are just some of the powerful distinctions that are afforded to a 

document’s being synonymized with The Facts of History. These are the privileges that to this 

day, are allotted to the earliest Makers of a History. 

Meanwhile, Black scholars and writers stretching as far back as Olaudah Equiano or 

Mary Prince, to William Du Bois, to Saidiya Hartman have for upwards of  hundreds of years 

prefaced each and every text they produce with a disclaimer that frequently reads more like an 

apology for the ‘inadequacy’ and ‘limitations’ of their own work; work that is merely daring to 

make some attempt towards revising and correcting the literal and intellectual destruction 

wrought by archives and their architects like that of Thomas Thistlewood. The requirement of an 
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explanation for Black scholarship that is unspoken yet is nonetheless fulfilled time and again, 

Petal Samuel argues, is indicative of “an uncomfortable and familiar situation that epitomizes the 

trials of coming through the academy.”233 Every preface, disclaimer, or footnote appended to 

their work can be interpreted as an indication of a collective anxiety the authors share towards, or 

even in anticipation of a seemingly inevitable criticism from the gatekeepers of their respective 

disciplines: “If our analyses are truly objective, if our methodologies are sound, and if our 

subject matter is accessible with wide enough appeal.”234 As iterated earlier, what is at issue here 

is not the demand for standards of professional ethics, or critiques made for the sake of 

accountability. Those standards and critiques are important. 

And, yet. 

Where, this thesis demands to know, is the disclaimer, or the footnote-- better yet, where 

is the apology--appended to the Thistlewood archive and others like it that sit in secure, 

temperature-controlled vaults of these prestigious and historically racist institutions? 

These are the ramifications of the so-called canons of History being met with silence and 

no narratives to counter them. When the words and perspective in the diary of Thomas 

Thistlewood stand alone, they stand as the default. Whether advertently or inadvertently, the 

silence at the least accepts the existence of, and at most creates a dichotomy between the two 

texts where one is classified as The Genuine, and the other is classified as The Invention; the 

point that cannot be emphasized strongly enough here, is that this distinction is in many respects, 

simply erroneous. The Genuine does not exist. They are both inventions. What distinguishes one 

from the other is first, the perspectives from which the narratives are relayed, their 

 
233 Samuel, 2. 
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epistemological function, and finally, how they are weighed in importance and legitimacy, in 

retrospect. Trouillot expresses it perfectly: “What needs to be denounced here to restore 

authenticity is much less slavery than the racist present within which representations of slavery 

are produced.”235 Acknowledging the dynamics of power that are at play in the discourse of 

history making means accepting in this racist present that the Thistlewood archive already is, by 

nature of its own existence, an alternative, subjective history. It means accepting and classifying 

the diary as a part of the wider projects of imperialism, and colonialism of the eighteenth century 

that were (and in some respects, remain) bedrocked upon fabulous fictions of their architects. It 

means acknowledging that these fabulous fictions are, in far too many respects, almost without 

question, afforded the statuses and protections of History, while Black scholars have for years 

been forced to justify the mere existence of their own scholarship that challenges these fictions. 

This is not to say that it is unacceptable to draw distinctions between the histories penned 

by Thomas Thistlewood and those by Hartman. They are markedly different. It is the lines of 

distinction between the scholarship of Ruha Benjamin, Hartman, or even say, Black American 

novelist Toni Morrison, that may prove more complicated and less straightforward to draw. As a 

possible resolution as to whether the Black historian, the poet, the sociologist, the cultural 

theorist or the writer can lay claim to the speculative narrative as their own, it is the contention of 

this thesis that critical fabulations, novel fictions and other forms of speculative narration can be 

situated within a genre of writing of their own; a genre that, arguably, separates and distinguishes 

them from conventional narratives of historical fiction, and from the accepted, canonized Facts 

of History.  The differentiations between these writings and canonized Facts of History like 

Thistlewood’s diary have already been outlined. To outline how they differ from the average 

 
235 Trouillot, 148. 
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work of historical fiction, this thesis looks to existing examples of speculative and 

interventionary scholarship penned by Black female scholars (primarily historians) who include 

Saidiya Hartman, Marisa Fuentes, Sarah Haley, Erica Armstrong Dunbar, Stephanie Smallwood, 

Deborah Gray White, and Hortense Spillers.236 from these compelling examples, some key 

characteristics can be gleaned: 

First, the speculative narration has an established subject, one whose existence and many 

of the details provided about that subject can be ‘verified’ by and corroborated against an 

existing ‘canon’ archival document of History. Second, as a ‘(hi)story,’ it is inevitably and 

intentionally incomplete. Within the typical historical novel (and with many typical novels in 

general), there is an expectation that the story will have a certain structure; it contains a 

beginning, a middle, and an ending. It is the omission of the ending that is of most significance 

here. An ending motions towards a resolution, and the object of a speculative fabulation or 

fiction is not so much as to create a sweeping, resolved narrative. Inherent within the production 

of this kind of text, particularly within this context, is the understanding that the sweeping, 

resolved narrative has been stolen from the archival subject and can never be fully retrieved, and 

thus should not be attempted. Instead, the work of speculative narration often concentrates upon 

a single interlude, or a brief moment. It is not constructed so much as to create a holistic 

narrative that ‘flows,’ as it is to create narrative that ‘pauses’ and ‘lingers’ upon details that are 

either easy to overlook or are obscured altogether. Unlike a historical novel, it does not require a 

 
236 See Marisa Fuentes’ Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women, Violence and the Archive, (Philadelphia, University 

Of Pennsylvania Press, 2016) Sarah Haley’s No Mercy Here: Gender, Punishment, and the Making of Jim Crow 

Modernity (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2016),  Erica Armstrong Dunbar’s Never Caught: 

The Washingtons’ Relentless Pursuit of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge (New York: Atria Books, 2017), 

Stephanie Smallwood’s Saltwater Slavery: A Middle Passage from Africa to American Diaspora (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 2007) and Hortense Spillers’ lecture “To The Bone: Some Speculations on Touch,” Hold 

Me Now - Feel and Touch in an Unreal World, Gerrit Rietveld Academie at Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, dated 

March 2018. 
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cast of characters with dialogue; a speculative narration may only be composed of one character. 

It may not be composed of any dialogue at all. Finally, whereas a historical novel almost always 

necessitates the creation and writing of scenes, happenings and dialogues that don’t have a 

corresponding corroboration within the archives, the speculative narrative does not. It 

specifically focuses upon creating correlating narratives to preexisting imaginings of the archive 

with the very specific purpose of revising and redressing these passages' epistemological 

function and significance.   

The aforementioned scholars succeeded in expanding and changing what it is that people 

know about slavery; and in many instances by extension, they succeeded in expanding and 

changing what people know about the Black human beings who were forced into it. Indeed, a 

central ambition of this tradition of scholarship was and remains to be, to constantly affirm the 

humanity that resides within even the most dehumanizing of archives, such as that of Thomas 

Thistlewood. Thanks to these scholars, archival property are reimagined as human beings. Slaves 

are reintroduced, even rewritten as enslaved people.  Slavery was no longer reduced to a shallow 

conceptualization of a contest between white and Black manhoods, but was expanded to allow 

for all of the many valences and complexities that women and non-masculine presenting men 

posed towards it. This scholarship compelled a shift in how narratives of Black life and people 

were told, and what their point of focus would be. It called for and ushered in a deviation from 

the norm in the function and ramifications of knowledge production of not only slavery, but in 

the study of Black people altogether. These scholars sought to create the conditions within 

multiple fields of study by which Black people could be comprehended within the archives if not 

separate from the institution of slavery, at least distinct from it. Blackness itself was no longer 

pathologized as an abstraction and human condition to be consummately subjected, and the 
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Black subjects of the archives were longer accepted as irretrievable, submerged and cemented 

within their circumstances. This tradition of scholarship from its outset rejects the strident 

dependence upon the documentary record as the sole source of knowledge, expression and 

theory, and turns to oral histories, rumor, hearsay, myth and folklore--methodologies that 

guardians of The Discipline(s) to this day, often move to dismiss. This burgeoning tradition 

embraces these methodologies as not only comparable, but in some respects superior in their 

capacity to conduct archival recoveries, revisions, and reconstructions.  

The variety of disciplines from which Black scholars engage in this work attests to the 

interdisciplinary nature of speculative narration, and affirms that creating something that is not 

‘there,’ and imagining into existence that which is Unthinkable is not just the work of the 

historian, or the sociologist. It is also the work of the anthropologist or the painter. It is the work 

of the theologian or the musician. It is also the work of the poet or the historical fiction writer.  

Furthermore, the making of a distinction between speculative narrative and historical fiction is 

certainly not to suggest that fiction in and of itself is a powerless genre or classification that is 

empty of significance or possibility here; a perusal of literary archives demonstrates that this is 

simply not so. Toni Morrison, Octavia Butler, Marlon James, Maryse Conde, Margaret Walker, 

Michelle Cliff, Jewell Parker Rhodes, and Alice Randall are just a few of the predominately 

Black and female writers, novelists and literary scholars from across the Diaspora whose 

fictional accounts provide compelling revisions to limited and flawed historical archives with the 

similar intent of providing stories of Black humanity in the midst of dehumanization in spaces 

where there formerly were none.237 Toni Morrison refers to her historical fiction as her own 

 
237 See Toni Morrison’s Beloved (New York: Knopf, 1994), Octavia Butler’s Kindred (New York: Doubleday, 

1979) Marlon James’ The Book of Night Women (New York: Riverhead Books, 2009),  Maryse Conde’s I, Tituba: 

Black Witch of Salem (New York: Ballantine Books, 1986) Margaret Walker’s Jubilee, (Boston; New York: 

Houghton Mifflin, 1966), Michelle Cliff’s Abeng (New York: Plume, 1995), Jewell Parker Rhodes’ Douglass’ 
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“route to a reconstruction of a world, to an exploration of an interior life that was not written and 

to the revelation of a kind of truth.”238 This is a conceptualization of historical fiction very 

similar to those expressed for methodologies of critical fabulation and novel fictions. What this 

should in turn serve to indicate, is that whether the medium be art or scholarship, the speculative 

imagination is an adaptable tool, “a generative practice, a site of possibility” for both the 

academic and the non-academic.239  While the genre classifications that are assigned to these 

texts do matter, this thesis contends that genre classifications need not double as divisions, 

boundaries or confines across which these texts’ authors can never traverse. The archives of 

history work to inform literature, which are often also informed by theory, which work to inform 

historical fiction and/or poetry, which in turn informs new ways of envisioning the archives, and 

so on and so forth. This is in fact, Black feminist praxis in its essence. Thus, whether speaking in 

general for speculative (re)writing of Black and enslaved interiority or speaking in particular for 

the speculative (re)writing of Black female enslaved interiority, neither genre, nor discipline, and 

indeed, neither geography or ethnicity or nationality need be imagined as a boundary never to be 

crossed; to the exact contrary. At the beginning of this chapter, a question was posed as to 

whether or not there could be a common nexus of some sort that hides in plain sight while 

connecting and uniting Black female archival subjects--both the living and dead-- across oceans, 

cultures, and nationalities; across even time itself. The answer, it would appear, is to the 

affirmative. Trinidadian feminist and literary scholar Carole Boyce Davies argues: 

“Black women’s writing, I am proposing, should be read as a series of boundary 

crossings, and not as a fixed, geographical, ethnically or nationally bound category of 
 

Women (New York: Washington Square Press, 2004), and Alice Randall’s The Wind Done Gone (Boston; New 

York: Houghton Mifflin, 2001). 
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writing. In cross-cultural, trans-national, trans-local, diasporic perspectives, this 

reworking of the grounds of “Black women’s writing” redefines identity away from 

exclusion and marginality. Black women’s writing/existence, marginalized in the terms 

of majority-minority discourses, within the Euro-American male or female canon or 

Black male canon...redefines its identity as it re-connects and re-members, brings 

together Black women dis-located by space and time [emphasis mine].”240  

 

If there were any other justification needed for the use of speculative narratives in the study of 

human beings who are pushed to the margins of the archives, Davies provides a compelling one 

here. Speculative narrative as well as the Black radical tradition that it originates from are, by 

nature, already boundary crossings of sorts; the Black men and women who dared to pioneer this 

practice understood that many of the established ‘boundaries’ of writing that existed within 

specific disciplines were in truth merely rules crafted to reaffirm their own exclusion and 

marginality. This was and is doubly or even triply so for queer and non-binary Black people, 

non- masculine presenting Black men, Black women, and Black trans-men and women. If 

writing can be interpreted here as an articulation and a substantiation of one’s existence--and this 

thesis concurs with Davies that it can, and must be-- then to write, is to exist. To write in 

speculative narrative then, is to create space and an avenue of possibility for existence(s) 

intended to be literally and metaphorically Unthinkable and thereby impossible. To write in 

speculative narrative as an academic and refuse to be denied space for these writings within the 

university lecture hall, the classroom, or the academic journal is a refusal to confine articulations 

of marginalized existence to the fiction section. It is an insistence for marginalized 

writing/existence to be acknowledged as legitimate history, theory and scholarship even and 

because it transgresses against the boundaries of disciplines never meant to accommodate that 

existence in the first place. Furthermore, to write in speculative narrative is to also emphasize 

 
240 Carole Boyce Davies, Black Women, Writing and Identity (London: Routledge, 1994), 4. 
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that choosing the fiction section is also not an abdication of a claim to legitimacy, or a surrender 

of Truth; it may be those with one foot planted in the Actual and the other planted in the Possible 

who have the clearest perspective and realization that what is most True resides somewhere in 

between the two. 

 Through an application of Davies conceptualization of Black women’s writing, 

speculative narrative can become understood as a tool of re-connection and re-membering 

amongst Black women who have been scattered across the globe and across time itself. Because 

writing functions here as existence, speculative narrative also serves here as refusal to accept 

these differences as constraints or limitations to the capacity of Black female consciousness. In 

fact, Trinidadian theorist and social activist Rhoda Reddock argues that, 

“Difference...therefore can be a mechanism for showing interconnectedness. The long-

term project of a feminist understanding of difference would not be simply to come to 

terms with the other but rather to understand the other within ourselves as we have in 

many ways been defined in opposition and in relation to each other.”241 

 

What this indicates, is that the speculative allows the Black female writer to conceptualize their 

own, as well as other Black females’ existence as not necessarily tethered to classifications such 

as ethnicity, nationality, or time period. Black subjectivity and existence-- in this particular 

instance Black women’s subjectivity and existence-- have been globally dispersed by way of the 

circumstances of history. A concentration of subjects of the archive through the theoretical lens 

of one geographic location, or even limiting the practice of alternative methodology to one 

archival particular point in time, is counterproductive to the spirit of this alternative 

methodology’s original intent.  

 
241 Rhoda Reddock, “Conceptualizing ‘Difference’ in Caribbean Feminist Theory,” New Caribbean Thought: A 

Reader, ed. by Brian Meeks and Folke Lindahl (Kingston: The University of West Indies Press, 2001), 208.  
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If this thesis (as a piece of Black women’s writing) had used solely North American 

theoretical frameworks to justify the use of speculative methodology, it would have served to 

reinforce notions of American hegemony both in the experience and the understanding of the 

experience of slavery. It would have also vanished the Caribbean origin points of critical 

practices of archival refusal, resistance, and articulations of Black enslaved female personhood 

as well as all of the invaluable work of its originators that found their way across the ocean and 

into the Americas. Similarly, theorizing Caribbean archival subjects and their concerns, living 

and dead, as being solely relegated to the Caribbean and unaffected by those outside of it, would 

have minimized if not completely erased the immense historical impact of the exportation of the 

Caribbean project of resistance not only to the North and Latin Americas, but globally. It also 

would have limited the ramifications of the Caribbean project to linear, circumscribed 

temporalities that they have already historically proven themselves to be un-subjected to. There 

is not only space for these multiple frameworks from differing locations and times within this 

project, our understanding will be incomplete without them.  

For instance, a speculative narrative written from the perspective of Nanny of the 

Windward Maroons of Jamaica can (and arguably, should) work to inform a speculative 

narrative written from the perspective of Harriet Tubman; both of these speculative narratives 

can in turn have been shaped, informed and strengthened by the preexisting writings of Amy 

Jacques Garvey and Ida Wells. Speculative narration can exhibit-- perhaps better and more 

compellingly than any other method--how the actions taken, the awarenesses developed, and the 

emotions expressed by a pair of enslaved Black women on a sugar plantation in eighteenth 

century Jamaica both foreshadowed and directly generated the actions, awareness and emotions 

of the North American Black woman penning this thesis in the twenty-first century. Drawing 
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these lines of re-connection and re-membrance is not intended to conflate and thereby obscure 

individual, geographical, or national experiences, but rather to illuminate both the dots and the 

connections that have always existed and continue to exist between these various archival 

subjects. This is what it means to use alternative methodologies to not only reject the dubious 

certainties of the archive, but to also connect archival dots of emotion, awareness, resistance and 

personhood between its subjects that not only span oceans but cultures, nationalities and spaces 

of time.  

The slave trade’s dispersion of Black female existence throughout the globe was indeed 

catastrophic in its ramifications, but even in the shadowlands of catastrophe and impossibility, 

Black female existence (and writing) finds--indeed, it makes-- a way to the dawn of possibility 

and hope. 
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